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CHAPTER 1

What is CherryPy?

CherryPy is a pythonic, object-oriented HTTP framework.

CherryPy allows developers to build web applications in much the same way they would build any other object-oriented
Python program. This results in smaller source code developed in less time.

CherryPy does its best to stay out of the way between the programmer and the problem. It works out of the box;
default behavior is sensible enough to allow use without extensive setup or customization. However, its configuration
and plugin systems are more than enough to easily build and deploy complex sites.

You are free to use any kind of templating, data access etc. technology you want. CherryPy also has built-in tools for
sessions, static files, cookies, file uploads, caching, encoding, authorization, compression, and many more.

The production-ready, HTTP/1.1-compliant web server allows you to deploy web applications anywhere Python is
installed. It also supports any other WSGI-enabled webserver or adapter, including Apache, IIS, lighttpd, mod_python,
FastCGI, SCGI, and mod_wsgi, even multiple ones. And it’s fast; typically, CherryPy itself takes only 1-2ms per
request! It is being used in production by many sites, from the simplest to the most demanding.

CherryPy applications run on Windows, Linux, Mac OS X and any other platform supporting Python 2.3 or higher.

CherryPy is now more than eight years old and it is has proven very fast and stable. It is well tested, and includes tools
for testing, profiling, and coverage of your own applications.

Oh, and most importantly: CherryPy is fun to work with :-) Here’s how easy it is to write “Hello World” in CherryPy:

import cherrypy

class HelloWorld(object):
def index(self):

return "Hello World!"
index.exposed = True

cherrypy.quickstart(HelloWorld())
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CHAPTER 2

What CherryPy is NOT?

As an HTTP framework, CherryPy does all that is necessary to allow Python code to be executed when some resource
(URL) is requested by the user. However:

• CherryPy is not a templating language, such as PHP. CherryPy can work with several Python templating pack-
ages (see Choosing a templating language), but does not ship one by default.

• CherryPy does not fill out HTML forms for you. You’re free to use formencode or any other solution, or none
at all if you’re not using HTML ;)

• CherryPy is not a database or ORM. Rather than dictate or bless a persistence layer to you, CherryPy allows
you to choose your own.
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CHAPTER 3

Contents

3.1 Why choose CherryPy?

Let’s face it: there are dozens of different Python web frameworks. Why would you want to choose CherryPy for your
next dynamic Web project?

3.1.1 1. Simplicity

Developing with CherryPy is a simple task. “Hello, world” is only a few lines long, and does not require the developer
to learn the entire (albeit very manageable) framework all at once. The framework is very pythonic; that is, it follows
Python’s conventions very nicely (code is sparse and clean).

Contrast this with J2EE and Python’s most popular and visible web frameworks: Django, Zope, Pylons, and Turbo-
gears. In all of them, the learning curve is massive. In these frameworks, “Hello, world” requires the programmer to
set up a large scaffold which spans multiple files and to type a lot of boilerplate code. CherryPy succeeds because it
does not include the bloat of other frameworks, allowing the programmer to write their web application quickly while
still maintaining a high level of organization and scalability.

CherryPy is also very modular. The core is fast and clean, and extension features are easy to write and plug in using
code or the elegant config system. The primary components (server, engine, request, response, etc.) are all extendable
(even replaceable) and well-managed.

In short, CherryPy empowers the developer to work with the framework, not against or around it.

3.1.2 2. Power

CherryPy leverages all of the power of Python. Python is a dynamic language which allows for rapid development
of applications. Python also has an extensive built-in API which simplifies web app development. Even more ex-
tensive, however, are the third-party libraries available for Python. These range from object-relational mappers to
form libraries, to an automatic Python optimizer, a Windows exe generator, imaging libraries, email support, HTML
templating engines, etc. CherryPy applications are just like regular Python applications. CherryPy does not stand in
your way if you want to use these brilliant tools.

CherryPy also provides Tools and Plugins, which are powerful extension points needed to develop world-class web
applications.
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3.1.3 3. Maturity

Maturity is extremely important when developing a real-world application. Unlike many other web frameworks,
CherryPy has had many final, stable releases. It is fully bugtested, optimized, and proven reliable for real-world use.
The API will not suddenly change and break backwards compatibility, so your applications are assured to continue
working even through subsequent updates in the current version series.

CherryPy is also a “3.0” project: the first edition of CherryPy set the tone, the second edition made it work, and the
third edition makes it beautiful. Each version built on lessons learned from the previous, bringing the developer a
superior tool for the job.

3.1.4 4. Community

CherryPy has an active community that develops deployed CherryPy applications and are willing and ready to assist
you on the CherryPy mailing list or IRC (#cherrypy on OFTC). The developers also frequent the list and often answer
questions and implement features requested by the end-users.

3.1.5 5. Deployability

Unlike many other Python web frameworks, there are cost-effective ways to deploy your CherryPy application.

Out of the box, CherryPy includes its own production-ready HTTP server to host your application. If the application
needs to be deployed on Apache, there is copious documentation discussing how to connect the two. CherryPy can
also be deployed on any WSGI-compliant gateway (a technology for interfacing numerous types of web servers):
mod_wsgi, FastCGI, SCGI, IIS, etc.

In addition, CherryPy is pure-python and is compatible with Python 2.3. This means that CherryPy will run on all
major platforms that Python will run on (Windows, MacOSX, Linux, BSD, etc).

Webfaction.com, run by the inventor of CherryPy, is a commercial web host that offers CherryPy hosting packages (in
addition to several others).

3.1.6 6. It’s free!

All of CherryPy is licensed under the open-source BSD license, which means CherryPy can be used commercially
for ZERO cost.

3.1.7 7. Where to go from here?

Check out the Tutorial and Programmer’s Guide for more complete documentation.

3.2 Installation

Prerequisites

Download Stable Versions

Development versions

6 Chapter 3. Contents
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3.2.1 Prerequisites

All you need is a working version of Python-2.3 or later on your computer. If you are running Max OS X or some
Linux distribution (e.g. Ubuntu, Debian, Fedora) you most likely already have python on you system, for a detailed
instruction on how to install python follow the instruction on the python wiki.

3.2.2 Download Stable Versions

Using pip or easy_install

Using pip:

$ pip install CherryPy

or with easy_install:

$ easy_install CherryPy

It is recommended to use pip instead of easy_install. If you want to download and install CherryPy for yourself
proceed to the next instructions depending on your platform.

Unix/Mac

You may download the most current version from PyPI

For other releases, browse our download index.

• Unzip/untar the files

• Enter the directory created by the file extraction.

• Type “python setup.py install” to install the CherryPy module

Windows

You may download the most current version from PyPI.

For other releases, browse our download index.

• Select the file ending in ”.exe”.

• Run the downloaded file.

3.2.3 Next Steps

To run your first sample website:

1. In a command terminal or console go to cherrypy/tutorial/

2. Type:

$ python tut01_helloworld.py

and you’ll have a running website on port 8080.

3. Open your favorite browser and point it to http://localhost:8080 to see your first CherryPy-served
page :-)

3.2. Installation 7
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Now, you should try running some of the other tutorials found in the tutorial directory and look at their source code to
understand how to develop a website with CherryPy.

3.2.4 Development versions

CherryPy’s source code is managed using Mercurial, a source code control system written in python.

You can access our Mercurial repository using your favorite Mercurial client at bitbucket.

For Windows users, we recommend the wonderful Mercurial client TortoiseHg. Users of other operating systems are
advised to use multi-platform command line tools provided by the core Mercurial distribution.

• To submit a patch: fork the repository and submit your pull request. For further information please contact us
via email or IRC (see getting involved).

Standalone WSGI server

The WSGI server that comes bundled with CherryPy is available as a standalone module. Feel free to use it for all of
your WSGI serving needs.

3.3 CherryPy License (BSD)

Copyright (c) 2002-2013, CherryPy Team (team@cherrypy.org)
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the CherryPy Team nor the names of its contributors
may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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CHAPTER 4

Tutorial

4.1 What is this tutorial about?

This tutorial covers the basic steps for a newcomer to come to grips with CherryPy’s unique approach to web appli-
cation development. After following this tutorial, you will be able to understand how CherryPy applications work,
and also to implement simple but yet powerful applications on your own. Some knowledge of the Python program-
ming language is assumed. One does not need to be an expert to work with CherryPy, but a good understanding of
object-oriented basics is strongly recommended.

This tutorial only covers the basic features of CherryPy, but it tries to present them in a way that makes it easier for
you to discover how to use them. The CherryPy distribution comes with several good tutorial applications; however,
the best way to master CherryPy is to use it to write your own Web applications. The embedded web server makes it
easy for anyone not only to try, but also to deploy local applications, or even small Internet-enabled web sites. Try it,
and let us know what you did with it!

4.1.1 Knowledge required

It is assumed that the user has:

• Some knowledge of the Python programming language

• Some experience with basic object oriented programming

• Some knowledge of HTML, which is necessary to build the Web pages

4.1.2 Learning Python

As stated above, this is not a guide to the Python language. There are plenty of good resources for those learning
Python (just to name a few among the best: Learn Python The Hard Way, A Byte Of Python and Dive into Python).
The official Python website lists some good resources, including an excellent tutorial.

4.2 Start the Tutorial

4.2.1 Your first CherryPy application

The standard ‘Hello world!’ application takes less than 10 lines of code when written using CherryPy:
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import cherrypy

class HelloWorld(object):
def index(self):

return "Hello world!"
index.exposed = True

cherrypy.quickstart(HelloWorld())

We assume that you already have installed CherryPy. Copy the file above and save it locally as hello.py, then start
the application at the command prompt:

$ python hello.py

Direct your favorite web browser to http://localhost:8080 and you should see Hello world! printed there.

How does it work?

Let’s take a look at hello.py:

• The import cherrypy statement imports the main CherryPy module. This is all that is required to
have CherryPy working. Feel free to “import cherrypy” in an interactive session and see what’s available!
help(cherrypy) is also quite useful.

• We declare a class named HelloWorld. An instance of this class is the object that will be published by
CherryPy. It contains a single method, named index, which will get called when the root URL for the site is
requested (for example, http://localhost/). This method returns the contents of the Web page; in this
case, the ’Hello World!’ string. Note that you don’t have to subclass any framework-provided classes; in
fact, you don’t even have to use classes at all! But let’s start with them for now.

• The index.exposed = True is a necessary step to tell CherryPy that the index() method will be ex-
posed. Only exposed methods can be called to answer a request. This feature allows the user to select which
methods of an object will be accessible via the Web; non-exposed methods can’t be accessed. Another way to
expose a method is to use the decorator cherrypy.expose().

• cherrypy.quickstart(HelloWorld()) mounts an instance of the HelloWorld class, and starts the
embedded webserver. It runs until explicitly interrupted, either with Ctrl-C or via a suitable signal (a simple
kill on Unix will do it).

When the application is executed, the CherryPy server is started with the default configuration. It will listen on
localhost at port 8080. These defaults can be overridden by using a configuration file or dictionary (more on this
later).

Finally, the web server receives the request for the URL http://localhost:8080. It searches for the best
method to handle the request, starting from the HelloWorld instance. In this particular case, the root of the
site is automatically mapped to the index() method (similar to the index.html that is the standard page for
conventional Web servers). The HelloWorld class defines an index() method and exposes it. CherryPy calls
HelloWorld().index(), and the result of the call is sent back to the browser as the contents of the index page
for the website. All the dispatching and HTTP-processing work is done automatically; the application programmer
only needs to provide the desired content as the return value of the index method.

CherryPy structure

Most of the features of CherryPy are available through the cherrypy module. It contains several members:

10 Chapter 4. Tutorial
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• cherrypy.engine controls process startup, shutdown, and other events, including your own Plugins. See
The CherryPy Engine.

• cherrypy.server configures and controls the HTTP server.

• cherrypy.request contains all the information that comes with the HTTP request, after it is parsed and
analyzed by CherryPy.

• cherrypy.request.headers contains a mapping with the header options that were sent as part of the
request.

• cherrypy.session is a special mapping that is automatically generated and encoded by CherryPy; it can
be used to store session-data in a persistent cookie. For it to work you have to enable the session functionality
by setting ‘tools.session.on’ to True in your config.

• cherrypy.response contains the data that is used to build the HTTP response.

• cherrypy.response.headers contains a mapping with the header options that will be returned by the
server, before the contents get sent.

• cherrypy.response.body contains the actual contents of the webpage that will be sent as a response.

CherryPy Response

The cherrypy.response object is available to affect aspects of the response to a request. Like the request, the
response object is a thread-local, meaning although it appears to be a global variable, its value is specific to the current
thread, and thus the current request.

One may store arbitrary data in the response object.

HTTP Headers

CherryPy exposes the request headers (as sent from the client), and response headers (to be returned in the
response) in the headers attribute of cherrypy.request and cherrypy.response.

For example, to find out what “host” to which the client intended to connect:

import cherrypy

class HelloWorld(object):
@cherrypy.expose
def index(self):

host = cherrypy.request.headers['Host']
return "You have successfully reached " + host

cherrypy.quickstart(HelloWorld())

Or to set headers on the response:

import cherrypy

class HelloWorld(object):
def _get_jpeg_data(self):

"""This method should return the jpeg data"""
return ""

@cherrypy.expose

4.2. Start the Tutorial 11
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def index(self):
cherrypy.response.headers['Content-Type'] = 'application/jpeg'
return self._get_jpeg_data()

cherrypy.quickstart(HelloWorld())

4.2.2 Exposing

Any object that is attached to the root object is traversible via the internal URL-to-object mapping routine. However, it
does not mean that the object itself is directly accessible via the Web. For this to happen, the object has to be exposed.

Exposing objects

CherryPy maps URL requests to objects and invokes the suitable callable automatically. The callables that can be
invoked as a result of external requests are said to be exposed.

Objects are exposed in CherryPy by setting the exposed attribute. Most often, a method on an object is the callable
that is to be invoked. In this case, one can directly set the exposed attribute:

class Root(object):
def index(self):

"""Handle the / URI"""
index.exposed = True

or use a decorator:

class Root(object):
@cherrypy.expose
def index(self):

"""Handle the / URI"""

When it is a special method, such as __call__, that is to be invoked, the exposed attribute must be set on the class
itself:

class Node(object):
exposed = True
def __call__(self):

""" """

The techniques can be mixed, for example:

"""This example can handle the URIs:
/ -> Root.index
/page -> Root.page
/node -> Node.__call__
"""
import cherrypy

class Node(object):
exposed = True

def __call__(self):
return "The node content"

class Root(object):

12 Chapter 4. Tutorial
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def __init__(self):
self.node = Node()

@cherrypy.expose
def index(self):

return "The index of the root object"

def page(self):
return 'This is the "page" content'

page.exposed = True

if __name__ == '__main__':
cherrypy.quickstart(Root())

4.2.3 Dispatching

The resource is not the storage object. The resource is not a mechanism that the server uses to handle the
storage object. The resource is a conceptual mapping – the server receives the identifier (which identifies
the mapping) and applies it to its current mapping implementation (usually a combination of collection-
specific deep tree traversal and/or hash tables) to find the currently responsible handler implementation
and the handler implementation then selects the appropriate action+response based on the request content.
All of these implementation-specific issues are hidden behind the Web interface; their nature cannot be
assumed by a client that only has access through the Web interface.

Roy Fielding

When you wish to serve a resource on the Web, you never actually serve the resource, because “resources” are con-
cepts. What you serve are representations of a resource, and page handlers are what you use in CherryPy to do that.
Page handlers are functions that you write; CherryPy calls one for each request and uses its response (a string of
HTML, for example) as the representation.

For the user, a web application is just like a website with static files. The user types (or clicks) a URL, and gets to
the desired webpage. A conventional webserver uses the URL to retrieve a static file from the filesystem. A web
application server, on the other hand, not only serves the content from static files; it can also map the URL it receives
into some object and call it. The result is then sent back to the user’s browser, where it is rendered into a viewable
page. The result is a dynamic web application; for each URL, a unique object can be called into action. The key to
understand how to write a new web application is to understand how this mapping occurs.

CherryPy takes the output of the appropriate page handler function, binds it to cherrypy.response.body , and
sends it as the HTTP response entity body. Your page handler function (and almost any other part of CherryPy) can
directly set cherrypy.response.status and cherrypy.response.headers as desired.

Dispatchers

Before CherryPy can call your page handlers, it has to know 1) where they are, and 2) which one to call for a given
‘identifier’ (URI). In CherryPy, we use a Dispatcher object to:

1. Understand the arrangement of handlers

2. Find the appropriate page handler function

3. Wrap your actual handler function in a PageHandler object (see below)

4. Set cherrypy.request.handler (to the PageHandler wrapper)

5. Collect configuration entries into cherrypy.request.config

4.2. Start the Tutorial 13
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6. Collect “virtual path” components

CherryPy has a default arrangement of handlers (see next), but also allows you to trade it for any arrangement you can
think up and implement.

Default Dispatcher

By default, CherryPy uses a fairly straightforward mapping procedure. The root of the site is the
Application.root object. When it receives a URL, it breaks it into its path components, and proceeds look-
ing down into the site until it finds an object that is the ‘best match’ for that particular URL. For each path component
it tries to find an object with the same name, starting from root, and going down for each component it finds, until it
can’t find a match. An example shows it better:

root = HelloWorld()
root.onepage = OnePage()
root.otherpage = OtherPage()

In the example above, the URL http://localhost/onepage will point at the first object and the URL
http://localhost/otherpage will point at the second one. As usual, this search is done automatically. But
it goes even further:

root.some = Page()
root.some.page = Page()

In this example, the URL http://localhost/some/page will be mapped to the root.some.page object.
If this object is exposed (or alternatively, its index method is), it will be called for that URL.

In our HelloWorld example, adding the http://localhost/onepage/mapping to OnePage().index could
be done like this:

import cherrypy

class OnePage(object):
def index(self):

return "one page!"
index.exposed = True

class HelloWorld(object):
onepage = OnePage()

def index(self):
return "hello world"

index.exposed = True

cherrypy.quickstart(HelloWorld())

Normal methods CherryPy can directly call methods on the mounted objects, if it receives a URL that is directly
mapped to them. For example:

"""This example can handle the URIs
/ -> OnePage.index
/foo -> OnePage.foo -> foo
"""
import cherrypy
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class OnePage(object):
def index(self):

return "one page!"
index.exposed = True

def foo():
return 'Foo!'

foo.exposed = True

if __name__ == '__main__':
root = OnePage()
root.foo = foo
cherrypy.quickstart(root)

In the example, root.foo contains a function object, named foo. When CherryPy receives a request for the /foo
URL, it will automatically call the foo() function. Note that it can be a plain function, or a method of any object;
any callable will do it.

Index methods The index method has a special role in CherryPy: it handles intermediate URI’s that end in a slash;
for example, the URI /orders/items/ might map to root.orders.items.index. The index method can
take additional keyword arguments if the request includes querystring or POST params; see Keyword Arguments, next.
However, unlike all other page handlers, it cannot take positional arguments (see Positional Arguments, below).

The default dispatcher will always try to find a method named index at the end of the branch traversal. In the example
above, the URI “/onepage/” would result in the call: app.root.onepage.index(). Depending on the use of the
trailing_slash Tool, that might be interrupted with an HTTPRedirect, but otherwise, both "/onepage" (no
trailing slash) and "/onepage/" (trailing slash) will result in the same call.

Keyword Arguments Any page handler that is called by CherryPy (index, or any other suitable method) can
receive additional data from HTML or other forms using keyword arguments. For example, the following login form
sends the username and the password as form arguments using the POST method:

<form action="doLogin" method="post">
<p>Username</p>
<input type="text" name="username" value=""

size="15" maxlength="40"/>
<p>Password</p>
<input type="password" name="password" value=""

size="10" maxlength="40"/>
<p><input type="submit" value="Login"/></p>
<p><input type="reset" value="Clear"/></p>

</form>

The following code can be used to handle this URL:

class Root(object):
def doLogin(self, username=None, password=None):

"""Check the username & password"""
doLogin.exposed = True

Both arguments have to be declared as keyword arguments. The default value can be used either to provide a suitable
default value for optional arguments, or to provide means for the application to detect if some values were missing
from the request.

CherryPy supports both the GET and POST method for HTML forms. Arguments are passed the same way, regardless
of the original method used by the browser to send data to the web server.
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Positional Arguments When a request is processed, the URI is split into its components, and each one is matched in
order against the nodes in the tree. Any trailing components are “virtual path” components and are passed as positional
arguments. For example, the URI "/branch/leaf/4" might result in the call: app.root.branch.leaf(4),
or app.root.index(branch, leaf, 4) depending on how you have your handlers arranged.

Partial matches can happen when a URL contains components that do not map to the object tree. This can happen for
a number of reasons. For example, it may be an error; the user just typed the wrong URL. But it also can mean that
the URL contains extra arguments.

For example, assume that you have a blog-like application written in CherryPy that takes the year, month and day as
part of the URL http://localhost/blog/2005/01/17. This URL can be handled by the following code:

class Root(object):
def blog(self, year, month, day):

"""Deliver the blog post. According to *year* *month* *day*.
"""

blog.exposed = True

root = Root()

So the URL above will be mapped as a call to:

root.blog('2005', '01', '17')

In this case, there is a partial match up to the blog component. The rest of the URL can’t be found in the mounted
object tree. In this case, the blog() method will be called, and the positional parameters will receive the remaining
path segments as arguments. The values are passed as strings; in the above mentioned example, the arguments would
still need to be converted back into numbers, but the idea is correctly presented.

Default methods If the default dispatcher is not able to locate a suitable page handler by walking down the tree, it
has a last-ditch option: it starts walking back ‘’up” the tree looking for default methods. Default methods work just
like any other method with positional arguments, but are defined one level further down, in case you have multiple
methods to expose. For example, we could have written the above “blog” example equivalently with a “default”
method instead:

class Blog(object):
def default(self, year, month, day):

"""This method catch the positional arguments

*year*,*month*,*day* to delivery the blog content.
"""

default.exposed = True

class Root(object):
pass

root = Root()
root.blog = Blog()

So the URL http://localhost/blog/2005/01/17 will be mapped as a call to:

root.blog.default('2005', '01', '17')

You could achieve the same effect by defining a __call__ method in this case, but “default” just reads better. ;)

Special characters You can use dots in a URI like /path/to/my.html, but Python method names don’t allow
dots. To work around this, the default dispatcher converts all dots in the URI to underscores before trying to find the
page handler. In the example, therefore, you would name your page handler “def my_html”. However, this means the
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page is also available at the URI /path/to/my_html. If you need to protect the resource (e.g. with authentication),
you must protect both URLs.

New in version 3.2: The default dispatcher now takes a ‘translate’ argument, which converts all characters in
string.punctuation to underscores using the builtin str.translatemethod of string objects. You are free to specify
any other translation string of length 256.

Other Dispatchers

But Mr. Fielding mentions two kinds of “mapping implementations” above: trees and hash tables (‘dicts’ in Python).
Some web developers claim trees are difficult to change as an application evolves, and prefer to use dicts (or a list
of tuples) instead. Under these schemes, the mapping key is often a regular expression, and the value is the handler
function. For example:

def root_index(name):
return "Hello, %s!" % name

def branch_leaf(size):
return str(int(size) + 3)

mappings = [
(r'^/([^/]+)$', root_index),
(r'^/branch/leaf/(\d+)$', branch_leaf),
]

CherryPy allows you to use a Dispatcher other than the default if you wish. By using another Dispatcher (or
writing your own), you gain complete control over the arrangement and behavior of your page handlers (and config).
To use another dispatcher, set the request.dispatch config entry to the dispatcher you like:

d = cherrypy.dispatch.RoutesDispatcher()
d.connect(name='hounslow', route='hounslow', controller=City('Hounslow'))
d.connect(name='surbiton', route='surbiton', controller=City('Surbiton'),

action='index', conditions=dict(method=['GET']))
d.mapper.connect('surbiton', controller='surbiton',

action='update', conditions=dict(method=['POST']))

conf = {'/': {'request.dispatch': d}}
cherrypy.tree.mount(root=None, config=conf)

A couple of notes about the example above:

• Since Routes has no controller hierarchy, there’s nothing to pass as a root to cherrypy.tree.mount; pass
None in this case.

• Usually you’ll use the same dispatcher for an entire app, so specifying it at the root (“/”) is common. But you
can use different dispatchers for different paths if you like.

• Because the dispatcher is so critical to finding handlers (and their ancestors), this is one of the few cases where
you cannot use _cp_config; it’s a chicken-and-egg problem: you can’t ask a handler you haven’t found yet how
it wants to be found.

• Since Routes are explicit, there’s no need to set the exposed attribute. All routes are always exposed.

CherryPy ships with additional Dispatchers in cherrypy._cpdispatch.
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PageHandler Objects

Because the Dispatcher sets cherrypy.request.handler, it can also control the input and output of that
handler function by wrapping the actual handler. The default Dispatcher passes “virtual path” components as po-
sitional arguments and passes query-string and entity (GET and POST) parameters as keyword arguments. It uses a
PageHandler object for this, which looks a lot like:

class PageHandler(object):
"""Callable which sets response.body."""

def __init__(self, callable, *args, **kwargs):
self.callable = callable
self.args = args
self.kwargs = kwargs

def __call__(self):
return self.callable(*self.args, **self.kwargs)

The actual default PageHandler is a little bit more complicated (because the args and kwargs are bound later), but
you get the idea. And you can see how easy it would be to provide your own behavior, whether your own in-
puts or your own way of modifying the output. Remember, whatever is returned from the handler will be bound
to cherrypy.response.body and will be used as the response entity.

Replacing page handlers

The handler that’s going to be called during a request is available at cherrypy.request.handler, which
means your code has a chance to replace it before the handler runs. It’s a snap to write a Tool to do so with a
HandlerWrapperTool:

to_skip = (KeyboardInterrupt, SystemException, cherrypy.HTTPRedirect)
def PgSQLWrapper(next_handler, *args, **kwargs):

trans.begin()
try:

result = next_handler(*args, **kwargs)
trans.commit()

except Exception, e:
if not isinstance(e, to_skip):

trans.rollback()
raise

trans.end()
return result

cherrypy.tools.pgsql = cherrypy._cptools.HandlerWrapperTool(PgSQLWrapper)

Configuration

The default arrangement of CherryPy handlers is a tree. This enables a very powerful configuration technique: config
can be attached to a node in the tree and cascade down to all children of that node. Since the mapping of URI’s to
handlers is not always 1:1, this provides a flexibility which is not as easily definable in other, flatter arrangements.

However, because the arrangement of config is directly related to the arrangement of handlers, it is the responsibility
of the Dispatcher to collect per-handler config, merge it with per-URI and global config, and bind the resulting dict to
cherrypy.request.config. This dict is of depth 1 and will contain all config entries which are in effect for the
current request.
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4.2.4 Configuration

Configuration in CherryPy is implemented via dictionaries. Keys are strings which name the mapped value; values
may be of any type.

In CherryPy 3, you use configuration (files or dicts) to set attributes directly on the engine, server, request, response,
and log objects. So the best way to know the full range of what’s available in the config file is to simply import those
objects and see what help(obj) tells you.

Architecture

The first thing you need to know about CherryPy 3’s configuration is that it separates global config from application
config. If you’re deploying multiple applications at the same site (and more and more people are, as Python web
apps are tending to decentralize), you need to be careful to separate the configurations, as well. There’s only ever one
“global config”, but there is a separate “app config” for each app you deploy.

CherryPy Requests are part of an Application, which runs in a global context, and configuration data may apply to any
of those three scopes. Let’s look at each of those scopes in turn.

Global config

Global config entries apply everywhere, and are stored in cherrypy.config. This flat dict only holds global
config data; that is, “site-wide” config entries which affect all mounted applications.

Global config is stored in the cherrypy.config dict, and you therefore update it by calling
cherrypy.config.update(conf). The conf argument can be either a filename, an open file, or a dict of
config entries. Here’s an example of passing a dict argument:

cherrypy.config.update({'server.socket_host': '64.72.221.48',
'server.socket_port': 80,

})

The server.socket_host option in this example determines on which network interface CherryPy will listen.
The server.socket_port option declares the TCP port on which to listen.

Application config

Application entries apply to a single mounted application, and are stored on each Application object itself as
app.config. This is a two-level dict where each top-level key is a path, or “relative URL” (for example,
"/" or "/my/page"), and each value is a dict of config entries. The URL’s are relative to the script name
(mount point) of the Application. Usually, all this data is provided in the call to tree.mount(root(),
script_name=’/path/to’, config=conf), although you may also use app.merge(conf). The conf
argument can be either a filename, an open file, or a dict of config entries.

Configuration file example:

[/]
tools.trailing_slash.on = False
request.dispatch: cherrypy.dispatch.MethodDispatcher()

or, in python code:

config = {'/':
{

'request.dispatch': cherrypy.dispatch.MethodDispatcher(),
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'tools.trailing_slash.on': False,
}

}
cherrypy.tree.mount(Root(), config=config)

CherryPy only uses sections that start with "/" (except [global], see below). That means you can place your own
configuration entries in a CherryPy config file by giving them a section name which does not start with "/". For
example, you might include database entries like this:

[global]
server.socket_host: "0.0.0.0"

[Databases]
driver: "postgres"
host: "localhost"
port: 5432

[/path]
response.timeout: 6000

Then, in your application code you can read these values during request time via
cherrypy.request.app.config[’Databases’]. For code that is outside the request process, you’ll
have to pass a reference to your Application around.

Request config

Each Request object possesses a single request.config dict. Early in the request process, this dict is populated
by merging Global config, Application config, and any config acquired while looking up the page handler (see next).
This dict contains only those config entries which apply to the given request.

Note: when you do an InternalRedirect, this config attribute is recalculated for the new path.

Declaration

Configuration data may be supplied as a Python dictionary, as a filename, or as an open file object.

Configuration files

When you supply a filename or file, CherryPy uses Python’s builtin ConfigParser; you declare Application config by
writing each path as a section header, and each entry as a "key: value" (or "key = value") pair:

[/path/to/my/page]
response.stream: True
tools.trailing_slash.extra = False

Combined Configuration Files If you are only deploying a single application, you can make a single config file
that contains both global and app entries. Just stick the global entries into a config section named [global], and
pass the same file to both config.update and tree.mount <cherrypy._cptree.Tree.mount(). If
you’re calling cherrypy.quickstart(app root, script name, config), it will pass the config to
both places for you. But as soon as you decide to add another application to the same site, you need to separate the
two config files/dicts.
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Separate Configuration Files If you’re deploying more than one application in the same process, you
need (1) file for global config, plus (1) file for each Application. The global config is applied by calling
cherrypy.config.update, and application config is usually passed in a call to cherrypy.tree.mount.

In general, you should set global config first, and then mount each application with its own config. Among other
benefits, this allows you to set up global logging so that, if something goes wrong while trying to mount an application,
you’ll see the tracebacks. In other words, use this order:

# global config
cherrypy.config.update({'environment': 'production',

'log.error_file': 'site.log',
# ...
})

# Mount each app and pass it its own config
cherrypy.tree.mount(root1, "", appconf1)
cherrypy.tree.mount(root2, "/forum", appconf2)
cherrypy.tree.mount(root3, "/blog", appconf3)

if hasattr(cherrypy.engine, 'block'):
# 3.1 syntax
cherrypy.engine.start()
cherrypy.engine.block()

else:
# 3.0 syntax
cherrypy.server.quickstart()
cherrypy.engine.start()

Values in config files use Python syntax Config entries are always a key/value pair, like server.socket_port
= 8080. The key is always a name, and the value is always a Python object. That is, if the value you are setting is an
int (or other number), it needs to look like a Python int; for example, 8080. If the value is a string, it needs to be
quoted, just like a Python string. Arbitrary objects can also be created, just like in Python code (assuming they can be
found/imported). Here’s an extended example, showing you some of the different types:

[global]
log.error_file: "/home/fumanchu/myapp.log"
environment = 'production'
server.max_request_body_size: 1200

[/myapp]
tools.trailing_slash.on = False
request.dispatch: cherrypy.dispatch.MethodDispatcher()

_cp_config: attaching config to handlers

Config files have a severe limitation: values are always keyed by URL. For example:

[/path/to/page]
methods_with_bodies = ("POST", "PUT", "PROPPATCH")

It’s obvious that the extra method is the norm for that path; in fact, the code could be considered broken without it. In
CherryPy, you can attach that bit of config directly on the page handler:

def page(self):
return "Hello, world!"

page.exposed = True
page._cp_config = {"request.methods_with_bodies": ("POST", "PUT", "PROPPATCH")}
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_cp_config is a reserved attribute which the dispatcher looks for at each node in the object tree. The _cp_config
attribute must be a CherryPy config dictionary. If the dispatcher finds a _cp_config attribute, it merges that dictio-
nary into the rest of the config. The entire merged config dictionary is placed in cherrypy.request.config.

This can be done at any point in the tree of objects; for example, we could have attached that config to a class which
contains the page method:

class SetOPages:

_cp_config = {"request.methods_with_bodies": ("POST", "PUT", "PROPPATCH")}

def page(self):
return "Hullo, Werld!"

page.exposed = True

Note: This behavior is only guaranteed for the default dispatcher. Other dispatchers may have different restrictions
on where you can attach _cp_config attributes.

This technique allows you to:

• Put config near where it’s used for improved readability and maintainability.

• Attach config to objects instead of URL’s. This allows multiple URL’s to point to the same object, yet you only
need to define the config once.

• Provide defaults which are still overridable in a config file.

Namespaces

Because config entries usually just set attributes on objects, they’re almost all of the form: object.attribute.
A few are of the form: object.subobject.attribute. They look like normal Python attribute chains, be-
cause they work like them. We call the first name in the chain the “config namespace”. When you provide a con-
fig entry, it is bound as early as possible to the actual object referenced by the namespace; for example, the entry
response.stream actually sets the stream attribute of cherrypy.response! In this way, you can easily
determine the default value by firing up a python interpreter and typing:

>>> import cherrypy
>>> cherrypy.response.stream
False

Each config namespace has its own handler; for example, the “request” namespace has a handler which takes your
config entry and sets that value on the appropriate “request” attribute. There are a few namespaces, however, which
don’t work like normal attributes behind the scenes; however, they still use dotted keys and are considered to “have a
namespace”.

Builtin namespaces

Entries from each namespace may be allowed in the global, application root ("/") or per-path config, or a combination:
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Scope Global Application Root App Path
engine X
hooks X X X
log X X
request X X X
response X X X
server X
tools X X X

engine Entries in this namespace controls the ‘application engine’. These can only be declared in the global config.
Any attribute of cherrypy.engine may be set in config; however, there are a few extra entries available in config:

• Plugin attributes. Many of the Engine Plugins are themselves attributes of cherrypy.engine. You
can set any attribute of an attached plugin by simply naming it. For example, there is an instance of the
Autoreloader class at engine.autoreload; you can set its “frequency” attribute via the config en-
try engine.autoreload.frequency = 60. In addition, you can turn such plugins on and off by setting
engine.autoreload.on = True or False.

• engine.SIGHUP/SIGTERM: These entries can be used to set the list of listeners for the given channel.
Mostly, this is used to turn off the signal handling one gets automatically via cherrypy.quickstart().

hooks Declares additional request-processing functions. Use this to append your own Hook functions to the request.
For example, to add my_hook_func to the before_handler hookpoint:

[/]
hooks.before_handler = myapp.my_hook_func

log Configures logging. These can only be declared in the global config (for global logging) or [/] config (for each
application). See LogManager for the list of configurable attributes. Typically, the “access_file”, “error_file”, and
“screen” attributes are the most commonly configured.

request Sets attributes on each Request. See the Request class for a complete list.

response Sets attributes on each Response. See the Response class for a complete list.

server Controls the default HTTP server via cherrypy.server (see that class for a complete list of configurable
attributes). These can only be declared in the global config.

tools Enables and configures additional request-processing packages. See the Tools overview for more information.

wsgi Adds WSGI middleware to an Application’s “pipeline”. These can only be declared in the app’s root config
(“/”).

• wsgi.pipeline: Appends to the WSGi pipeline. The value must be a list of (name, app factory) pairs.
Each app factory must be a WSGI callable class (or callable that returns a WSGI callable); it must take an
initial ‘nextapp’ argument, plus any optional keyword arguments. The optional arguments may be configured
via wsgi.<name>.<arg>.

• wsgi.response_class: Overrides the default Response class.
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checker Controls the “checker”, which looks for common errors in app state (including config) when
the engine starts. You can turn off individual checks by setting them to False in config. See
cherrypy._cpchecker.Checker for a complete list. Global config only.

Custom config namespaces

You can define your own namespaces if you like, and they can do far more than simply set attributes. The
test/test_configmodule, for example, shows an example of a custom namespace that coerces incoming params
and outgoing body content. The cherrypy._cpwsgi module includes an additional, builtin namespace for invok-
ing WSGI middleware.

In essence, a config namespace handler is just a function, that gets passed any config entries in its namespace. You
add it to a namespaces registry (a dict), where keys are namespace names and values are handler functions. When a
config entry for your namespace is encountered, the corresponding handler function will be called, passing the config
key and value; that is, namespaces[namespace](k, v). For example, if you write:

def db_namespace(k, v):
if k == 'connstring':

orm.connect(v)
cherrypy.config.namespaces['db'] = db_namespace

then cherrypy.config.update({"db.connstring": "Oracle:host=1.10.100.200;sid=TEST"})
will call db_namespace(’connstring’, ’Oracle:host=1.10.100.200;sid=TEST’).

The point at which your namespace handler is called depends on where you add it:

Scope Namespace dict Handler is called in
Global cherrypy.config.namespacescherrypy.config.update
Applica-
tion

app.namespaces Application.merge (which is called by cherrypy.tree.mount)

Request app.request_class.namespacesRequest.configure (called for each request, after the handler is
looked up)

The name can be any string, and the handler must be either a callable or a (Python 2.5 style) context manager.

If you need additional code to run when all your namespace keys are collected, you can supply a callable context
manager in place of a normal function for the handler. Context managers are defined in PEP 343.

Environments

The only key that does not exist in a namespace is the “environment” entry. It only applies to the global config,
and only when you use cherrypy.config.update. This special entry imports other config entries from the
following template stored in cherrypy._cpconfig.environments[environment].

Config.environments = environments = {
"staging": {

'engine.autoreload.on': False,
'checker.on': False,
'tools.log_headers.on': False,
'request.show_tracebacks': False,
'request.show_mismatched_params': False,

},
"production": {

'engine.autoreload.on': False,
'checker.on': False,
'tools.log_headers.on': False,
'request.show_tracebacks': False,
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'request.show_mismatched_params': False,
'log.screen': False,

},
"embedded": {

# For use with CherryPy embedded in another deployment stack.
'engine.autoreload.on': False,
'checker.on': False,
'tools.log_headers.on': False,
'request.show_tracebacks': False,
'request.show_mismatched_params': False,
'log.screen': False,
'engine.SIGHUP': None,
'engine.SIGTERM': None,

},
"test_suite": {

'engine.autoreload.on': False,
'checker.on': False,
'tools.log_headers.on': False,
'request.show_tracebacks': True,
'request.show_mismatched_params': True,
'log.screen': False,

},
}

If you find the set of existing environments (production, staging, etc) too limiting or just plain wrong, feel free to
extend them or add new environments:

cherrypy._cpconfig.environments['staging']['log.screen'] = False

cherrypy._cpconfig.environments['Greek'] = {
'tools.encode.encoding': 'ISO-8859-7',
'tools.decode.encoding': 'ISO-8859-7',
}

4.2.5 Tools

CherryPy core is extremely light and clean. It contains only the necessary features to support the HTTP protocol and
to call the correct object for each request. Additional request-time features can be added to it using modular tools.

Tools are a great way to package up behavior that happens outside your page handlers. A tool is an object that has a
chance to work on a request as it goes through the usual CherryPy processing stages, both before and after it gets to
your handler. Several tools are provided as part of the standard CherryPy library, available in cherrypy.tools.
See /progguide/builtintools.

Tools provide a lot of flexibility. Different tools can be applied to different parts of the site, and the order of tools can
be changed. The user can write custom tools for special applications, changing the behavior of CherryPy without the
need to change its internals. See Custom Tools.

Using Tools

Config Files

You can turn on Tools in config, whether a file or a dict. For example, you can add static directory serving with the
builtin staticdir tool with just a few lines in your config file:
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[/docroot]
tools.staticdir.on: True
tools.staticdir.root: "/path/to/app"
tools.staticdir.dir: 'static'

This turns on the staticdir tool for all URLs that start with “/docroot”.

_cp_config

You can also enable and configure tools per controller or per handler using _cp_config:

class docroot(object):

_cp_config = {'tools.staticdir.on': True,
'tools.staticdir.root: "/path/to/app",
'tools.staticdir.dir': 'static'}

Decorators

But we can do even better by using the builtin decorator support that all Tools have:

class docroot(object):

@tools.staticdir(root="/path/to/app", dir='static')
def page(self):

# ...

Page Handlers

...and in this case, we can do even better because tools.staticdir is a HandlerTool, and therefore can be used directly
as a page handler:

class docroot(object):

static = tools.staticdir.handler(
section='static', root="/path/to/app", dir='static')

Direct invocation

Finally, you can use (most) Tools directly, by calling the function they wrap. They expose this via the ‘callable’
attribute:

def page(self):
tools.response_headers.callable([('Content-Language', 'fr')])
return "Bonjour, le Monde!"

page.exposed = True

help(Tool)

Because the underlying function is wrapped in a tool, you need to call
help(tools.whatevertool.callable) if you want the docstring for it. Using
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help(tools.whatevertool) will give you help on how to use it as a Tool (for example, as a decora-
tor).

Tools also are also inspectable automatically. They expose their own arguments as attributes:

>>> dir(cherrypy.tools.session_auth)
[..., 'anonymous', 'callable', 'check_username_and_password',
'do_check', 'do_login', 'do_logout', 'handler', 'login_screen',
'on_check', 'on_login', 'on_logout', 'run', 'session_key']

This makes IDE calltips especially useful, even when writing config files!

4.2.6 The CherryPy Engine

The cherrypy.engine object contains and manages site-wide behavior: daemonization, HTTP server start/stop,
process reload, signal handling, drop privileges, PID file management, logging for all of these, and many more.

Any task that needs to happen outside of the request process is managed by the Engine via Plugins. You can add your
own site-wide behaviors, too; see Custom Plugins. The Engine handles these tasks whether you start your site from a
script, from an external server process like Apache, or via cherryd.

State Management

The Engine manages the state of the site. Engine methods like cherrypy.engine.start move it from one state
to another:

O
|
V

STOPPING --> STOPPED --> EXITING -> X
A A |
| \___ |
| \ |
| V V

STARTED <-- STARTING

Note in particular that the Engine allows you to stop and restart it again without stopping the process. This can be used
to build highly dynamic sites, and is invaluable for debugging live servers.

Channels

The Engine uses topic-based publish-subscribe messaging to manage event-driven behaviors like autoreload and dae-
monization. When the Engine moves from one state to another, it publishes a message on a channel named after the
activity. For example, when you call cherrypy.engine.start, the Engine moves from the STOPPED state to
the STARTING state, publishes a message on the “start” channel, and then moves to the STARTED state.

Plugins

Engine Plugins package up channel listeners into easy-to-use components.

Engine Plugins have a subscribe method which you can use to “turn them on”; that is, they will start listening for
messages published on event channels. For example, to turn on PID file management:
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from cherrypy.process.plugins import PIDFile
p = PIDFile(cherrypy.engine, "/var/run/myapp.pid")
p.subscribe()

If you want to turn off a plugin, call p.unsubscribe().

The following builtin plugins are subscribed by default:

• Timeout Monitor

• Autoreloader (off in the “production” environment)

• cherrypy.server

• cherrypy.checker

• Engine log messages go to cherrypy.log.

• A Signal Handler.

4.2.7 Creating a RESTful API

REST is an elegant architecture concept which is widely used nowadays.

The point is quite simple: rely on HTTP methods and statuses and associate them with actual data manipulations.

You can read more theory on the Creating RESTful applications in CherryPy page.

Overview

In this tutorial, we will create a RESTful backend for a song collection management web app.

A song is a resource with certain data (called state). Let’s assume, every song has title and artist, and is identified by
a unique ID.

There are also methods to view and change the state of a resource. The basic set of methods is called CRUD—Create,
Read, Update, and Delete.

Let’s assume that the frontend part is developed by someone else, and can interact with our backend part only with
API requests. Our jobs is only to handle those requests, perform actions, and return the proper response.

Therefore, we will not take care about templating or page rendering.

We will also not use a database in this tutorial for the sake of concentrating solely on the RESTful API concept.

Note: REST principles assume that a response status must always be meaningful. HTTP 1.1 specification already has
all necessary error codes, and a developer should properly map erroneous backend events with according HTTP error
codes.

Fortunately, CherryPy has done it for us. For instance, if our backend app receives a request with wrong parameters,
CherryPy will raise a 400 Bad Request response automatically.

Download the complete example file.

Getting Started

Create a file called songs.py with the following content:
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import cherrypy

songs = {
'1': {

'title': 'Lumberjack Song',
'artist': 'Canadian Guard Choir'

},

'2': {
'title': 'Always Look On the Bright Side of Life',
'artist': 'Eric Idle'

},

'3': {
'title': 'Spam Spam Spam',
'artist': 'Monty Python'

}
}

class Songs:

exposed = True

if __name__ == '__main__':

cherrypy.tree.mount(
Songs(), '/api/songs',
{'/':

{'request.dispatch': cherrypy.dispatch.MethodDispatcher()}
}

)

cherrypy.engine.start()
cherrypy.engine.block()

Let’s go through this code line by line.

Import CherryPy:

import cherrypy

Define the song “database”, which is a simple Python dictionary:

songs = {
'1': {

'title': 'Lumberjack Song',
'artist': 'Canadian Guard Choir'

},

'2': {
'title': 'Always Look On the Bright Side of Life',
'artist': 'Eric Idle'

},

'3': {
'title': 'Spam Spam Spam',
'artist': 'Monty Python'

}
}
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Note that we are using strings as dict keys, not integers. This is done only to avoid extra type convertings when we
will parse the request parameters (which are always strings.) Normally, the ID handling is performed by a database
automatically, but since we do not use any, we have to deal with it manually.

Create a class to represent the songs resource:

class Songs:

Expose all the (future) class methods at once:

exposed = True

Standard Python check on whether the file is used directly or as module:

if __name__ == '__main__':

Create an instance of the class (called a CherryPy application) and mount it to /api/songs:

cherrypy.tree.mount(
Songs(), '/api/songs',

This means that this app will handle requests coming to the URLs starting with /api/songs.

Now, here goes the interesting part.

CherryPy has a very helpful tool for creating RESTful APIs—the MethodDispatcher.

Learn it and love it.

Briefly speaking, it is a special sort of dispatcher which automatically connects the HTTP requests to the according
handlers based on the request method. All you have to do is just name the handlers to correspond to the HTTP method
names.

Long story short, just call the HTTP GET handler GET, and the HTTP POST handle POST.

Activate this dispatcher for our app:

{'/':
{'request.dispatch': cherrypy.dispatch.MethodDispatcher()}

}
)

Note that the / path in this config is relative to the application mount point (/api/songs), and will apply only to it.

The last 2 lines do just the same as the quickstart method, only written a bit more explicitly—run the server:

cherrypy.engine.start()
cherrypy.engine.block()

GET

Represents the Read method in CRUD.

Add a new method to the Songs class in songs.py, called GET:

def GET(self, id=None):

if id == None:
return('Here are all the songs we have: %s' % songs)

elif id in songs:
song = songs[id]
return('Song with the ID %s is called %s, and the artist is %s' % (id, song['title'], song['artist']))
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else:
return('No song with the ID %s :-(' % id)

This method will return the whole song dictionary if the ID is not specified (/api/songs), a particular song
data if the ID is specified and exists (/api/songs/1 ), and the message about a not existing song otherwise
(/api/songs/42.)

Try it out in your browser by going to 127.0.0.1:8080/api/songs/, 127.0.0.1:8080/api/songs/1,
or 127.0.0.1:8080/api/songs/42.

POST

Represents the Create method in CRUD.

Add a new method to the Songs class, called POST:

def POST(self, title, artist):

id = str(max([int(_) for _ in songs.keys()]) + 1)

songs[id] = {
'title': title,
'artist': artist

}

return ('Create a new song with the ID: %s' % id)

This method defines the next unique ID and adds an item to the songs dictionary.

Note that we do not validate the input arguments. CherryPy does it for us. If any parameter is missing or and extra
one is provided, the 400 Bad Request error will be raised automatically.

Note: Unlike GET request, POST, PUT, and DELETE requests cannot be sent via the browser URL promt.

You will need to use some special software to do it.

The recommendation here is to use cURL, which is available by default in most GNU/Linux distributions and is
available for Windows and Mac.

Basic cURL usage to send a request, applied in the examples below, is as follows:

curl -d <param1>=<value1> -d <param2>=<value2> -X <HTTPMethod> <URL>

You can send GET requests with cURL too, but using a browser is easier.

Send a POST HTTP request to 127.0.0.1:8080/api/songs/ with cURL:

curl -d title='Frozen' -d artist='Madonna' -X POST '127.0.0.1:8080/api/songs/'

You will see the response:

Create a new song with the ID: 4%

Now, if you go to 127.0.0.1:8080/api/songs/4 in your browser you will se the following message:

Song with the ID 4 is called Frozen, and the artist is Madonna

So it actually works!
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PUT

Represents the Update method in CRUD.

Add a new method to the Songs class, called PUT:

def PUT(self, id, title=None, artist=None):
if id in songs:

song = songs['id']

song['title'] = title or song['title']
song['artist'] = artist or song['artist']

return('Song with the ID %s is now called %s, and the artist is now %s' % (id, song['title'], song['artist']))
else:

return('No song with the ID %s :-(' % id)

This method checks whether the requested song exists and updates the fields that are provided. If some field is not
specified, the corresponding value will not be updated.

Try sending some PUT HTTP requests to 127.0.0.1:8080/api/songs/3 via cURL, and check the result by
requesting 127.0.0.1:8080/api/songs/4 in your browser:

• curl -d title='Yesterday' -X PUT '127.0.0.1:8080/api/songs/3'

The response:

Song with the ID 3 is now called Yesterday, and the artist is now Monty Python%

What you’ll see in the browser:

Song with the ID 3 is called Yesterday, and the artist is Monty Python

• curl -d artist='Beatles' -X PUT '127.0.0.1:8080/api/songs/3'

The response:

Song with the ID 3 is now called Yesterday, and the artist is now Beatles%

What you’ll see in the browser:

Song with the ID 3 is called Yesterday, and the artist is Beatles

DELETE

Represents the DELETE method in CRUD.

Add a new method to the Songs class, called DELETE:

def DELETE(self, id):
if id in songs:

songs.pop(id)

return('Song with the ID %s has been deleted.' % id)
else:

return('No song with the ID %s :-(' % id)

This method, like the previous ones, check if the given ID point to an existing song and pops it out of the songs
dictionary.

Send a DELETE HTTP request to 127.0.0.1:8080/api/songs/2 via cURL:
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curl -X DELETE '127.0.0.1:8080/api/songs/2'

The response:

Song with the ID 2 has been deleted.%

And the browser output:

No song with the ID 2 :-(

Multiple Resources

You can have any number of resources represented this way. Each resource is a CherryPy application, i.e. a class.

For another resource, say, users, just create a class Users the same way you created Songs, and mount it to
/api/users with the same config.

Conclusion and Further Steps

This is pretty much it about the logic of REST API in CherryPy.

You can now add actual database manipulations, parameter validation, and whatever your project may require.
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CHAPTER 5

Programmer’s Guide

When you build a web application, you need more than just headers and bodies. Here are a number of discussions on
how to add higher-level features to your CherryPy application, and how to leverage some of the power of HTTP.

5.1 Features

5.1.1 Choosing a templating language

CherryPy is an open-ended HTTP framework that integrates with a wide variety of templating systems. So the first
point we want to make is that you should do your own study with your own data to find out which one is best for you.

That said, we recommend you start with one of these three:

Mako

Mako is a template library written in Python. It provides a familiar, non-XML syntax which compiles into Python
modules for maximum performance. Mako’s syntax and API borrows from the best ideas of many others, including
Django templates, Cheetah, Myghty, and Genshi. Conceptually, Mako is an embedded Python (i.e. Python Server
Page) language, which refines the familiar ideas of componentized layout and inheritance to produce one of the most
straightforward and flexible models available, while also maintaining close ties to Python calling and scoping seman-
tics.

Mako snippet:

<table>
% for row in rows:

${makerow(row)}
% endfor

</table>

CherryPy integration example:

import cherrypy
from mako.template import Template
from mako.lookup import TemplateLookup
lookup = TemplateLookup(directories=['html'])

class Root:
@cherrypy.expose
def index(self):
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tmpl = lookup.get_template("index.html")
return tmpl.render(salutation="Hello", target="World")

Jinja2

Jinja2 is a library for Python 2.4 and onwards that is designed to be flexible, fast and secure. If you have any exposure
to other text-based template languages, such as Smarty or Django, you should feel right at home with Jinja2. It’s
both designer and developer friendly by sticking to Python’s principles and adding functionality useful for templating
environments.

The key-features are...

• ... configurable syntax. If you are generating LaTeX or other formats with Jinja2 you can change the delimiters
to something that integrates better into the LaTeX markup.

• ... fast. While performance is not the primarily target of Jinja2 it’s surprisingly fast. The overhead compared to
regular Python code was reduced to the very minimum.

• ... easy to debug. Jinja2 integrates directly into the python traceback system which allows you to debug Jinja2
templates with regular python debugging helpers.

• ... secure. It’s possible to evaluate untrusted template code if the optional sandbox is enabled. This allows Jinja2
to be used as templating language for applications where users may modify the template design.

Jinja2 snippet:

<ul id="navigation">
{% for item in navigation %}

<li><a href="{{ item.href }}">{{ item.caption }}</a></li>
{% endfor %}
</ul>

CherryPy integration example:

import cherrypy
from jinja2 import Environment, FileSystemLoader
env = Environment(loader=FileSystemLoader('templates'))

class Root:
@cherrypy.expose
def index(self):

tmpl = env.get_template('index.html')
return tmpl.render(salutation='Hello', target='World')

Genshi

Genshi is a Python library that provides an integrated set of components for parsing, generating, and processing
HTML, XML or other textual content for output generation on the web.

The main feature is a template language that is smart about markup: unlike conventional template languages that only
deal with bytes and (if you’re lucky) characters, Genshi knows the difference between tags, attributes, and actual text
nodes, and uses that knowledge to your advantage.

Plain XHTML templates make Genshi easy to use even for web designers who don’t know Python. Do you know
XHTML? Then you’re 75% of the way there! It’s considered by many to be the successor to Kid.

See the Genshi tutorial.

Because it parses HTML/XML, it can be slower than other solutions. See Genshi performance for more information.
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Genshi snippet:

<ol py:if="links">
<li py:for="link in links">
<a href="${link.url}">${link.title}</a>
posted by ${link.username} at ${link.time.strftime('%x %X')}

</li>
</ol>

CherryPy integration example:

import cherrypy
from genshi.template import TemplateLoader
loader = TemplateLoader('/path/to/templates', auto_reload=True)

class Root:
@cherrypy.expose
def index(self):

tmpl = loader.load('index.html')
page = tmpl.generate(salutation='Hello', target='World')
return page.render('html', doctype='html')

Others

• Cheetah

• ClearSilver

• Kid

• HTMLTemplate

• Nevow

• PSP

• PyMeld

• py.xml

• XSLT

• Xyaptu

• ZPT

5.1.2 cherrypy._cperror

Exception classes for CherryPy.

CherryPy provides (and uses) exceptions for declaring that the HTTP response should be a status other than the default
“200 OK”. You can raise them like normal Python exceptions. You can also call them and they will raise themselves;
this means you can set an HTTPError or HTTPRedirect as the request.handler.

Redirecting POST

When you GET a resource and are redirected by the server to another Location, there’s generally no problem since
GET is both a “safe method” (there should be no side-effects) and an “idempotent method” (multiple calls are no
different than a single call).
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POST, however, is neither safe nor idempotent–if you charge a credit card, you don’t want to be charged twice by a
redirect!

For this reason, none of the 3xx responses permit a user-agent (browser) to resubmit a POST on redirection without
first confirming the action with the user:

300 Multiple Choices Confirm with the user
301 Moved Permanently Confirm with the user
302 Found (Object moved temporarily) Confirm with the user
303 See Other GET the new URI–no confirmation
304 Not modified (for conditional GET only–POST should not raise this error)
305 Use Proxy Confirm with the user
307 Temporary Redirect Confirm with the user

However, browsers have historically implemented these restrictions poorly; in particular, many browsers do not force
the user to confirm 301, 302 or 307 when redirecting POST. For this reason, CherryPy defaults to 303, which most
user-agents appear to have implemented correctly. Therefore, if you raise HTTPRedirect for a POST request, the user-
agent will most likely attempt to GET the new URI (without asking for confirmation from the user). We realize this is
confusing for developers, but it’s the safest thing we could do. You are of course free to raise HTTPRedirect(uri,
status=302) or any other 3xx status if you know what you’re doing, but given the environment, we couldn’t let
any of those be the default.

Custom Error Handling

Anticipated HTTP responses

The ‘error_page’ config namespace can be used to provide custom HTML output for expected responses (like 404
Not Found). Supply a filename from which the output will be read. The contents will be interpolated with the values
%(status)s, %(message)s, %(traceback)s, and %(version)s using plain old Python string formatting.

_cp_config = {
'error_page.404': os.path.join(localDir, "static/index.html")

}

Beginning in version 3.1, you may also provide a function or other callable as an error_page entry. It will be passed
the same status, message, traceback and version arguments that are interpolated into templates:

def error_page_402(status, message, traceback, version):
return "Error %s - Well, I'm very sorry but you haven't paid!" % status

cherrypy.config.update({'error_page.402': error_page_402})

Also in 3.1, in addition to the numbered error codes, you may also supply “error_page.default” to handle all codes
which do not have their own error_page entry.

Unanticipated errors

CherryPy also has a generic error handling mechanism: whenever an unanticipated error occurs in your code, it will
call Request.error_response to set the response status, headers, and body. By default, this is the same output
as HTTPError(500). If you want to provide some other behavior, you generally replace “request.error_response”.

Here is some sample code that shows how to display a custom error message and send an e-mail containing the error:

from cherrypy import _cperror

def handle_error():
cherrypy.response.status = 500
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cherrypy.response.body = [
"<html><body>Sorry, an error occured</body></html>"

]
sendMail('error@domain.com',

'Error in your web app',
_cperror.format_exc())

class Root:
_cp_config = {'request.error_response': handle_error}

Note that you have to explicitly set response.body and not simply return an error message as a result.

Classes

class cherrypy._cperror.CherryPyException
A base class for CherryPy exceptions.

class cherrypy._cperror.TimeoutError
Exception raised when Response.timed_out is detected.

class cherrypy._cperror.InternalRedirect(path, query_string=’‘)
Exception raised to switch to the handler for a different URL.

This exception will redirect processing to another path within the site (without informing the client). Provide the
new path as an argument when raising the exception. Provide any params in the querystring for the new URL.

class cherrypy._cperror.HTTPRedirect(urls, status=None, encoding=None)
Exception raised when the request should be redirected.

This exception will force a HTTP redirect to the URL or URL’s you give it. The new URL must be passed
as the first argument to the Exception, e.g., HTTPRedirect(newUrl). Multiple URLs are allowed in a list.
If a URL is absolute, it will be used as-is. If it is relative, it is assumed to be relative to the current cher-
rypy.request.path_info.

If one of the provided URL is a unicode object, it will be encoded using the default encoding or the one passed
in parameter.

There are multiple types of redirect, from which you can select via the status argument. If you do not provide
a status arg, it defaults to 303 (or 302 if responding with HTTP/1.0).

Examples:

raise cherrypy.HTTPRedirect("")
raise cherrypy.HTTPRedirect("/abs/path", 307)
raise cherrypy.HTTPRedirect(["path1", "path2?a=1&b=2"], 301)

See Redirecting POST for additional caveats.

encoding = ‘utf-8’
The encoding when passed urls are not native strings

set_response()
Modify cherrypy.response status, headers, and body to represent self.

CherryPy uses this internally, but you can also use it to create an HTTPRedirect object and set its output
without raising the exception.

status = None
The integer HTTP status code to emit.
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urls = None
The list of URL’s to emit.

class cherrypy._cperror.HTTPError(status=500, message=None)
Exception used to return an HTTP error code (4xx-5xx) to the client.

This exception can be used to automatically send a response using a http status code, with an appropriate error
page. It takes an optional status argument (which must be between 400 and 599); it defaults to 500 (“Internal
Server Error”). It also takes an optional message argument, which will be returned in the response body. See
RFC2616 for a complete list of available error codes and when to use them.

Examples:

raise cherrypy.HTTPError(403)
raise cherrypy.HTTPError(

"403 Forbidden", "You are not allowed to access this resource.")

code = None
The integer HTTP status code.

reason = None
The HTTP Reason-Phrase string.

set_response()
Modify cherrypy.response status, headers, and body to represent self.

CherryPy uses this internally, but you can also use it to create an HTTPError object and set its output
without raising the exception.

status = None
The HTTP status code. May be of type int or str (with a Reason-Phrase).

class cherrypy._cperror.NotFound(path=None)
Exception raised when a URL could not be mapped to any handler (404).

This is equivalent to raising HTTPError("404 Not Found").

Functions

cherrypy._cperror.format_exc(exc=None)
Return exc (or sys.exc_info if None), formatted.

5.1.3 File Handling

Downloading files

CherryPy allows you to serve a file from your page handler. Here is a simple recipe to handle downloads:

#!python
import glob
import os.path

import cherrypy
from cherrypy.lib.static import serve_file

class Root:
def index(self, directory="."):
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html = """<html><body><h2>Here are the files in the selected directory:</h2>
<a href="index?directory=%s">Up</a><br />
""" % os.path.dirname(os.path.abspath(directory))

for filename in glob.glob(directory + '/*'):
absPath = os.path.abspath(filename)
if os.path.isdir(absPath):

html += '<a href="/index?directory=' + absPath + '">' + os.path.basename(filename) + "</a> <br />"
else:

html += '<a href="/download/?filepath=' + absPath + '">' + os.path.basename(filename) + "</a> <br />"

html += """</body></html>"""
return html

index.exposed = True

class Download:

def index(self, filepath):
return serve_file(filepath, "application/x-download", "attachment")

index.exposed = True

if __name__ == '__main__':
root = Root()
root.download = Download()
cherrypy.quickstart(root)

Note that CherryPy is not the fastest for doing such things. If you think you’ll have many and big downloads, put CP
BehindApache and let Apache serve those files.

Serving the favorite icon

By default, CherryPy 3 adds a “favicon_ico” handler method to any root object which is mounted at “/”. This is a
staticfile handler, which grabs the favicon.ico shipped in the CherryPy distribution.

To configure CherryPy to look in another file location, you can, in your server configuration, do the following:

[/favicon.ico]
tools.staticfile.on = True
tools.staticfile.filename = "/path/to/favicon.ico"

If you want a favicon, but don’t want CherryPy to serve it, you can point to an HTTP URL via a link element in
the HTML head. See http://www.w3.org/2005/10/howto-favicon and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Favicon for instruc-
tions.

Serving Static Content

Static content is now handled by tools.staticfile and tools.staticdir that can easily be enabled and
configured in your config file. For instance, if you wanted to serve /style.css from /home/site/style.css
and /static/* from /home/site/static/*, you can use the following configuration:

[/]
tools.staticdir.root = "/home/site"

[/style.css]
tools.staticfile.on = True
tools.staticfile.filename = "/home/site/style.css"
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[/static]
tools.staticdir.on = True
tools.staticdir.dir = "static"

Parameters

• on: True or False (default). Enable or disable the filter.

• match: a regular expression of files to match.

• filename: path to the target file.

• dir: path to the target directory.

• root: absolute path to a “root”; joined with .dir or .filename if they are relative paths.

Usage

Serving files through the staticfile tool Directory structure

cpapp \
__init__.py
data \

scripts \
dummy.js

css \
style.css

Here is our cpapp/__init__.py:

#!python
import os.path
current_dir = os.path.dirname(os.path.abspath(__file__))

import cherrypy

class Root:
@cherrypy.expose
def index(self):

return """<html>
<head>

<title>CherryPy static example</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="css/style.css" type="text/css"></link>
<script type="application/javascript" src="js/some.js"></script>

</head>
<body>
<p>Static example</p>
</body>
</html>"""

...and a prod.conf configuration file:

[global]
environment: 'production'
log.error_file: 'site.log'
log.screen: True
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tree.cpapp: cherrypy.Application(cpapp.Root())

[/css/style.css]
tools.staticfile.on: True
tools.staticfile.filename: cpapp.current_dir + '/data/css/style.css'

[/js/some.js]
tools.staticfile.on: True
tools.staticfile.filename: cpapp.current_dir + '/data/scripts/dummy.js'

Note how we use the absolute path to point at the static files. Note also that when using the staticfile tool, the
logical URI path and the physical file do not need to be the same. Parts of their components can differ as in the case
of the Javascript resource.

You can run the above with:

$ cherryd -i cpapp -c prod.conf

Serving files through the staticdir tool Keeping the same directory structure as above, we could have written
our config file as follows:

[/]
tools.staticdir.root: cpapp.current_dir + 'data'

[/css]
tools.staticdir.on: True
tools.staticdir.dir: 'css'

[/js]
tools.staticdir.on: True
tools.staticdir.dir: 'scripts'

However in this case the GET /js/some.js request will fail with a 404 Not Found response because when
using the staticdir tool the last segment of the URI must match exactly the path of the physical file underneath
the directory defined by tools.staticdir.dir.

In our example we must either rename the physical file or change the HTML code accordingly.

staticdir.index If tools.staticdir.index is provided, it should be the (relative) name of a file to serve for directory
requests. For example, if the staticdir.dir argument is ‘/home/me’, the Request-URI is ‘myapp’, and the .index arg is
‘index.html’, the file ‘/home/me/myapp/index.html’ will be served.

Specify the content-type of static resource Both the staticfile and staticdir tool allow you to spec-
ify the mime type of resources by their extension. Although internally CherryPy will most of the time guess the
correct mime type (using the Python mimetypes module), there may be cases when you need to provide the
content type values. You can do this via configuration arguments tools.staticdir.content_types and
tools.staticfile.content_types, as in the following example.

#!python
import os.path
import cherrypy

class Root:
@cherrypy.expose
def index(self):
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return """<html>
<head>

<title>CherryPy static tutorial</title>
</head>
<html>
<body>
<a href="feed/notes.rss">RSS 2.0</a>
<br />
<a href="feed/notes.atom">Atom 1.0</a>
</body>
</html>"""

if __name__ == '__main__':
current_dir = os.path.dirname(os.path.abspath(__file__))
# Set up site-wide config first so we get a log if errors occur.
cherrypy.config.update({'environment': 'production',

'log.error_file': 'site.log',
'log.screen': True})

conf = {'/feed': {'tools.staticdir.on': True,
'tools.staticdir.dir': os.path.join(current_dir, 'feeds'),
'tools.staticdir.content_types': {'rss': 'application/xml',

'atom': 'application/atom+xml'}}}
cherrypy.quickstart(Root(), '/', config=conf)

The value of tools.staticdir.content_types and tools.staticfile.content_types is a dic-
tionary whose keys are filename extensions, and values are the corresponding media-type strings (for the
Content-Type header). Note that the key must NOT include any leading ‘.’.

Serve static content from a page handler bypassing the static tools It may happen that you would need the
static tools power but from a page handler itself so that you can add more processing. You can do so by calling the
serve_file function.

#!python
import os.path
import cherrypy
from cherrypy.lib.static import serve_file

class Root:
@cherrypy.expose
def feed(self, name):

accepts = cherrypy.request.headers.elements('Accept')

for accept in accepts:
if accept.value == 'application/atom+xml':

return serve_file(os.path.join(current_dir, 'feeds', '%s.atom' % name),
content_type='application/atom+xml')

return serve_file(os.path.join(current_dir, 'feeds', '%s.rss' % name),
content_type='application/xml')

if __name__ == '__main__':
current_dir = os.path.dirname(os.path.abspath(__file__))
# Set up site-wide config first so we get a log if errors occur.
cherrypy.config.update({'environment': 'production',

'log.error_file': 'site.log',
'log.screen': True})
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cherrypy.quickstart(Root(), '/')

In this example we rely on the Accept header of the HTTP request to tell us which content type is supported by the
client. If it can process the Atom content type then we serve the Atom resource, otherwise we serve the RSS one.

In any case by using the serve_file function we benefit from the CherryPy internal processing of the request in regards
of HTTP headers such as If-Modified-Since. In fact the static tools use the serve_file function.

Troubleshooting staticdir

When using staticdir, “root” and “dir” are concatenated using os.path.join. So if you’re having problems, try
os.path.join(root, dir) in an interactive interpreter and make sure you at least get a valid, absolute path.
Remember, you don’t have to use “root” at all if you don’t want to; just make “dir” an absolute path. If root + dir is
not absolute, an error will be raised asking you to make it absolute. CherryPy doesn’t make any assumptions about
where your project files are, nor can it trust the current working directory, since that may change or not be under your
control depending on your deployment environment.

Once root and dir are joined, the final file is found by os.path.join‘ing a ‘’branch’‘. The branch is pulled from
the current request’s URL like this:

http://www2.mydomain.org/vhost /path/to/my/approot /path/to/section / path/to/actual/file.jpg
| | | | | | | |
+----------- base -----------+ +-- script_name --+ +-- section ---+ +------ branch -------+

The ‘base’ is the value of the ‘Host’ request header (unless changed by tools.proxy). The ‘script_name’ is where you
mounted your app root. The ‘section’ is what part of the remaining URL to ‘’ignore’‘; that is, none of its path atoms
need to map to filesystem folders. It should exactly match the section header in your application config file where you
defined ‘tools.staticdir.dir’. In this example, your application config file should have:

[/]
tools.staticdir.root = '/home/me/testproj'

[/path/to/section]
tools.staticdir.dir = 'images/jpegs'

Note that the section must start with a slash, but not end with one. And in order for os.path.join to work on root
+ dir, our ‘images’ value neither starts nor ends with a slash. Also note that the values of “root” and “dir” need not
have ‘’anything” to do with any part of the URL; they are OS path components only. Only the section header needs to
match a portion of the URL.

Now we’re finally ready to slice off the part of the URL that is our ‘’branch” and add it to root + dir. So our final
example will try to open the following file:

root + dir + branch
>>> os.path.join('/home/me/testproj', 'images/jpegs', 'path/to/actual/file.jpg')
'/home/me/testproj/images/jpegs/path/to/actual/file.jpg'

Forming URLs

Creating links to static content is the inverse of the above. If you want to serve the file:

/home/me/testproj/images/jpegs/path/to/actual/file.jpg

...you have a choice about where to split up the full path into root, dir, and branch. Remember, the ‘root’ value only
exists to save typing; you could use absolute paths for all “dir” values. So if you’re serving multiple static directories,
find the common root to them all and use that for your “root” value. For example, instead of this:
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[/images]
tools.staticdir.dir = "/usr/home/me/app/static/images"

[/styles]
tools.staticdir.dir = "/usr/home/me/app/static/css"

[/scripts]
tools.staticdir.dir = "/usr/home/me/app/static/js"

...write:

[/]
tools.staticdir.root = "/usr/home/me/app/static"

[/images]
tools.staticdir.dir = "images"

[/styles]
tools.staticdir.dir = "css"

[/scripts]
tools.staticdir.dir = "js"

Regardless of where you split “root” from “dir”, the remainder of the OS path will be the “branch”. Assuming the
config above, our example branch would then be “jpegs/path/to/actual/file.jpg”. Add the branch to the section name
where you defined “dir”, and use that for your URL. Even better, pass it to cherrypy.url() (which prepends base
and script_name) and emit ‘’that’‘.

section + branch
>>> cherrypy.url('/images' + '/' + 'jpegs/path/to/actual/file.jpg')
http://www2.mydomain.org/vhost/path/to/my/approot/images/jpegs/path/to/actual/file.jpg

Uploading Files

When a client uploads a file to a CherryPy application, it’s placed on disk immediately. CherryPy will pass it to your
exposed method as an argument (see “myFile” below); that arg will have a “file” attribute, which is a handle to the
temporary uploaded file. If you wish to permanently save the file, you need to read() from myFile.file and write()
somewhere else.

Note the use of ‘enctype=”multipart/form-data”’ and ‘input type=”file”’ in the HTML which the client uses to upload
the file.

Here is a simple example that shows how file uploads are handled by CherryPy:

import os
localDir = os.path.dirname(__file__)
absDir = os.path.join(os.getcwd(), localDir)

import cherrypy

class FileDemo(object):

def index(self):
return """
<html><body>

<h2>Upload a file</h2>
<form action="upload" method="post" enctype="multipart/form-data">
filename: <input type="file" name="myFile" /><br />
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<input type="submit" />
</form>
<h2>Download a file</h2>
<a href='download'>This one</a>

</body></html>
"""

index.exposed = True

def upload(self, myFile):
out = """<html>
<body>

myFile length: %s<br />
myFile filename: %s<br />
myFile mime-type: %s

</body>
</html>"""

# Although this just counts the file length, it demonstrates
# how to read large files in chunks instead of all at once.
# CherryPy reads the uploaded file into a temporary file;
# myFile.file.read reads from that.
size = 0
while True:

data = myFile.file.read(8192)
if not data:

break
size += len(data)

return out % (size, myFile.filename, myFile.content_type)
upload.exposed = True

tutconf = os.path.join(os.path.dirname(__file__), 'tutorial.conf')

if __name__ == '__main__':
# CherryPy always starts with app.root when trying to map request URIs
# to objects, so we need to mount a request handler root. A request
# to '/' will be mapped to HelloWorld().index().
cherrypy.quickstart(FileDemo(), config=tutconf)

else:
# This branch is for the test suite; you can ignore it.
cherrypy.tree.mount(FileDemo(), config=tutconf)

5.1.4 cherrypy._cplogging

Simple config

Although CherryPy uses the Python logging module, it does so behind the scenes so that simple logging
is simple, but complicated logging is still possible. “Simple” logging means that you can log to the screen (i.e.
console/stdout) or to a file, and that you can easily have separate error and access log files.

Here are the simplified logging settings. You use these by adding lines to your config file or dict. You should set these
at either the global level or per application (see next), but generally not both.

• log.screen: Set this to True to have both “error” and “access” messages printed to stdout.
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• log.access_file: Set this to an absolute filename where you want “access” messages written.

• log.error_file: Set this to an absolute filename where you want “error” messages written.

Many events are automatically logged; to log your own application events, call cherrypy.log().

Architecture

Separate scopes

CherryPy provides log managers at both the global and application layers. This means you can have one set of logging
rules for your entire site, and another set of rules specific to each application. The global log manager is found at
cherrypy.log(), and the log manager for each application is found at app.log. If you’re inside a request,
the latter is reachable from cherrypy.request.app.log; if you’re outside a request, you’ll have to obtain
a reference to the app: either the return value of tree.mount() or, if you used quickstart() instead, via
cherrypy.tree.apps[’/’].

By default, the global logs are named “cherrypy.error” and “cherrypy.access”, and the application logs are named
“cherrypy.error.2378745” and “cherrypy.access.2378745” (the number is the id of the Application object). This means
that the application logs “bubble up” to the site logs, so if your application has no log handlers, the site-level handlers
will still log the messages.

Errors vs. Access

Each log manager handles both “access” messages (one per HTTP request) and “error” messages (everything else).
Note that the “error” log is not just for errors! The format of access messages is highly formalized, but the error log
isn’t–it receives messages from a variety of sources (including full error tracebacks, if enabled).

Custom Handlers

The simple settings above work by manipulating Python’s standard logging module. So when you need something
more complex, the full power of the standard module is yours to exploit. You can borrow or create custom handlers,
formats, filters, and much more. Here’s an example that skips the standard FileHandler and uses a RotatingFileHandler
instead:

#python
log = app.log

# Remove the default FileHandlers if present.
log.error_file = ""
log.access_file = ""

maxBytes = getattr(log, "rot_maxBytes", 10000000)
backupCount = getattr(log, "rot_backupCount", 1000)

# Make a new RotatingFileHandler for the error log.
fname = getattr(log, "rot_error_file", "error.log")
h = handlers.RotatingFileHandler(fname, 'a', maxBytes, backupCount)
h.setLevel(DEBUG)
h.setFormatter(_cplogging.logfmt)
log.error_log.addHandler(h)

# Make a new RotatingFileHandler for the access log.
fname = getattr(log, "rot_access_file", "access.log")
h = handlers.RotatingFileHandler(fname, 'a', maxBytes, backupCount)
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h.setLevel(DEBUG)
h.setFormatter(_cplogging.logfmt)
log.access_log.addHandler(h)

The rot_* attributes are pulled straight from the application log object. Since “log.*” config entries simply set
attributes on the log object, you can add custom attributes to your heart’s content. Note that these handlers are used
‘’instead” of the default, simple handlers outlined above (so don’t set the “log.error_file” config entry, for example).

Classes

class cherrypy._cplogging.LogManager(appid=None, logger_root=’cherrypy’)
An object to assist both simple and advanced logging.

cherrypy.log is an instance of this class.

access()
Write to the access log (in Apache/NCSA Combined Log format).

See the apache documentation for format details.

CherryPy calls this automatically for you. Note there are no arguments; it collects the data itself from
cherrypy.request.

Like Apache started doing in 2.0.46, non-printable and other special characters in %r (and we expand that
to all parts) are escaped using xhh sequences, where hh stands for the hexadecimal representation of the
raw byte. Exceptions from this rule are ” and , which are escaped by prepending a backslash, and all
whitespace characters, which are written in their C-style notation (n, t, etc).

access_file
The filename for self.access_log.

If you set this to a string, it’ll add the appropriate FileHandler for you. If you set it to None or ’’, it will
remove the handler.

access_log = None
The actual logging.Logger instance for access messages.

appid = None
The id() of the Application object which owns this log manager. If this is a global log manager, appid is
None.

error(msg=’‘, context=’‘, severity=20, traceback=False)
Write the given msg to the error log.

This is not just for errors! Applications may call this at any time to log application-specific information.

If traceback is True, the traceback of the current exception (if any) will be appended to msg.

error_file
The filename for self.error_log.

If you set this to a string, it’ll add the appropriate FileHandler for you. If you set it to None or ’’, it will
remove the handler.

error_log = None
The actual logging.Logger instance for error messages.

logger_root = None
The “top-level” logger name.

This string will be used as the first segment in the Logger names. The default is “cherrypy”, for example,
in which case the Logger names will be of the form:
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cherrypy.error.<appid>
cherrypy.access.<appid>

reopen_files()
Close and reopen all file handlers.

screen
Turn stderr/stdout logging on or off.

If you set this to True, it’ll add the appropriate StreamHandler for you. If you set it to False, it will remove
the handler.

time()
Return now() in Apache Common Log Format (no timezone).

wsgi
Write errors to wsgi.errors.

If you set this to True, it’ll add the appropriate WSGIErrorHandler for you (which writes errors to
wsgi.errors). If you set it to False, it will remove the handler.

class cherrypy._cplogging.WSGIErrorHandler(level=0)
A handler class which writes logging records to environ[’wsgi.errors’].

emit(record)
Emit a record.

flush()
Flushes the stream.

5.1.5 Response Timeouts

CherryPy responses include 3 attributes related to time:

• response.time: the time.time() at which the response began

• response.timeout: the number of seconds to allow responses to run

• response.timed_out: a boolean indicating whether the response has timed out (default False).

The request processing logic inspects the value of response.timed_out at various stages; if it is ever True, then
TimeoutError is raised. You are free to do the same within your own code.

Rather than calculate the difference by hand, you can call response.check_timeout to set timed_out for
you.

Timeout Monitor

In addition, CherryPy includes a cherrypy.engine.timeout_monitor which monitors all active requests in
a separate thread; periodically, it calls check_timeout on them all. It is subscribed by default. To turn it off:

[global]
engine.timeout_monitor.on: False

or:

cherrypy.engine.timeout_monitor.unsubscribe()

You can also change the interval (in seconds) at which the timeout monitor runs:
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[global]
engine.timeout_monitor.frequency: 60 * 60

The default is once per minute. The above example changes that to once per hour.

5.1.6 cherrypy.lib.sessions

Session implementation for CherryPy.

You need to edit your config file to use sessions. Here’s an example:

[/]
tools.sessions.on = True
tools.sessions.storage_type = "file"
tools.sessions.storage_path = "/home/site/sessions"
tools.sessions.timeout = 60

This sets the session to be stored in files in the directory /home/site/sessions, and the session timeout to 60 minutes. If
you omit storage_type the sessions will be saved in RAM. tools.sessions.on is the only required line for
working sessions, the rest are optional.

By default, the session ID is passed in a cookie, so the client’s browser must have cookies enabled for your site.

To set data for the current session, use cherrypy.session[’fieldname’] = ’fieldvalue’; to get data
use cherrypy.session.get(’fieldname’).

Locking sessions

By default, the ’locking’mode of sessions is ’implicit’, which means the session is locked early and unlocked
late. Be mindful of this default mode for any requests that take a long time to process (streaming responses, expensive
calculations, database lookups, API calls, etc), as other concurrent requests that also utilize sessions will hang until
the session is unlocked.

If you want to control when the session data is locked and unlocked, set
tools.sessions.locking = ’explicit’. Then call cherrypy.session.acquire_lock()
and cherrypy.session.release_lock(). Regardless of which mode you use, the session is guaranteed to
be unlocked when the request is complete.

Expiring Sessions

You can force a session to expire with cherrypy.lib.sessions.expire(). Simply call that function at the
point you want the session to expire, and it will cause the session cookie to expire client-side.

Session Fixation Protection

If CherryPy receives, via a request cookie, a session id that it does not recognize, it will reject that id and create a new
one to return in the response cookie. This helps prevent session fixation attacks. However, CherryPy “recognizes” a
session id by looking up the saved session data for that id. Therefore, if you never save any session data, you will get
a new session id for every request.
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Sharing Sessions

If you run multiple instances of CherryPy (for example via mod_python behind Apache prefork), you most likely
cannot use the RAM session backend, since each instance of CherryPy will have its own memory space. Use a
different backend instead, and verify that all instances are pointing at the same file or db location. Alternately, you
might try a load balancer which makes sessions “sticky”. Google is your friend, there.

Expiration Dates

The response cookie will possess an expiration date to inform the client at which point to stop sending the cookie back
in requests. If the server time and client time differ, expect sessions to be unreliable. Make sure the system time of
your server is accurate.

CherryPy defaults to a 60-minute session timeout, which also applies to the cookie which is sent to the client. Unfor-
tunately, some versions of Safari (“4 public beta” on Windows XP at least) appear to have a bug in their parsing of the
GMT expiration date–they appear to interpret the date as one hour in the past. Sixty minutes minus one hour is pretty
close to zero, so you may experience this bug as a new session id for every request, unless the requests are less than
one second apart. To fix, try increasing the session.timeout.

On the other extreme, some users report Firefox sending cookies after their expiration date, although this was on a
system with an inaccurate system time. Maybe FF doesn’t trust system time.

Classes

class cherrypy.lib.sessions.Session(id=None, **kwargs)
A CherryPy dict-like Session object (one per request).

clean_freq = 5
The poll rate for expired session cleanup in minutes.

clean_thread = None
Class-level Monitor which calls self.clean_up.

clean_up()
Clean up expired sessions.

clear()→ None. Remove all items from D.

debug = False
If True, log debug information.

delete()
Delete stored session data.

generate_id()
Return a new session id.

get(k[, d ])→ D[k] if k in D, else d. d defaults to None.

has_key(k)→ True if D has a key k, else False.

id
The current session ID.

id_observers = None
A list of callbacks to which to pass new id’s.

items()→ list of D’s (key, value) pairs, as 2-tuples.

keys()→ list of D’s keys.
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load()
Copy stored session data into this session instance.

loaded = False
If True, data has been retrieved from storage. This should happen automatically on the first attempt to
access session data.

locked = False
If True, this session instance has exclusive read/write access to session data.

missing = False
True if the session requested by the client did not exist.

now()
Generate the session specific concept of ‘now’.

Other session providers can override this to use alternative, possibly timezone aware, versions of ‘now’.

originalid = None
The session id passed by the client. May be missing or unsafe.

pop(key, default=False)
Remove the specified key and return the corresponding value. If key is not found, default is returned if
given, otherwise KeyError is raised.

regenerate()
Replace the current session (with a new id).

regenerated = False
True if the application called session.regenerate(). This is not set by internal calls to regenerate the session
id.

save()
Save session data.

setdefault(k[, d ])→ D.get(k,d), also set D[k]=d if k not in D.

timeout = 60
Number of minutes after which to delete session data.

update(E)→ None. Update D from E: for k in E: D[k] = E[k].

values()→ list of D’s values.

class cherrypy.lib.sessions.RamSession(id=None, **kwargs)

acquire_lock()
Acquire an exclusive lock on the currently-loaded session data.

clean_up()
Clean up expired sessions.

clear()→ None. Remove all items from D.

delete()
Delete stored session data.

generate_id()
Return a new session id.

get(k[, d ])→ D[k] if k in D, else d. d defaults to None.

has_key(k)→ True if D has a key k, else False.
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id
The current session ID.

items()→ list of D’s (key, value) pairs, as 2-tuples.

keys()→ list of D’s keys.

load()
Copy stored session data into this session instance.

now()
Generate the session specific concept of ‘now’.

Other session providers can override this to use alternative, possibly timezone aware, versions of ‘now’.

pop(key, default=False)
Remove the specified key and return the corresponding value. If key is not found, default is returned if
given, otherwise KeyError is raised.

regenerate()
Replace the current session (with a new id).

release_lock()
Release the lock on the currently-loaded session data.

save()
Save session data.

setdefault(k[, d ])→ D.get(k,d), also set D[k]=d if k not in D.

update(E)→ None. Update D from E: for k in E: D[k] = E[k].

values()→ list of D’s values.

class cherrypy.lib.sessions.FileSession(id=None, **kwargs)
Implementation of the File backend for sessions

storage_path The folder where session data will be saved. Each session will be saved as pickle.dump(data,
expiration_time) in its own file; the filename will be self.SESSION_PREFIX + self.id.

lock_timeout A timedelta or numeric seconds indicating how long to block acquiring a lock. If None (default),
acquiring a lock will block indefinitely.

acquire_lock(path=None)
Acquire an exclusive lock on the currently-loaded session data.

clean_up()
Clean up expired sessions.

clear()→ None. Remove all items from D.

delete()
Delete stored session data.

generate_id()
Return a new session id.

get(k[, d ])→ D[k] if k in D, else d. d defaults to None.

has_key(k)→ True if D has a key k, else False.

id
The current session ID.

items()→ list of D’s (key, value) pairs, as 2-tuples.
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keys()→ list of D’s keys.

load()
Copy stored session data into this session instance.

now()
Generate the session specific concept of ‘now’.

Other session providers can override this to use alternative, possibly timezone aware, versions of ‘now’.

pop(key, default=False)
Remove the specified key and return the corresponding value. If key is not found, default is returned if
given, otherwise KeyError is raised.

regenerate()
Replace the current session (with a new id).

release_lock(path=None)
Release the lock on the currently-loaded session data.

save()
Save session data.

setdefault(k[, d ])→ D.get(k,d), also set D[k]=d if k not in D.

classmethod setup(**kwargs)
Set up the storage system for file-based sessions.

This should only be called once per process; this will be done automatically when using sessions.init (as
the built-in Tool does).

update(E)→ None. Update D from E: for k in E: D[k] = E[k].

values()→ list of D’s values.

class cherrypy.lib.sessions.PostgresqlSession(id=None, **kwargs)

Implementation of the PostgreSQL backend for sessions. It assumes a table like this:

create table session (
id varchar(40),
data text,
expiration_time timestamp

)

You must provide your own get_db function.

acquire_lock()
Acquire an exclusive lock on the currently-loaded session data.

clean_up()
Clean up expired sessions.

clear()→ None. Remove all items from D.

delete()
Delete stored session data.

generate_id()
Return a new session id.

get(k[, d ])→ D[k] if k in D, else d. d defaults to None.

has_key(k)→ True if D has a key k, else False.
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id
The current session ID.

items()→ list of D’s (key, value) pairs, as 2-tuples.

keys()→ list of D’s keys.

load()
Copy stored session data into this session instance.

now()
Generate the session specific concept of ‘now’.

Other session providers can override this to use alternative, possibly timezone aware, versions of ‘now’.

pop(key, default=False)
Remove the specified key and return the corresponding value. If key is not found, default is returned if
given, otherwise KeyError is raised.

regenerate()
Replace the current session (with a new id).

release_lock()
Release the lock on the currently-loaded session data.

save()
Save session data.

setdefault(k[, d ])→ D.get(k,d), also set D[k]=d if k not in D.

classmethod setup(**kwargs)
Set up the storage system for Postgres-based sessions.

This should only be called once per process; this will be done automatically when using sessions.init (as
the built-in Tool does).

update(E)→ None. Update D from E: for k in E: D[k] = E[k].

values()→ list of D’s values.

class cherrypy.lib.sessions.MemcachedSession(id=None, **kwargs)

acquire_lock()
Acquire an exclusive lock on the currently-loaded session data.

clean_up()
Clean up expired sessions.

clear()→ None. Remove all items from D.

delete()
Delete stored session data.

generate_id()
Return a new session id.

get(k[, d ])→ D[k] if k in D, else d. d defaults to None.

has_key(k)→ True if D has a key k, else False.

id
The current session ID.

items()→ list of D’s (key, value) pairs, as 2-tuples.
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keys()→ list of D’s keys.

load()
Copy stored session data into this session instance.

now()
Generate the session specific concept of ‘now’.

Other session providers can override this to use alternative, possibly timezone aware, versions of ‘now’.

pop(key, default=False)
Remove the specified key and return the corresponding value. If key is not found, default is returned if
given, otherwise KeyError is raised.

regenerate()
Replace the current session (with a new id).

release_lock()
Release the lock on the currently-loaded session data.

save()
Save session data.

setdefault(k[, d ])→ D.get(k,d), also set D[k]=d if k not in D.

classmethod setup(**kwargs)
Set up the storage system for memcached-based sessions.

This should only be called once per process; this will be done automatically when using sessions.init (as
the built-in Tool does).

update(E)→ None. Update D from E: for k in E: D[k] = E[k].

values()→ list of D’s values.

Functions

cherrypy.lib.sessions.save()
Save any changed session data.

cherrypy.lib.sessions.close()
Close the session object for this request.

cherrypy.lib.sessions.init(storage_type=’ram’, path=None, path_header=None,
name=’session_id’, timeout=60, domain=None, secure=False,
clean_freq=5, persistent=True, httponly=False, debug=False,
**kwargs)

Initialize session object (using cookies).

storage_type One of ‘ram’, ‘file’, ‘postgresql’, ‘memcached’. This will be used to look up the corresponding
class in cherrypy.lib.sessions globals. For example, ‘file’ will use the FileSession class.

path The ‘path’ value to stick in the response cookie metadata.

path_header If ‘path’ is None (the default), then the response cookie ‘path’ will be pulled from re-
quest.headers[path_header].

name The name of the cookie.

timeout The expiration timeout (in minutes) for the stored session data. If ‘persistent’ is True (the default), this
is also the timeout for the cookie.

domain The cookie domain.
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secure If False (the default) the cookie ‘secure’ value will not be set. If True, the cookie ‘secure’ value will be
set (to 1).

clean_freq (minutes) The poll rate for expired session cleanup.

persistent If True (the default), the ‘timeout’ argument will be used to expire the cookie. If False, the cookie
will not have an expiry, and the cookie will be a “session cookie” which expires when the browser is
closed.

httponly If False (the default) the cookie ‘httponly’ value will not be set. If True, the cookie ‘httponly’ value
will be set (to 1).

Any additional kwargs will be bound to the new Session instance, and may be specific to the storage type. See
the subclass of Session you’re using for more information.

cherrypy.lib.sessions.set_response_cookie(path=None, path_header=None,
name=’session_id’, timeout=60, domain=None,
secure=False, httponly=False)

Set a response cookie for the client.

path the ‘path’ value to stick in the response cookie metadata.

path_header if ‘path’ is None (the default), then the response cookie ‘path’ will be pulled from re-
quest.headers[path_header].

name the name of the cookie.

timeout the expiration timeout for the cookie. If 0 or other boolean False, no ‘expires’ param will be set, and
the cookie will be a “session cookie” which expires when the browser is closed.

domain the cookie domain.

secure if False (the default) the cookie ‘secure’ value will not be set. If True, the cookie ‘secure’ value will be
set (to 1).

httponly If False (the default) the cookie ‘httponly’ value will not be set. If True, the cookie ‘httponly’ value
will be set (to 1).

cherrypy.lib.sessions.expire()
Expire the current session cookie.

5.1.7 Securing CherryPy

There are several settings that can be enabled to make CherryPy pages more secure. These include:

Transmitting data:

1. Use Secure Cookies

Rendering pages:

1. Set HttpOnly cookies

2. Set XFrame options

3. Enable XSS Protection

4. Set the Content Security Policy

An easy way to accomplish this is to set headers with a Tool and wrap your entire CherryPy application with it:
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import cherrypy

def secureheaders():
headers = cherrypy.response.headers
headers['X-Frame-Options'] = 'DENY'
headers['X-XSS-Protection'] = '1; mode=block'
headers['Content-Security-Policy'] = "default-src='self'"

# set the priority according to your needs if you are hooking something
# else on the 'before_finalize' hook point.
cherrypy.tools.secureheaders = \

cherrypy.Tool('before_finalize', secureheaders, priority=60)

Then, in the configuration file (or any other place that you want to enable the tool):

[/]
tools.secureheaders.on = True

If you use sessions you can also enable these settings:

[/]
tools.sessions.on = True
# increase security on sessions
tools.sessions.secure = True
tools.sessions.httponly = True

If you use SSL you can also enable Strict Transport Security:

# add this to secureheaders():
# only add Strict-Transport headers if we're actually using SSL; see the ietf spec
# "An HSTS Host MUST NOT include the STS header field in HTTP responses
# conveyed over non-secure transport"
# http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietf-websec-strict-transport-sec-14#section-7.2
if (cherrypy.server.ssl_certificate != None and cherrypy.server.ssl_private_key != None):

headers['Strict-Transport-Security'] = 'max-age=31536000' # one year

Using Secure Socket Layers (SSL)

CherryPy can encrypt connections using SSL to create an https connection. This keeps your web traffic secure. Here’s
how.

1. Generate a private key. We’ll use openssl and follow the OpenSSL Keys HOWTO.:

$ openssl genrsa -out privkey.pem 2048

You can create either a key that requires a password to use, or one without a password. Protecting your private key with
a password is much more secure, but requires that you enter the password every time you use the key. For example,
you may have to enter the password when you start or restart your CherryPy server. This may or may not be feasible,
depending on your setup.

If you want to require a password, add one of the -aes128, -aes192 or -aes256 switches to the command above.
You should not use any of the DES, 3DES, or SEED algoritms to protect your password, as they are insecure.

SSL Labs recommends using 2048-bit RSA keys for security (see references section at the end).

2. Generate a certificate. We’ll use openssl and follow the OpenSSL Certificates HOWTO. Let’s start off with a
self-signed certificate for testing:
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$ openssl req -new -x509 -days 365 -key privkey.pem -out cert.pem

openssl will then ask you a series of questions. You can enter whatever values are applicable, or leave most fields
blank. The one field you must fill in is the ‘Common Name’: enter the hostname you will use to access your site. If
you are just creating a certificate to test on your own machine and you access the server by typing ‘localhost’ into your
browser, enter the Common Name ‘localhost’.

3. Decide whether you want to use python’s built-in SSL library, or the pyOpenSSL library. CherryPy supports
either.

(a) Built-in. To use python’s built-in SSL, add the following line to your CherryPy config:

cherrypy.server.ssl_module = 'builtin'

(b) pyOpenSSL. Because python did not have a built-in SSL library when CherryPy was first created, the
default setting is to use pyOpenSSL. To use it you’ll need to install it:

$ pip install pyOpenSSL

4. Add the following lines in your CherryPy config to point to your certificate files:

cherrypy.server.ssl_certificate = "cert.pem"
cherrypy.server.ssl_private_key = "privkey.pem"

5. Start your CherryPy server normally. Note that if you are debugging locally and/or using a self-signed certificate,
your browser may show you security warnings.

Further Security Resources

• For an introduction to webserver security see Dan Callahan’s presentation from PyCon CA 2013.

• SSL Labs: SSL/TLS Deployment Best Practises

5.1.8 Extending CherryPy

If you need to perform some work that doesn’t fit in a page handler, there are two ways to do it depending on the scope
of the task. If your code needs to run on each request, or for only some URL’s in your application, use a Tool. If your
code needs to run elsewhere, such as process start/stop/restart/exit, or thread start/stop, use an Engine Plugin.

Custom Tools

CherryPy is an extremely capable platform for web application and framework development. One of the strengths of
CherryPy is its modular design; CherryPy separates key-but-not-core functionality out into “tools”. This provides two
benefits: a slimmer, faster core system and a supported means of tying additional functionality into the framework.

Tools can be enabled for any point of your CherryPy application: a certain path, a certain class, or even individual
methods using the _cp_config dictionary. Tools can also be used as decorators which provide syntactic sugar for
configuring a tool for a specific callable. See Tools for more information on how to use Tools. This document will
show you how to make your own.

Your First Custom Tool

Let’s look at a very simple authorization tool:
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import cherrypy

def protect(users):
if cherrypy.request.login not in users:

raise cherrypy.HTTPError("401 Unauthorized")

cherrypy.tools.protect = Tool('on_start_resource', protect)

We can now enable it in the standard ways: a config file or dict passed to an application, a _cp_config dict on a
particular class or callable or via use of the tool as a decorator. Here’s how to turn it on in a config file:

[/path/to/protected/resource]
tools.protect.on = True
tools.protect.users = ['me', 'myself', 'I']

Now let’s look at the example tool a bit more closely. Working from the bottom up, the cherrypy.Tool constructor
takes 2 required and 2 optional arguments.

point First, we need to declare the point in the CherryPy request/response handling process where we want our tool
to be triggered. Different request attributes are obtained and set at different points in the request process. In this
example, we’ll run at the first hook point, called “on_start_resource”.

Hooks Tools package up hooks. When we created a Tool instance above, the Tool class registered our protect
function to run at the ‘on_start_resource’ hookpoint. You can write code that runs at hookpoints without using a Tool
to help you, but you probably shouldn’t. The Tool system allows your function to be turned on and configured both via
the CherryPy config system and via the Tool itself as a decorator. You can also write a Tool that runs code at multiple
hook points.

Here is a quick rundown of the “hook points” that you can hang your tools on:

• on_start_resource - The earliest hook; the Request-Line and request headers have been processed and a dis-
patcher has set request.handler and request.config.

• before_request_body - Tools that are hooked up here run right before the request body would be processed.

• before_handler - Right before the request.handler (the “exposed” callable that was found by the dispatcher) is
called.

• before_finalize - This hook is called right after the page handler has been processed and before CherryPy formats
the final response object. It helps you for example to check for what could have been returned by your page
handler and change some headers if needed.

• on_end_resource - Processing is complete - the response is ready to be returned. This doesn’t always mean that
the request.handler (the exposed page handler) has executed! It may be a generator. If your tool absolutely needs
to run after the page handler has produced the response body, you need to either use on_end_request instead, or
wrap the response.body in a generator which applies your tool as the response body is being generated (what a
mouthful–see caching tee.output for an example).

• before_error_response - Called right before an error response (status code, body) is set.

• after_error_response - Called right after the error response (status code, body) is set and just before the error
response is finalized.

• on_end_request - The request/response conversation is over, all data has been written to the client, nothing more
to see here, move along.
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callable Second, we need to provide the function that will be called back at that hook point. Here, we provide our
protect callable. The Tool class will find all config entries related to our tool and pass them as keyword arguments
to our callback. Thus, if:

'tools.protect.on' = True
'tools.protect.users' = ['me', 'myself', 'I']

is set in the config, the users list will get passed to the Tool’s callable. [The ‘on’ config entry is special; it’s never
passed as a keyword argument.]

The tool can also be invoked as a decorator like this:

@cherrypy.expose
@cherrypy.tools.protect(users=['me', 'myself', 'I'])
def resource(self):

return "Hello, %s!" % cherrypy.request.login

name This argument is optional as long as you set the Tool onto a Toolbox. That is:

def foo():
cherrypy.request.foo = True

cherrypy.tools.TOOLNAME = cherrypy.Tool('on_start_resource', foo)

The above will set the ‘name’ arg for you (to ‘TOOLNAME’). The only time you would need to provide this argument
is if you’re bypassing the toolbox in some way.

priority This specifies a priority order (from 0 - 100) that determines the order in which callbacks in the same hook
point are called. The lower the priority number, the sooner it will run (that is, we call .sort(priority) on the list). The
default priority for a tool is set to 50 and most built-in tools use that default value.

Custom Toolboxes

All of the builtin CherryPy tools are collected into a Toolbox called cherrypy.tools. It responds to config entries
in the “tools” namespace. You can add your own Tools to this Toolbox as described above.

You can also make your own Toolboxes if you need more modularity. For example, you might create multiple Tools
for working with JSON, or you might publish a set of Tools covering authentication and authorization from which
everyone could benefit (hint, hint). Creating a new Toolbox is as simple as:

# cpstuff/newauth.py
import cherrypy

# Create a new Toolbox.
newauthtools = cherrypy._cptools.Toolbox("newauth")

# Add a Tool to our new Toolbox.
def check_access(default=False):

if not getattr(cherrypy.request, "userid", default):
raise cherrypy.HTTPError(401)

newauthtools.check_access = cherrypy.Tool('before_request_body', check_access)

Then, in your application, use it just like you would use cherrypy.tools, with the additional step of registering
your toolbox with your app. Note that doing so automatically registers the “newauth” config namespace; you can see
the config entries in action below:
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import cherrypy
from cpstuff import newauth

class Root(object):
def default(self):

return "Hello"
default.exposed = True

conf = {'/demo': {
'newauth.check_access.on': True,
'newauth.check_access.default': True,
}}

app = cherrypy.tree.mount(Root(), config=conf)
if hasattr(app, 'toolboxes'):

# CherryPy 3.1+
app.toolboxes['newauth'] = newauth.newauthtools

Just the Beginning

Hopefully that information is enough to get you up and running and create some simple but useful CherryPy tools.
Much more than what you have seen in this tutorial is possible. Also, remember to take advantage of the fact that
CherryPy is open source! Check out /progguide/builtintools and the libraries that they are built upon.

In closing, here is a slightly more complicated tool that acts as a “traffic meter” and triggers a callback if a certain
traffic threshold is exceeded within a certain time frame. It should probably launch its own watchdog thread that
actually checks the log and triggers the alerts rather than waiting on a request to do so, but I wanted to keep it simple
for the purpose of example:

# traffictool.py
import time

import cherrypy

class TrafficAlert(cherrypy.Tool):

def __init__(self, listclass=list):
"""Initialize the TrafficAlert Tool with the given listclass."""

# A ring buffer subclass of list would probably be a more robust
# choice than a standard Python list.

self._point = "on_start_resource"
self._name = None
self._priority = 50
# set the args of self.callable as attributes on self
self._setargs()
# a log for storing our per-path traffic data
self._log = {}
# a history of the last alert for a given path
self._history = {}
self.__doc__ = self.callable.__doc__
self._struct = listclass

def log_hit(self, path):
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"""Log the time of a hit to a unique sublog for the path."""
log = self._log.setdefault(path, self._struct())
log.append(time.time())

def last_alert(self, path):
"""Returns the time of the last alert for path."""
return self._history.get(path, 0)

def check_alert(self, path, window, threshhold, delay, callback=None):
# set the bar
now = time.time()
bar = now - window
hits = [t for t in self._log[path] if t > bar]
num_hits = len(hits)
if num_hits > threshhold:

if self.last_alert(path) + delay < now:
self._history[path] = now
if callback:

callback(path, window, threshhold, num_hits)
else:

msg = '%s - %s hits within the last %s seconds.'
msg = msg % (path, num_hits, window)
cherrypy.log.error(msg, 'TRAFFIC')

def callable(self, window=60, threshhold=100, delay=30, callback=None):
"""Alert when traffic thresholds are exceeded.

window: the time frame within which the threshhold applies
threshhold: the number of hits within the window that will trigger

an alert
delay: the delay between alerts
callback: a callback that accepts(path, window, threshhold, num_hits)
"""

path = cherrypy.request.path_info
self.log_hit(path)
self.check_alert(path, window, threshhold, delay, callback)

cherrypy.tools.traffic_alert = TrafficAlert()

if __name__ == '__main__':
class Root(object):

@cherrypy.expose
def index(self):

return "Hi!!"

@cherrypy.expose
@cherrypy.tools.traffic_alert(threshhold=5)
def popular(self):

return "A popular page."

cherrypy.quickstart(Root())
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Custom Plugins

CherryPy allows you to extend startup, shutdown, and other behavior outside the request process via Listeners and
Plugins. The cherrypy.engine object controls these behaviors; to extend them, you subscribe listeners to the
engine. These allow you to run functions at a particular point in the site process; for the request process, see Custom
Tools instead.

Listeners

The engine is a publish-subscribe service; event handlers publish to various channels, like “start”, “stop”, “exit”,
“graceful”, or “log”, and both CherryPy and you can subscribe listeners for those messages:

engine.subscribe(channel, callback[, priority])

channel The channel is an event name:

• start: the Engine is starting for the first time, or has been stopped and is now restarting; listeners here should
start up sockets, files, or other services and not return until they are ready to be used by clients or other parts of
the site.

• stop: the Engine is stopping; plugins should cleanly stop what they are doing and not return until they have
finished cleaning up. This is called by cherrypy.engine.stop, and plugins should make every effort to
stop and clean up in a fashion that permits them to be restarted via a “start” listener.

• graceful: advises all listeners to reload, e.g. by closing any open files and reopening them.

• exit: this is called by cherrypy.engine.exit, and advises plugins to prepare for process termination.
Note that cherrypy.engine.exit first calls cherrypy.engine.stop, so Plugins may expect to stop
first, then exit in a separate step.

• log(msg, level): in general, cherrypy.log listens on this channel. Plugins, however, should make every
effort to publish to this channel verbosely to aid process event debugging. See the builtin Plugins for good
examples.

• main: New in 3.2. All Engine tasks run in threads other than the main thread; the main thread usually calls
cherrypy.engine.block to wait for KeyboardInterrupt and other signals. While blocked, it loops (every
1/10th of a second, by default), and publishes a message on the “main” channel each time. Listeners subscribed
to this channel, therefore, are called at every interval.

callback The functionality you wish to run; this can be any function, class, or other callable. Each channel defines
the arguments; currently, however, only the “log” channel defines any (‘msg’, the string message to log, and ‘level’,
an int following the levels defined in the stdlib’s logging module).

priority The optional priority (0 - 100) allows multiple listeners to run in the correct order. Lower numbers run first.
The default is 50.

If you omit the priority argument to engine.subscribe (or pass None), you can instead set it as an attribute on the
callback function:

def setup_db():
....

setup_db.priority = 90
engine.subscribe('start', setup_db)
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Plugins

You can manually subscribe bus listeners, but you probably shouldn’t. Plugins allow your function to be subscribed
and configured both via the CherryPy config system and via the Plugin itself. Plugins also allow you to write a single
class that listens on multiple channels.

Most of the built-in plugins have their own subscribe method, so that instead of writing engine.subscribe,
you write: p = Plugin(engine).subscribe(). If you want to turn off a plugin, call p.unsubscribe().
The plugin already knows the correct channel, callback, and priority.

You can run arbitrary code at any of the events by creating a SimplePlugin object, with one method for each channel
you wish to handle:

class ScratchDB(plugins.SimplePlugin):

def start(self):
self.fname = 'myapp_%d.db' % os.getpid()
self.db = sqlite.connect(database=self.fname)

start.priority = 80

def stop(self):
self.db.close()
os.remove(self.fname)

cherrypy.engine.scratchdb = ScratchDB(cherrypy.engine)

...then, once you’ve authored your Plugin, turn it on by calling its subscribe method:

cherrypy.engine.scratchdb.subscribe()

...or, in CherryPy 3.2 and above, in site config:

[global]
engine.scratchdb.on = True

Priorities of the built-in “start” listeners:

Listener Priority
default 50
Daemonizer 65
Timeout Monitor 70
Autoreloader 70
PID File 70
HTTP Servers 75
Drop Privileges 77

5.2 HTTP details

5.2.1 How to use cookies with CherryPy

CherryPy uses the Cookie module from python and in particular the Cookie.SimpleCookie object type to
handle cookies.

• To send a cookie to a browser, set cherrypy.response.cookie[key] = value.

• To retrieve a cookie sent by a browser, use cherrypy.request.cookie[key].

• To delete a cookie (on the client side), you must send the cookie with its expiration time set to 0:
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cherrypy.response.cookie[key] = value
cherrypy.response.cookie[key]['expires'] = 0

It’s important to understand that the request cookies are not automatically copied to the response cookies. Clients
will send the same cookies on every request, and therefore cherrypy.request.cookie should be popu-
lated each time. But the server doesn’t need to send the same cookies with every response; therefore, ‘‘cher-
rypy.response.cookie‘‘ will usually be empty. When you wish to “delete” (expire) a cookie, therefore, you must
set cherrypy.response.cookie[key] = value first, and then set its expires attribute to 0.

Extended example:

import cherrypy

class Root:
def setCookie(self):

cookie = cherrypy.response.cookie
cookie['cookieName'] = 'cookieValue'
cookie['cookieName']['path'] = '/'
cookie['cookieName']['max-age'] = 3600
cookie['cookieName']['version'] = 1
return "<html><body>Hello, I just sent you a cookie</body></html>"

setCookie.exposed = True

def readCookie(self):
cookie = cherrypy.request.cookie
res = """<html><body>Hi, you sent me %s cookies.<br />

Here is a list of cookie names/values:<br />""" % len(cookie)
for name in cookie.keys():

res += "name: %s, value: %s<br>" % (name, cookie[name].value)
return res + "</body></html>"

readCookie.exposed = True

cherrypy.quickstart(Root())

5.2.2 Custom Response Headers

Although the cherrypy.response.headers is usually adequate for supplying headers in a CherryPy response,
it is sometimes desirable for the server application to customize the order of the resultant headers or provide mul-
tiple headers with duplicate keys. This section describes how one can accomplish these tasks within the CherryPy
framework.

Process

The CherryPy Response object maintains a dictionary of headers until the finalize phase, after which the headers in the
dictionary are converted into a list of (name, value) tuples. See cherrypy._cprequest.Response for details.

Therefore, since a dictionary discards order and duplicate keys, customizing the order or duplicity of keys must occur
after the finalize phase.

This end can be effected using a tool bound to the on_end_resource hook.

Multiple Headers

The following example illustrates the creation of a multiheaders tool to deliver multiple headers with the same key in
the response.
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#python
import cherrypy

def multi_headers():
cherrypy.response.header_list.extend(

cherrypy.response.headers.encode_header_items(
cherrypy.response.multiheaders))

cherrypy.tools.multiheaders = cherrypy.Tool('on_end_resource', multi_headers)

class Root(object):
@cherrypy.expose
@cherrypy.tools.multiheaders()
def index(self):

cherrypy.response.multiheaders = [('foo', '1'), ('foo', '2')]
return "Hello"

cherrypy.quickstart(Root())

Header Order

The following example illustrates the creation of a firstheaders tool to deliver headers in a specified order (at the
beginning) in the response.

#python
import cherrypy

def first_headers():
cherrypy.response.header_list[:0] = cherrypy.response.first_headers

cherrypy.tools.firstheaders = cherrypy.Tool('on_end_resource', first_headers)

class Root(object):
@cherrypy.expose
@cherrypy.tools.firstheaders()
def index(self):

cherrypy.response.first_headers = [('foo', '1'), ('foo', '2')]
return "Hello"

cherrypy.quickstart(Root())

5.2.3 cherrypy._cpreqbody

Request body processing for CherryPy.

New in version 3.2.

Application authors have complete control over the parsing of HTTP request entities. In short,
cherrypy.request.body is now always set to an instance of RequestBody , and that class is a subclass
of Entity .

When an HTTP request includes an entity body, it is often desirable to provide that information to applications in a
form other than the raw bytes. Different content types demand different approaches. Examples:

• For a GIF file, we want the raw bytes in a stream.

• An HTML form is better parsed into its component fields, and each text field decoded from bytes to unicode.
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• A JSON body should be deserialized into a Python dict or list.

When the request contains a Content-Type header, the media type is used as a key to look up a value in the
request.body.processors dict. If the full media type is not found, then the major type is tried; for exam-
ple, if no processor is found for the ‘image/jpeg’ type, then we look for a processor for the ‘image’ types altogether. If
neither the full type nor the major type has a matching processor, then a default processor is used (default_proc).
For most types, this means no processing is done, and the body is left unread as a raw byte stream. Processors are
configurable in an ‘on_start_resource’ hook.

Some processors, especially those for the ‘text’ types, attempt to decode bytes to unicode. If the Content-Type request
header includes a ‘charset’ parameter, this is used to decode the entity. Otherwise, one or more default charsets may
be attempted, although this decision is up to each processor. If a processor successfully decodes an Entity or Part, it
should set the charset attribute on the Entity or Part to the name of the successful charset, so that applications can
easily re-encode or transcode the value if they wish.

If the Content-Type of the request entity is of major type ‘multipart’, then the above parsing process, and possibly a
decoding process, is performed for each part.

For both the full entity and multipart parts, a Content-Disposition header may be used to fill name and filename
attributes on the request.body or the Part.

Custom Processors

You can add your own processors for any specific or major MIME type. Simply add it to the processors dict in a
hook/tool that runs at on_start_resource or before_request_body. Here’s the built-in JSON tool for an
example:

def json_in(force=True, debug=False):
request = cherrypy.serving.request
def json_processor(entity):

"""Read application/json data into request.json."""
if not entity.headers.get("Content-Length", ""):

raise cherrypy.HTTPError(411)

body = entity.fp.read()
try:

request.json = json_decode(body)
except ValueError:

raise cherrypy.HTTPError(400, 'Invalid JSON document')
if force:

request.body.processors.clear()
request.body.default_proc = cherrypy.HTTPError(

415, 'Expected an application/json content type')
request.body.processors['application/json'] = json_processor

We begin by defining a new json_processor function to stick in the processors dictionary. All processor
functions take a single argument, the Entity instance they are to process. It will be called whenever a request is
received (for those URI’s where the tool is turned on) which has a Content-Type of “application/json”.

First, it checks for a valid Content-Length (raising 411 if not valid), then reads the remaining bytes on the socket.
The fp object knows its own length, so it won’t hang waiting for data that never arrives. It will return when all data
has been read. Then, we decode those bytes using Python’s built-in json module, and stick the decoded result onto
request.json . If it cannot be decoded, we raise 400.

If the “force” argument is True (the default), the Tool clears the processors dict so that request enti-
ties of other Content-Types aren’t parsed at all. Since there’s no entry for those invalid MIME types, the
default_proc method of cherrypy.request.body is called. But this does nothing by default (usually
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to provide the page handler an opportunity to handle it.) But in our case, we want to raise 415, so we replace
request.body.default_proc with the error (HTTPError instances, when called, raise themselves).

If we were defining a custom processor, we can do so without making a Tool. Just add the config entry:

request.body.processors = {'application/json': json_processor}

Note that you can only replace the processors dict wholesale this way, not update the existing one.

Classes

class cherrypy._cpreqbody.Entity(fp, headers, params=None, parts=None)
An HTTP request body, or MIME multipart body.

This class collects information about the HTTP request entity. When a given entity is of MIME type “multipart”,
each part is parsed into its own Entity instance, and the set of parts stored in entity.parts.

Between the before_request_body and before_handler tools, CherryPy tries to process the request
body (if any) by calling request.body.process. This uses the content_type of the Entity to look
up a suitable processor in Entity.processors, a dict. If a matching processor cannot be found for the
complete Content-Type, it tries again using the major type. For example, if a request with an entity of type
“image/jpeg” arrives, but no processor can be found for that complete type, then one is sought for the major type
“image”. If a processor is still not found, then the default_proc method of the Entity is called (which does
nothing by default; you can override this too).

CherryPy includes processors for the “application/x-www-form-urlencoded” type, the “multipart/form-data”
type, and the “multipart” major type. CherryPy 3.2 processes these types almost exactly as older versions. Parts
are passed as arguments to the page handler using their Content-Disposition.name if given, otherwise
in a generic “parts” argument. Each such part is either a string, or the Part itself if it’s a file. (In this case it will
have file and filename attributes, or possibly a value attribute). Each Part is itself a subclass of Entity,
and has its own process method and processors dict.

There is a separate processor for the “multipart” major type which is more flexible, and simply stores all multi-
part parts in request.body.parts. You can enable it with:

cherrypy.request.body.processors['multipart'] = _cpreqbody.process_multipart

in an on_start_resource tool.

attempt_charsets = [’utf-8’]
A list of strings, each of which should be a known encoding.

When the Content-Type of the request body warrants it, each of the given encodings will be tried in order.
The first one to successfully decode the entity without raising an error is stored as entity.charset.
This defaults to [’utf-8’] (plus ‘ISO-8859-1’ for “text/*” types, as required by HTTP/1.1), but
[’us-ascii’, ’utf-8’] for multipart parts.

charset = None
The successful decoding; see “attempt_charsets” above.

content_type = None
The value of the Content-Type request header.

If the Entity is part of a multipart payload, this will be the Content-Type given in the MIME headers for
this part.

default_content_type = ‘application/x-www-form-urlencoded’
This defines a default Content-Type to use if no Content-Type header is given. The empty string is
used for RequestBody, which results in the request body not being read or parsed at all. This is by design;
a missing Content-Type header in the HTTP request entity is an error at best, and a security hole at
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worst. For multipart parts, however, the MIME spec declares that a part with no Content-Type defaults to
“text/plain” (see Part).

default_proc()
Called if a more-specific processor is not found for the Content-Type.

filename = None
The Content-Disposition.filename header, if available.

fp = None
The readable socket file object.

fullvalue()
Return this entity as a string, whether stored in a file or not.

headers = None
A dict of request/multipart header names and values.

This is a copy of the request.headers for the request.body; for multipart parts, it is the set of
headers for that part.

length = None
The value of the Content-Length header, if provided.

make_file()
Return a file-like object into which the request body will be read.

By default, this will return a TemporaryFile. Override as needed. See also
cherrypy._cpreqbody.Part.maxrambytes.

name = None
The “name” parameter of the Content-Disposition header, if any.

params = None
If the request Content-Type is ‘application/x-www-form-urlencoded’ or multipart, this will be a dict of the
params pulled from the entity body; that is, it will be the portion of request.params that come from the
message body (sometimes called “POST params”, although they can be sent with various HTTP method
verbs). This value is set between the ‘before_request_body’ and ‘before_handler’ hooks (assuming that
process_request_body is True).

part_class
The class used for multipart parts.

You can replace this with custom subclasses to alter the processing of multipart parts.

alias of Part

parts = None
A list of Part instances if Content-Type is of major type “multipart”.

process()
Execute the best-match processor for the given media type.

processors = {‘multipart’: <function process_multipart at 0x7f24a5dfdd70>, ‘multipart/form-data’: <function process_multipart_form_data at 0x7f24a5dfdde8>, ‘application/x-www-form-urlencoded’: <function process_urlencoded at 0x7f24a5dfdcf8>}
A dict of Content-Type names to processor methods.

read_into_file(fp_out=None)
Read the request body into fp_out (or make_file() if None).

Return fp_out.

type
A deprecated alias for content_type.
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class cherrypy._cpreqbody.Part(fp, headers, boundary)
Bases: cherrypy._cpreqbody.Entity

A MIME part entity, part of a multipart entity.

attempt_charsets = [’us-ascii’, ‘utf-8’]
A list of strings, each of which should be a known encoding.

When the Content-Type of the request body warrants it, each of the given encodings will be tried in order.
The first one to successfully decode the entity without raising an error is stored as entity.charset.
This defaults to [’utf-8’] (plus ‘ISO-8859-1’ for “text/*” types, as required by HTTP/1.1), but
[’us-ascii’, ’utf-8’] for multipart parts.

boundary = None
The MIME multipart boundary.

default_content_type = ‘text/plain’
This defines a default Content-Type to use if no Content-Type header is given. The empty string is
used for RequestBody, which results in the request body not being read or parsed at all. This is by design;
a missing Content-Type header in the HTTP request entity is an error at best, and a security hole at
worst. For multipart parts, however (this class), the MIME spec declares that a part with no Content-Type
defaults to “text/plain”.

default_proc()
Called if a more-specific processor is not found for the Content-Type.

fullvalue()
Return this entity as a string, whether stored in a file or not.

make_file()
Return a file-like object into which the request body will be read.

By default, this will return a TemporaryFile. Override as needed. See also
cherrypy._cpreqbody.Part.maxrambytes.

maxrambytes = 1000
The threshold of bytes after which point the Part will store its data in a file (generated by make_file)
instead of a string. Defaults to 1000, just like the cgi module in Python’s standard library.

part_class
alias of Part

process()
Execute the best-match processor for the given media type.

read_into_file(fp_out=None)
Read the request body into fp_out (or make_file() if None).

Return fp_out.

read_lines_to_boundary(fp_out=None)
Read bytes from self.fp and return or write them to a file.

If the ‘fp_out’ argument is None (the default), all bytes read are returned in a single byte string.

If the ‘fp_out’ argument is not None, it must be a file-like object that supports the ‘write’ method; all bytes
read will be written to the fp, and that fp is returned.

type
A deprecated alias for content_type.

class cherrypy._cpreqbody.RequestBody(fp, headers, params=None, request_params=None)
Bases: cherrypy._cpreqbody.Entity
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The entity of the HTTP request.

bufsize = 8192
The buffer size used when reading the socket.

default_content_type = ‘’
This defines a default Content-Type to use if no Content-Type header is given. The empty string is
used for RequestBody, which results in the request body not being read or parsed at all. This is by design;
a missing Content-Type header in the HTTP request entity is an error at best, and a security hole at
worst. For multipart parts, however, the MIME spec declares that a part with no Content-Type defaults to
“text/plain” (see Part).

default_proc()
Called if a more-specific processor is not found for the Content-Type.

fullvalue()
Return this entity as a string, whether stored in a file or not.

make_file()
Return a file-like object into which the request body will be read.

By default, this will return a TemporaryFile. Override as needed. See also
cherrypy._cpreqbody.Part.maxrambytes.

maxbytes = None
Raise MaxSizeExceeded if more bytes than this are read from the socket.

part_class
alias of Part

process()
Process the request entity based on its Content-Type.

read_into_file(fp_out=None)
Read the request body into fp_out (or make_file() if None).

Return fp_out.

type
A deprecated alias for content_type.

class cherrypy._cpreqbody.SizedReader(fp, length, maxbytes, bufsize=8192, has_trailers=False)

read(size=None, fp_out=None)
Read bytes from the request body and return or write them to a file.

A number of bytes less than or equal to the ‘size’ argument are read off the socket. The actual number of
bytes read are tracked in self.bytes_read. The number may be smaller than ‘size’ when 1) the client sends
fewer bytes, 2) the ‘Content-Length’ request header specifies fewer bytes than requested, or 3) the number
of bytes read exceeds self.maxbytes (in which case, 413 is raised).

If the ‘fp_out’ argument is None (the default), all bytes read are returned in a single byte string.

If the ‘fp_out’ argument is not None, it must be a file-like object that supports the ‘write’ method; all bytes
read will be written to the fp, and None is returned.

readline(size=None)
Read a line from the request body and return it.

readlines(sizehint=None)
Read lines from the request body and return them.
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Functions

cherrypy._cpreqbody.process_urlencoded(entity)
Read application/x-www-form-urlencoded data into entity.params.

cherrypy._cpreqbody.process_multipart(entity)
Read all multipart parts into entity.parts.

cherrypy._cpreqbody.process_multipart_form_data(entity)
Read all multipart/form-data parts into entity.parts or entity.params.

5.2.4 Creating RESTful applications in CherryPy

Introduction

REST (Representational State Transfer) is an architectural style that is well-suited to implementation in CherryPy.
Both REST and CherryPy heavily leverage the HTTP protocol but otherwise carry minimal requisite overhead. This
chapter briefly discusses the purpose of REST and an example implementation in CherryPy.

REST in a nutshell

The REST architectural style describes how domain models and their state are referenced and transferred. The primary
goal of REST is promote certain advantageous qualities of a distributed system, namely high visibility, scalability,
extensibility.

Terminology

• “resources” are concepual objects represented by the system - any information that can be named is a resource.

• “state” is data held by or associated with resources

• “representations” are information in state with a specific encoding

• “methods” are invoked to transfer or mutate state.

• an “identifier” is a URL or URI which uniquely and usually globally references a resource.

More information on REST can be found in abundance in Wikipedia and other readily-available resources.

Implementing REST in CherryPy

From the canonical Roy Fielding dissertation :

REST is defined by four interface constraints: identification of resources; manipulation of resources
through representations; self-descriptive messages; and, hypermedia as the engine of application state

This section covers each of these four contstraints and demonstrates how each is applied in a CherryPy implementation.

Identification of Resources

As an HTTP service provider, resources represented in CherryPy are referenced by HTTP URIs (Uniform Resource
Identifiers). A URI consists of four parts: scheme, hierarchical identifier, query, and fragment. For HTTP, the scheme
is always http or https. The hierarchical identifier consists of an authority (typically host/port) and a path (similar
to a file system path, but not necessarily representing an actual path).
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A single CherryPy instance is typically bound to a single server/port pair, such that the scheme://authority por-
tion of the URI references the server. This aspect is configured through the server.socket_host and
server.socket_port options or via another hosting server.

Within the CherryPy server, the remainder of the hierarchical identifier–the path–is mapped to Python objects via the
Dispatch mechanism. This behavior is highly customizable and documented in Dispatching.

Using the default dispatcher and page handlers, the path of the URI maps to a hierarchy of Python identifiers
in the CherryPy app. For example, the URI path /container/objects/pencil will result in a call to
app.root.container.objects.pencil() where app is the CherryPy app.

Manipulation of Resources Through Representations

REST defines the use of the HTTP protocol and HTTP methods to implement the standard REST methods.

• GET retrieves the state of a specific resource,

• PUT creates or replaces the state of a specific resource,

• POST passes information to a resource to use at it sees fit,

• DELETE removes resources.

The default dispatcher in CherryPy stores the HTTP method name at cherrypy.request.method.

Because HTTP defines these invocation methods, the most direct way to implement REST using CherryPy is to utilize
the MethodDispatcher instead of the default dispatcher. To enable the method dispatcher, add the following to
your configuration for the root URI (“/”):

'/': {
'request.dispatch': cherrypy.dispatch.MethodDispatcher(),

}

Now, the REST methods will map directly to the same method names on your resources. That is, a GET method on a
CherryPy class implements the HTTP GET on the resource represented by that class.

For example:

class Resource(object):

exposed = True

def GET(self):
return """Some representation of self"""

def PUT(self):
self.content = initialize_from_representation(cherrypy.request.body.read())

The concrete implementation of GET and PUT has been omitted, but the basic concepts remain: GET returns some
meaningful representation of the resource and PUT stores an instance of an object represented by the content in the
body of the request.

Self-Descriptive Messages

REST enables powerful clients and intermediaries by requiring messages to be self-descriptive; that is, everything you
need to know about a message is carried within the message itself, either in headers or within the definition of the
message’s declared media type.
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CherryPy gives you easy access to the headers. It’s as simple as cherrypy.request.headers and
cherrypy.response.headers! Each is a normal Python dictionary which you can read and write as you like.
They also have additional functions to help you parse complex values according to the HTTP spec.

CherryPy also allows you to set whatever response Content-Type you prefer, just like any other response header. You
have complete control. When reading request entities, you can register Custom Processors for different media types.

Hypermedia as the Engine of Application State

REST is designed as a stateless protocol–all application state is maintained with the application at the client. Thus,
concepts such as a “session” need not be maintained by the server. CherryPy does not enable sessions by default, so it
is well-suited to the RESTful style.

In order for the client to maintain meaningful state, however, the REST server implementer must provide meaningful
URIs which supply semantic links between resources.

For example, a CherryPy application might have a resource index, which a client might retrieve to inspect the applica-
tion for other resources:

class ResourceIndex(object):
def GET(self):

items = [item.get_href() for item in self.get_all_items()]
return ', '.join(items)

This very simple example demonstrates how to create an index of comma-separated hypertext references. This example
assumes the client can effectively interpret comma-separated references. In practice, another representation such as
HTML or JSON might be used.

A Quick Example

For example, consider the following contrived REST+HTML specification.

1. Resources store arbitrary key/value pairs with unique keys (represented as a Python dict).

2. A GET request returns colon-separated key/value pairs in <div> elements.

3. A PUT request accepts colon-separated key/value pairs in <div> elements.

4. An index resource provides an HTML anchor tag (hypertext link) to objects which it indexes (where the keys
represent the names and the values represent the link).

A REST+HTML implementation was chosen for this example as HTML defines relative links, which keeps the exam-
ple simple yet functional.

Complete Example

Brining the above code samples together and adding some basic configuration results in the following program, which
can be run directly:

import cherrypy

class Resource(object):

def __init__(self, content):
self.content = content

exposed = True
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def GET(self):
return self.to_html()

def PUT(self):
self.content = self.from_html(cherrypy.request.body.read())

def to_html(self):
html_item = lambda (name,value): '<div>{name}:{value}</div>'.format(\*\*vars())
items = map(html_item, self.content.items())
items = ''.join(items)
return '<html>{items}</html>'.format(**vars())

@staticmethod
def from_html(data):

pattern = re.compile(r'\<div\>(?P<name>.*?)\:(?P<value>.*?)\</div\>')
items = [match.groups() for match in pattern.finditer(data)]
return dict(items)

class ResourceIndex(Resource):
def to_html(self):

html_item = lambda (name,value): '<div><a href="{value}">{name}</a></div>'.format(\*\*vars())
items = map(html_item, self.content.items())
items = ''.join(items)
return '<html>{items}</html>'.format(**vars())

class Root(object):
pass

root = Root()

root.sidewinder = Resource({'color': 'red', 'weight': 176, 'type': 'stable'})
root.teebird = Resource({'color': 'green', 'weight': 173, 'type': 'overstable'})
root.blowfly = Resource({'color': 'purple', 'weight': 169, 'type': 'putter'})
root.resource_index = ResourceIndex({'sidewinder': 'sidewinder', 'teebird': 'teebird', 'blowfly': 'blowfly'})

conf = {
'global': {

'server.socket_host': '0.0.0.0',
'server.socket_port': 8000,

},
'/': {

'request.dispatch': cherrypy.dispatch.MethodDispatcher(),
}

}

cherrypy.quickstart(root, '/', conf)

Conclusion

CherryPy provides a straightforward interface for readily creating RESTful interfaces.

5.2.5 Streaming the response body

CherryPy handles HTTP requests, packing and unpacking the low-level details, then passing control to your applica-
tion’s PageHandler Objects, which produce the body of the response. CherryPy allows you to return body content in a
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variety of types: a string, a list of strings, a file. CherryPy also allows you to yield content, rather than return content.
When you use “yield”, you also have the option of streaming the output.

In general, it is safer and easier to not stream output. Therefore, streaming output is off by default. Streaming
output and also using sessions requires a good understanding of how session locks work.

The “normal” CherryPy response process

When you provide content from your page handler, CherryPy manages the conversation between the HTTP server and
your code like this:

Notice that the HTTP server gathers all output first and then writes everything to the client at once: status, headers,
and body. This works well for static or simple pages, since the entire response can be changed at any time, either in
your application code, or by the CherryPy framework.

How “streaming output” works with CherryPy

When you set the config entry “response.stream” to True (and use “yield”), CherryPy manages the conversation be-
tween the HTTP server and your code like this:

When you stream, your application doesn’t immediately pass raw body content back to CherryPy or to the HTTP
server. Instead, it passes back a generator. At that point, CherryPy finalizes the status and headers, before the generator
has been consumed, or has produced any output. This is necessary to allow the HTTP server to send the headers and
pieces of the body as they become available.

Once CherryPy has set the status and headers, it sends them to the HTTP server, which then writes them out to the
client. From that point on, the CherryPy ramework mostly steps out of the way, and the HTTP server essentially
requests content directly from your application code (your page handler method).

Therefore, when streaming, if an error occurs within your page handler, CherryPy will not catch it–the HTTP server
will catch it. Because the headers (and potentially some of the body) have already been written to the client, the server
cannot know a safe means of handling the error, and will therefore simply close the connection (the current, builtin
servers actually write out a short error message in the body, but this may be changed, and is not guaranteed behavior
for all HTTP servers you might use with CherryPy).

In addition, you cannot manually modify the status or headers within your page handler if that handler method is
a streaming generator, because the method will not be iterated over until after the headers have been written to the
client. This includes raising exceptions like HTTPError, NotFound, InternalRedirect and HTTPRedirect. To
use a streaming generator while modifying headers, you would have to return a generator that is separate from (or
embedded in) your page handler. For example:

class Root:
def thing(self):

cherrypy.response.headers['Content-Type'] = 'text/plain'
if not authorized():

raise cherrypy.NotFound()
def content():

yield "Hello, "
yield "world"

return content()
thing._cp_config = {'response.stream': True}

Streaming generators are sexy, but they play havoc with HTTP. CherryPy allows you to stream output for specific
situations: pages which take many minutes to produce, or pages which need a portion of their content immediately
output to the client. Because of the issues outlined above, it is usually better to flatten (buffer) content rather than
stream content. Do otherwise only when the benefits of streaming outweigh the risks.
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CHAPTER 6

Deployment Guide

CherryPy the application framework is quite flexible and can be deployed in a wide variety of ways. CherryPy the
server is a production-ready, performant server that can be used to deploy any WSGI or CGI application.

6.1 Applications

An easy way to deploy a CherryPy application is using the standard quickstart() server. The cherryd script
mentioned below wraps this same server. It is a production-ready, performant server that can be quickly configured for
development or production use (or even somewhere in-between) by setting an environment in the application config.

A CherryPy application can also be deployed using any WSGI-capable server. The return from
cherrypy.tree.mount is a standard WSGI application.

6.2 Servers

CherryPy ships with a fast, production-ready server that can be used to serve applications independently of the Cher-
ryPy application framework.

6.2.1 Deploying CherryPy behind Apache

6.2.2 cherrypy.process.servers – HTTP Server interfaces

Starting in CherryPy 3.1, cherrypy.server is implemented as an Engine Plu-
gin. It’s an instance of cherrypy._cpserver.Server, which is a subclass of
cherrypy.process.servers.ServerAdapter. The ServerAdapter class is designed to control
other servers, as well.

Multiple servers/ports

If you need to start more than one HTTP server (to serve on multiple ports, or protocols, etc.), you can manually
register each one and then start them all with engine.start:

s1 = ServerAdapter(cherrypy.engine, MyWSGIServer(host='0.0.0.0', port=80))
s2 = ServerAdapter(cherrypy.engine,

another.HTTPServer(host='127.0.0.1',
SSL=True))
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s1.subscribe()
s2.subscribe()
cherrypy.engine.start()

FastCGI/SCGI

There are also FlupFCGIServer and FlupSCGIServer classes in cherrypy.process.servers. To start an fcgi
server, for example, wrap an instance of it in a ServerAdapter:

addr = ('0.0.0.0', 4000)
f = servers.FlupFCGIServer(application=cherrypy.tree, bindAddress=addr)
s = servers.ServerAdapter(cherrypy.engine, httpserver=f, bind_addr=addr)
s.subscribe()

The cherryd startup script will do the above for you via its -f flag. Note that you need to download and install flup
yourself, whether you use cherryd or not.

FastCGI

A very simple setup lets your cherry run with FastCGI. You just need the flup library, plus a running Apache server
(with mod_fastcgi) or lighttpd server.

CherryPy code hello.py:

#!/usr/bin/python
import cherrypy

class HelloWorld:
"""Sample request handler class."""
def index(self):

return "Hello world!"
index.exposed = True

cherrypy.tree.mount(HelloWorld())
# CherryPy autoreload must be disabled for the flup server to work
cherrypy.config.update({'engine.autoreload.on':False})

Then run cherryd with the ‘-f’ arg:

cherryd -c <myconfig> -d -f -i hello.py

Apache At the top level in httpd.conf:

FastCgiIpcDir /tmp
FastCgiServer /path/to/cherry.fcgi -idle-timeout 120 -processes 4

And inside the relevant VirtualHost section:

# FastCGI config
AddHandler fastcgi-script .fcgi
ScriptAliasMatch (.*$) /path/to/cherry.fcgi$1
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Lighttpd For Lighttpd you can follow these instructions. Within lighttpd.conf make sure mod_fastcgi is
active within server.modules. Then, within your $HTTP["host"] directive, configure your fastcgi script like
the following:

$HTTP["url"] =~ "" {
fastcgi.server = (
"/" => (

"script.fcgi" => (
"bin-path" => "/path/to/your/script.fcgi",
"socket" => "/tmp/script.sock",
"check-local" => "disable",
"disable-time" => 1,
"min-procs" => 1,
"max-procs" => 1, # adjust as needed

),
),

)
} # end of $HTTP["url"] =~ "^/"

Please see Lighttpd FastCGI Docs for an explanation of the possible configuration options.

Classes

class cherrypy.process.servers.ServerAdapter(bus, httpserver=None, bind_addr=None)
Adapter for an HTTP server.

If you need to start more than one HTTP server (to serve on multiple ports, or protocols, etc.), you can manually
register each one and then start them all with bus.start:

s1 = ServerAdapter(bus, MyWSGIServer(host=‘0.0.0.0’, port=80)) s2 = ServerAdapter(bus, an-
other.HTTPServer(host=‘127.0.0.1’, SSL=True)) s1.subscribe() s2.subscribe() bus.start()

restart()
Restart the HTTP server.

start()
Start the HTTP server.

stop()
Stop the HTTP server.

wait()
Wait until the HTTP server is ready to receive requests.

class cherrypy.process.servers.FlupFCGIServer(*args, **kwargs)
Adapter for a flup.server.fcgi.WSGIServer.

start()
Start the FCGI server.

stop()
Stop the HTTP server.

class cherrypy.process.servers.FlupSCGIServer(*args, **kwargs)
Adapter for a flup.server.scgi.WSGIServer.

start()
Start the SCGI server.

stop()
Stop the HTTP server.
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Functions

cherrypy.process.servers.client_host(server_host)
Return the host on which a client can connect to the given listener.

cherrypy.process.servers.check_port(host, port, timeout=1.0)
Raise an error if the given port is not free on the given host.

cherrypy.process.servers.wait_for_free_port(host, port, timeout=None)
Wait for the specified port to become free (drop requests).

cherrypy.process.servers.wait_for_occupied_port(host, port, timeout=None)
Wait for the specified port to become active (receive requests).

6.2.3 cherrypy.wsgiserver – WSGI Server

HTTP

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.HTTPRequest(server, conn)
An HTTP Request (and response).

A single HTTP connection may consist of multiple request/response pairs.

chunked_write = False
If True, output will be encoded with the “chunked” transfer-coding.

This value is set automatically inside send_headers.

close_connection = False
Signals the calling Connection that the request should close. This does not imply an error! The client
and/or server may each request that the connection be closed.

conn = None
The HTTPConnection object on which this request connected.

inheaders = {}
A dict of request headers.

outheaders = []
A list of header tuples to write in the response.

parse_request()
Parse the next HTTP request start-line and message-headers.

parse_request_uri(uri)
Parse a Request-URI into (scheme, authority, path).

Note that Request-URI’s must be one of:

Request-URI = "*" | absoluteURI | abs_path | authority

Therefore, a Request-URI which starts with a double forward-slash cannot be a “net_path”:

net_path = "//" authority [ abs_path ]

Instead, it must be interpreted as an “abs_path” with an empty first path segment:

abs_path = "/" path_segments
path_segments = segment *( "/" segment )
segment = *pchar *( ";" param )
param = *pchar
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read_request_headers()
Read self.rfile into self.inheaders. Return success.

ready = False
When True, the request has been parsed and is ready to begin generating the response. When False, signals
the calling Connection that the response should not be generated and the connection should close.

respond()
Call the gateway and write its iterable output.

send_headers()
Assert, process, and send the HTTP response message-headers.

You must set self.status, and self.outheaders before calling this.

server = None
The HTTPServer object which is receiving this request.

simple_response(status, msg=’‘)
Write a simple response back to the client.

write(chunk)
Write unbuffered data to the client.

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.HTTPConnection(server, sock, makefile=<class ‘cher-
rypy.wsgiserver.wsgiserver2.CP_fileobject’>)

An HTTP connection (active socket).

server: the Server object which received this connection. socket: the raw socket object (usually TCP) for this
connection. makefile: a fileobject class for reading from the socket.

RequestHandlerClass
alias of HTTPRequest

close()
Close the socket underlying this connection.

communicate()
Read each request and respond appropriately.

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.HTTPServer(bind_addr, gateway, minthreads=10, maxthreads=-1,
server_name=None)

An HTTP server.

ConnectionClass
The class to use for handling HTTP connections.

alias of HTTPConnection

bind(family, type, proto=0)
Create (or recreate) the actual socket object.

bind_addr
The interface on which to listen for connections.

For TCP sockets, a (host, port) tuple. Host values may be any IPv4 or IPv6 address, or any valid hostname.
The string ‘localhost’ is a synonym for ‘127.0.0.1’ (or ‘::1’, if your hosts file prefers IPv6). The string
‘0.0.0.0’ is a special IPv4 entry meaning “any active interface” (INADDR_ANY), and ‘::’ is the similar
IN6ADDR_ANY for IPv6. The empty string or None are not allowed.

For UNIX sockets, supply the filename as a string.

gateway = None
A Gateway instance.
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interrupt
Set this to an Exception instance to interrupt the server.

max_request_body_size = 0
The maximum size, in bytes, for request bodies, or 0 for no limit.

max_request_header_size = 0
The maximum size, in bytes, for request headers, or 0 for no limit.

maxthreads = None
The maximum number of worker threads to create (default -1 = no limit).

minthreads = None
The minimum number of worker threads to create (default 10).

nodelay = True
If True (the default since 3.1), sets the TCP_NODELAY socket option.

protocol = ‘HTTP/1.1’
The version string to write in the Status-Line of all HTTP responses.

For example, “HTTP/1.1” is the default. This also limits the supported features used in the response.

ready = False
An internal flag which marks whether the socket is accepting connections

request_queue_size = 5
The ‘backlog’ arg to socket.listen(); max queued connections (default 5).

server_name = None
The name of the server; defaults to socket.gethostname().

shutdown_timeout = 5
The total time, in seconds, to wait for worker threads to cleanly exit.

software = None
The value to set for the SERVER_SOFTWARE entry in the WSGI environ.

If None, this defaults to ’%s Server’ % self.version.

ssl_adapter = None
An instance of SSLAdapter (or a subclass).

You must have the corresponding SSL driver library installed.

start()
Run the server forever.

stop()
Gracefully shutdown a server that is serving forever.

tick()
Accept a new connection and put it on the Queue.

timeout = 10
The timeout in seconds for accepted connections (default 10).

version = ‘CherryPy/3.3.0’
A version string for the HTTPServer.
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Request Entities

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.SizeCheckWrapper(rfile, maxlen)
Wraps a file-like object, raising MaxSizeExceeded if too large.

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.KnownLengthRFile(rfile, content_length)
Wraps a file-like object, returning an empty string when exhausted.

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.ChunkedRFile(rfile, maxlen, bufsize=8192)
Wraps a file-like object, returning an empty string when exhausted.

This class is intended to provide a conforming wsgi.input value for request entities that have been encoded with
the ‘chunked’ transfer encoding.

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.CP_fileobject(*args, **kwargs)
Faux file object attached to a socket object.

sendall(data)
Sendall for non-blocking sockets.

Exceptions

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.MaxSizeExceeded

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.NoSSLError
Exception raised when a client speaks HTTP to an HTTPS socket.

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.FatalSSLAlert
Exception raised when the SSL implementation signals a fatal alert.

Thread Pool

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.WorkerThread(server)
Thread which continuously polls a Queue for Connection objects.

Due to the timing issues of polling a Queue, a WorkerThread does not check its own ‘ready’ flag after it has
started. To stop the thread, it is necessary to stick a _SHUTDOWNREQUEST object onto the Queue (one for
each running WorkerThread).

conn = None
The current connection pulled off the Queue, or None.

ready = False
A simple flag for the calling server to know when this thread has begun polling the Queue.

server = None
The HTTP Server which spawned this thread, and which owns the Queue and is placing active connections
into it.

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.ThreadPool(server, min=10, max=-1)
A Request Queue for an HTTPServer which pools threads.

ThreadPool objects must provide min, get(), put(obj), start() and stop(timeout) attributes.

grow(amount)
Spawn new worker threads (not above self.max).

idle
Number of worker threads which are idle. Read-only.
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shrink(amount)
Kill off worker threads (not below self.min).

start()
Start the pool of threads.

SSL

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.SSLAdapter(certificate, private_key, certificate_chain=None)
Base class for SSL driver library adapters.

Required methods:

•wrap(sock) -> (wrapped socket, ssl environ dict)

•makefile(sock, mode=’r’, bufsize=DEFAULT_BUFFER_SIZE) -> socket file
object

WSGI

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.CherryPyWSGIServer(bind_addr, wsgi_app, numthreads=10,
server_name=None, max=-1, re-
quest_queue_size=5, timeout=10, shut-
down_timeout=5)

A subclass of HTTPServer which calls a WSGI application.

wsgi_version = (1, 0)
The version of WSGI to produce.

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.Gateway(req)
A base class to interface HTTPServer with other systems, such as WSGI.

respond()
Process the current request. Must be overridden in a subclass.

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.WSGIGateway(req)
A base class to interface HTTPServer with WSGI.

get_environ()
Return a new environ dict targeting the given wsgi.version

respond()
Process the current request.

start_response(status, headers, exc_info=None)
WSGI callable to begin the HTTP response.

write(chunk)
WSGI callable to write unbuffered data to the client.

This method is also used internally by start_response (to write data from the iterable returned by the WSGI
application).

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.WSGIGateway_10(req)
A Gateway class to interface HTTPServer with WSGI 1.0.x.

get_environ()
Return a new environ dict targeting the given wsgi.version
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class cherrypy.wsgiserver.WSGIGateway_u0(req)
A Gateway class to interface HTTPServer with WSGI u.0.

WSGI u.0 is an experimental protocol, which uses unicode for keys and values in both Python 2 and Python 3.

get_environ()
Return a new environ dict targeting the given wsgi.version

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.WSGIPathInfoDispatcher(apps)
A WSGI dispatcher for dispatch based on the PATH_INFO.

apps: a dict or list of (path_prefix, app) pairs.

6.3 Environment

6.3.1 cherryd

The cherryd script is used to start CherryPy servers, whether the builtin WSGI server, FastCGI, or SCGI. Sites
using mod_python don’t need to use cherryd; Apache will spawn the CherryPy process in that case.

Command-Line Options

-c, --config
Specify config file(s)

-d
Run the server as a daemon

-e, --environment
Apply the given config environment (defaults to None)

-f
Start a FastCGI server instead of the default HTTP server

-s
Start a SCGI server instead of the default HTTP server

-i, --import
Specify modules to import

-p, --pidfile
Store the process id in the given file (defaults to None)

-P, --Path
Add the given paths to sys.path

6.3.2 Run as a daemon

CherryPy allows you to easily decouple the current process from the parent environment, using the traditional double-
fork:

from cherrypy.process.plugins import Daemonizer
d = Daemonizer(cherrypy.engine)
d.subscribe()
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Note: This Engine Plugin is only available on Unix and similar systems which provide fork().

If a startup error occurs in the forked children, the return code from the parent process will still be 0. Errors in the
initial daemonizing process still return proper exit codes, but errors after the fork won’t. Therefore, if you use this
plugin to daemonize, don’t use the return code as an accurate indicator of whether the process fully started. In fact,
that return code only indicates if the process successfully finished the first fork.

The plugin takes optional arguments to redirect standard streams: stdin, stdout, and stderr. By default, these
are all redirected to /dev/null, but you’re free to send them to log files or elsewhere.

Warning: You should be careful to not start any threads before this plugin runs. The plugin will warn if you do
so, because ”...the effects of calling functions that require certain resources between the call to fork() and the call
to an exec function are undefined”. (ref). It is for this reason that the Server plugin runs at priority 75 (it starts
worker threads), which is later than the default priority of 65 for the Daemonizer.

Classes

class cherrypy.process.plugins.Daemonizer(bus, stdin=’/dev/null’, stdout=’/dev/null’,
stderr=’/dev/null’)

Bases: cherrypy.process.plugins.SimplePlugin

Daemonize the running script.

Use this with a Web Site Process Bus via:

Daemonizer(bus).subscribe()

When this component finishes, the process is completely decoupled from the parent environment. Please note
that when this component is used, the return code from the parent process will still be 0 if a startup error occurs
in the forked children. Errors in the initial daemonizing process still return proper exit codes. Therefore, if you
use this plugin to daemonize, don’t use the return code as an accurate indicator of whether the process fully
started. In fact, that return code only indicates if the process succesfully finished the first fork.

6.3.3 Drop privileges

Use this Engine Plugin to start your CherryPy site as root (for example, to listen on a privileged port like 80) and then
reduce privileges to something more restricted.

This priority of this plugin’s “start” listener is slightly higher than the priority for server.start in order to facilitate
the most common use: starting on a low port (which requires root) and then dropping to another user.

Example:

DropPrivileges(cherrypy.engine, uid=1000, gid=1000).subscribe()

Classes

class cherrypy.process.plugins.DropPrivileges(bus, umask=None, uid=None, gid=None)
Bases: cherrypy.process.plugins.SimplePlugin

Drop privileges. uid/gid arguments not available on Windows.

Special thanks to Gavin Baker
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gid
The gid under which to run. Availability: Unix.

uid
The uid under which to run. Availability: Unix.

umask
The default permission mode for newly created files and directories.

Usually expressed in octal format, for example, 0644. Availability: Unix, Windows.

6.3.4 PID files

The PIDFile Engine Plugin is pretty straightforward: it writes the process id to a file on start, and deletes the file on
exit. You must provide a ‘pidfile’ argument, preferably an absolute path:

PIDFile(cherrypy.engine, '/var/run/myapp.pid').subscribe()

Classes

class cherrypy.process.plugins.PIDFile(bus, pidfile)
Bases: cherrypy.process.plugins.SimplePlugin

Maintain a PID file via a WSPBus.

6.3.5 Handling Signals

SignalHandler

This Engine Plugin is instantiated automatically as cherrypy.engine.signal_handler. However, it is only
subscribed automatically by cherrypy.quickstart(). So if you want signal handling and you’re calling:

tree.mount(); engine.start(); engine.block()

on your own, be sure to add:

if hasattr(cherrypy.engine, 'signal_handler'):
cherrypy.engine.signal_handler.subscribe()

class cherrypy.process.plugins.SignalHandler(bus)
Register bus channels (and listeners) for system signals.

You can modify what signals your application listens for, and what it does when it receives signals, by modifying
SignalHandler.handlers, a dict of {signal name: callback} pairs. The default set is:

handlers = {'SIGTERM': self.bus.exit,
'SIGHUP': self.handle_SIGHUP,
'SIGUSR1': self.bus.graceful,
}

The SignalHandler.handle_SIGHUP‘() method calls bus.restart() if the process is daemo-
nized, but bus.exit() if the process is attached to a TTY. This is because Unix window managers tend
to send SIGHUP to terminal windows when the user closes them.

Feel free to add signals which are not available on every platform. The SignalHandler will ignore errors
raised from attempting to register handlers for unknown signals.
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handle_SIGHUP()
Restart if daemonized, else exit.

handlers = {}
A map from signal names (e.g. ‘SIGTERM’) to handlers (e.g. bus.exit).

set_handler(signal, listener=None)
Subscribe a handler for the given signal (number or name).

If the optional ‘listener’ argument is provided, it will be subscribed as a listener for the given signal’s
channel.

If the given signal name or number is not available on the current platform, ValueError is raised.

signals = {1: ‘SIGHUP’, 2: ‘SIGINT’, 3: ‘SIGQUIT’, 4: ‘SIGILL’, 5: ‘SIGTRAP’, 6: ‘SIGABRT’, 7: ‘SIGBUS’, 8: ‘SIGFPE’, 9: ‘SIGKILL’, 10: ‘SIGUSR1’, 11: ‘SIGSEGV’, 12: ‘SIGUSR2’, 13: ‘SIGPIPE’, 14: ‘SIGALRM’, 15: ‘SIGTERM’, 17: ‘SIGCLD’, 18: ‘SIGCONT’, 19: ‘SIGSTOP’, 20: ‘SIGTSTP’, 21: ‘SIGTTIN’, 22: ‘SIGTTOU’, 23: ‘SIGURG’, 24: ‘SIGXCPU’, 25: ‘SIGXFSZ’, 26: ‘SIGVTALRM’, 27: ‘SIGPROF’, 28: ‘SIGWINCH’, 29: ‘SIGPOLL’, 30: ‘SIGPWR’, 31: ‘SIGSYS’, 34: ‘SIGRTMIN’, 64: ‘SIGRTMAX’}
A map from signal numbers to names.

subscribe()
Subscribe self.handlers to signals.

unsubscribe()
Unsubscribe self.handlers from signals.

Windows Console Events

Microsoft Windows uses console events to communicate some signals, like Ctrl-C. When deploying CherryPy on
Windows platforms, you should obtain the Python for Windows Extensions; once you have them installed, CherryPy
will handle Ctrl-C and other console events (CTRL_C_EVENT, CTRL_LOGOFF_EVENT, CTRL_BREAK_EVENT,
CTRL_SHUTDOWN_EVENT, and CTRL_CLOSE_EVENT) automatically, shutting down the bus in preparation for
process exit.
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Reference Manual

7.1 cherrypy._cpchecker

7.1.1 Classes

class cherrypy._cpchecker.Checker
A checker for CherryPy sites and their mounted applications.

When this object is called at engine startup, it executes each of its own methods whose names start with check_.
If you wish to disable selected checks, simply add a line in your global config which sets the appropriate method
to False:

[global]
checker.check_skipped_app_config = False

You may also dynamically add or replace check_* methods in this way.

check_app_config_brackets()
Check for Application config with extraneous brackets in section names.

check_app_config_entries_dont_start_with_script_name()
Check for Application config with sections that repeat script_name.

check_compatibility()
Process config and warn on each obsolete or deprecated entry.

check_config_namespaces()
Process config and warn on each unknown config namespace.

check_config_types()
Assert that config values are of the same type as default values.

check_localhost()
Warn if any socket_host is ‘localhost’. See #711.

check_site_config_entries_in_app_config()
Check for mounted Applications that have site-scoped config.

check_skipped_app_config()
Check for mounted Applications that have no config.

check_static_paths()
Check Application config for incorrect static paths.
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formatwarning(message, category, filename, lineno, line=None)
Function to format a warning.

on = True
If True (the default), run all checks; if False, turn off all checks.

7.2 cherrypy._cpconfig

Configuration system for CherryPy.

Configuration in CherryPy is implemented via dictionaries. Keys are strings which name the mapped value, which
may be of any type.

7.2.1 Architecture

CherryPy Requests are part of an Application, which runs in a global context, and configuration data may apply to any
of those three scopes:

Global Configuration entries which apply everywhere are stored in cherrypy.config.

Application Entries which apply to each mounted application are stored on the Application object itself, as
‘app.config’. This is a two-level dict where each key is a path, or “relative URL” (for example, “/” or
“/path/to/my/page”), and each value is a config dict. Usually, this data is provided in the call to tree.mount(root(),
config=conf), although you may also use app.merge(conf).

Request Each Request object possesses a single ‘Request.config’ dict. Early in the request process, this dict is
populated by merging global config entries, Application entries (whose path equals or is a parent of Re-
quest.path_info), and any config acquired while looking up the page handler (see next).

7.2.2 Declaration

Configuration data may be supplied as a Python dictionary, as a filename, or as an open file object. When you supply
a filename or file, CherryPy uses Python’s builtin ConfigParser; you declare Application config by writing each path
as a section header:

[/path/to/my/page]
request.stream = True

To declare global configuration entries, place them in a [global] section.

You may also declare config entries directly on the classes and methods (page handlers) that make up your CherryPy
application via the _cp_config attribute. For example:

class Demo:
_cp_config = {'tools.gzip.on': True}

def index(self):
return "Hello world"

index.exposed = True
index._cp_config = {'request.show_tracebacks': False}

Note: This behavior is only guaranteed for the default dispatcher. Other dispatchers may have different restrictions
on where you can attach _cp_config attributes.
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7.2.3 Namespaces

Configuration keys are separated into namespaces by the first ”.” in the key. Current namespaces:

engine Controls the ‘application engine’, including autoreload. These can only be declared in the global config.

tree Grafts cherrypy.Application objects onto cherrypy.tree. These can only be declared in the global config.

hooks Declares additional request-processing functions.

log Configures the logging for each application. These can only be declared in the global or / config.

request Adds attributes to each Request.

response Adds attributes to each Response.

server Controls the default HTTP server via cherrypy.server. These can only be declared in the global config.

tools Runs and configures additional request-processing packages.

wsgi Adds WSGI middleware to an Application’s “pipeline”. These can only be declared in the app’s root config
(“/”).

checker Controls the ‘checker’, which looks for common errors in app state (including config) when the engine starts.
Global config only.

The only key that does not exist in a namespace is the “environment” entry. This special entry ‘imports’ other config
entries from a template stored in cherrypy._cpconfig.environments[environment]. It only applies to the global config,
and only when you use cherrypy.config.update.

You can define your own namespaces to be called at the Global, Application, or Request level, by adding a named
handler to cherrypy.config.namespaces, app.namespaces, or app.request_class.namespaces. The name can be any
string, and the handler must be either a callable or a (Python 2.5 style) context manager.

7.2.4 Classes

class cherrypy._cpconfig.Config(file=None, **kwargs)
The ‘global’ configuration data for the entire CherryPy process.

clear()→ None. Remove all items from D.

copy()→ a shallow copy of D

fromkeys(S[, v])→ New dict with keys from S and values equal to v.
v defaults to None.

get(k[, d ])→ D[k] if k in D, else d. d defaults to None.

has_key(k)→ True if D has a key k, else False

items()→ list of D’s (key, value) pairs, as 2-tuples

iteritems()→ an iterator over the (key, value) items of D

iterkeys()→ an iterator over the keys of D

itervalues()→ an iterator over the values of D

keys()→ list of D’s keys

pop(k[, d ])→ v, remove specified key and return the corresponding value.
If key is not found, d is returned if given, otherwise KeyError is raised

popitem()→ (k, v), remove and return some (key, value) pair as a
2-tuple; but raise KeyError if D is empty.
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reset()
Reset self to default values.

setdefault(k[, d ])→ D.get(k,d), also set D[k]=d if k not in D

update(config)
Update self from a dict, file or filename.

values()→ list of D’s values

viewitems()→ a set-like object providing a view on D’s items

viewkeys()→ a set-like object providing a view on D’s keys

viewvalues()→ an object providing a view on D’s values

7.2.5 Functions

cherrypy._cpconfig.merge(base, other)
Merge one app config (from a dict, file, or filename) into another.

If the given config is a filename, it will be appended to the list of files to monitor for “autoreload” changes.

7.3 cherrypy._cpdispatch – Mapping URI’s to handlers

CherryPy dispatchers.

A ‘dispatcher’ is the object which looks up the ‘page handler’ callable and collects config for the current request based
on the path_info, other request attributes, and the application architecture. The core calls the dispatcher as early as
possible, passing it a ‘path_info’ argument.

The default dispatcher discovers the page handler by matching path_info to a hierarchical arrangement of objects,
starting at request.app.root.

7.3.1 Classes

class cherrypy._cpdispatch.PageHandler(callable, *args, **kwargs)
Callable which sets response.body.

args
The ordered args should be accessible from post dispatch hooks

kwargs
The named kwargs should be accessible from post dispatch hooks

class cherrypy._cpdispatch.LateParamPageHandler(callable, *args, **kwargs)
When passing cherrypy.request.params to the page handler, we do not want to capture that dict too early; we
want to give tools like the decoding tool a chance to modify the params dict in-between the lookup of the
handler and the actual calling of the handler. This subclass takes that into account, and allows request.params to
be ‘bound late’ (it’s more complicated than that, but that’s the effect).

kwargs
page handler kwargs (with cherrypy.request.params copied in)
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class cherrypy._cpdispatch.Dispatcher(dispatch_method_name=None, trans-
late=’x00x01x02x03x04x05x06x07x08tnx0bx0crx0ex0fx10x11x12x13x14x15x16x17x18x19x1ax1bx1cx1dx1ex1f
_______________0123456789_______ABCDE-
FGHIJKLMNOPQRSTU-
VWXYZ______abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz____x7fx80x81x82x83x84x85x86x87x88x89x8ax8bx8cx8dx8ex8fx90x91x92x93x94x95x96x97x98x99x9ax9bx9cx9dx9ex9fxa0xa1xa2xa3xa4xa5xa6xa7xa8xa9xaaxabxacxadxaexafxb0xb1xb2xb3xb4xb5xb6xb7xb8xb9xbaxbbxbcxbdxbexbfxc0xc1xc2xc3xc4xc5xc6xc7xc8xc9xcaxcbxccxcdxcexcfxd0xd1xd2xd3xd4xd5xd6xd7xd8xd9xdaxdbxdcxddxdexdfxe0xe1xe2xe3xe4xe5xe6xe7xe8xe9xeaxebxecxedxeexefxf0xf1xf2xf3xf4xf5xf6xf7xf8xf9xfaxfbxfcxfdxfexff’)

CherryPy Dispatcher which walks a tree of objects to find a handler.

The tree is rooted at cherrypy.request.app.root, and each hierarchical component in the path_info argument is
matched to a corresponding nested attribute of the root object. Matching handlers must have an ‘exposed’
attribute which evaluates to True. The special method name “index” matches a URI which ends in a slash (“/”).
The special method name “default” may match a portion of the path_info (but only when no longer substring of
the path_info matches some other object).

This is the default, built-in dispatcher for CherryPy.

dispatch_method_name = ‘_cp_dispatch’
The name of the dispatch method that nodes may optionally implement to provide their own dynamic
dispatch algorithm.

find_handler(path)
Return the appropriate page handler, plus any virtual path.

This will return two objects. The first will be a callable, which can be used to generate page output. Any
parameters from the query string or request body will be sent to that callable as keyword arguments.

The callable is found by traversing the application’s tree, starting from cherrypy.request.app.root, and
matching path components to successive objects in the tree. For example, the URL “/path/to/handler”
might return root.path.to.handler.

The second object returned will be a list of names which are ‘virtual path’ components: parts of the URL
which are dynamic, and were not used when looking up the handler. These virtual path components are
passed to the handler as positional arguments.

class cherrypy._cpdispatch.MethodDispatcher(dispatch_method_name=None, trans-
late=’x00x01x02x03x04x05x06x07x08tnx0bx0crx0ex0fx10x11x12x13x14x15x16x17x18x19x1ax1bx1cx1dx1ex1f
_______________0123456789_______ABCDE-
FGHIJKLMNOPQRSTU-
VWXYZ______abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz____x7fx80x81x82x83x84x85x86x87x88x89x8ax8bx8cx8dx8ex8fx90x91x92x93x94x95x96x97x98x99x9ax9bx9cx9dx9ex9fxa0xa1xa2xa3xa4xa5xa6xa7xa8xa9xaaxabxacxadxaexafxb0xb1xb2xb3xb4xb5xb6xb7xb8xb9xbaxbbxbcxbdxbexbfxc0xc1xc2xc3xc4xc5xc6xc7xc8xc9xcaxcbxccxcdxcexcfxd0xd1xd2xd3xd4xd5xd6xd7xd8xd9xdaxdbxdcxddxdexdfxe0xe1xe2xe3xe4xe5xe6xe7xe8xe9xeaxebxecxedxeexefxf0xf1xf2xf3xf4xf5xf6xf7xf8xf9xfaxfbxfcxfdxfexff’)

Additional dispatch based on cherrypy.request.method.upper().

Methods named GET, POST, etc will be called on an exposed class. The method names must be all caps; the
appropriate Allow header will be output showing all capitalized method names as allowable HTTP verbs.

Note that the containing class must be exposed, not the methods.

class cherrypy._cpdispatch.RoutesDispatcher(full_result=False, **mapper_options)
A Routes based dispatcher for CherryPy.

find_handler(path_info)
Find the right page handler, and set request.config.

class cherrypy._cpdispatch.XMLRPCDispatcher

class cherrypy._cpdispatch.VirtualHost
Select a different handler based on the Host header.

This can be useful when running multiple sites within one CP server. It allows several domains to point to
different parts of a single website structure. For example:

http://www.domain.example -> root
http://www.domain2.example -> root/domain2/
http://www.domain2.example:443 -> root/secure
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can be accomplished via the following config:

[/]
request.dispatch = cherrypy.dispatch.VirtualHost(

**{'www.domain2.example': '/domain2',
'www.domain2.example:443': '/secure',
})

next_dispatcher The next dispatcher object in the dispatch chain. The VirtualHost dispatcher adds a prefix to
the URL and calls another dispatcher. Defaults to cherrypy.dispatch.Dispatcher().

use_x_forwarded_host If True (the default), any “X-Forwarded-Host” request header will be used instead of
the “Host” header. This is commonly added by HTTP servers (such as Apache) when proxying.

**domains A dict of {host header value: virtual prefix} pairs. The incoming “Host” request header is looked
up in this dict, and, if a match is found, the corresponding “virtual prefix” value will be prepended to the
URL path before calling the next dispatcher. Note that you often need separate entries for “example.com”
and “www.example.com”. In addition, “Host” headers may contain the port number.

7.4 cherrypy._cprequest

7.4.1 Classes

class cherrypy._cprequest.Request(local_host, remote_host, scheme=’http’,
server_protocol=’HTTP/1.1’)

An HTTP request.

This object represents the metadata of an HTTP request message; that is, it contains attributes which describe
the environment in which the request URL, headers, and body were sent (if you want tools to interpret the
headers and body, those are elsewhere, mostly in Tools). This ‘metadata’ consists of socket data, transport
characteristics, and the Request-Line. This object also contains data regarding the configuration in effect for the
given URL, and the execution plan for generating a response.

app = None
The cherrypy.Application object which is handling this request.

base = ‘’
The (scheme://host) portion of the requested URL. In some cases (e.g. when proxying via mod_rewrite),
this may contain path segments which cherrypy.url uses when constructing url’s, but which otherwise are
ignored by CherryPy. Regardless, this value MUST NOT end in a slash.

body = None
If the request Content-Type is ‘application/x-www-form-urlencoded’ or multipart, this will be None. Oth-
erwise, this will be an instance of RequestBody (which you can .read()); this value is set between the
‘before_request_body’ and ‘before_handler’ hooks (assuming that process_request_body is True).

body_params
If the request Content-Type is ‘application/x-www-form-urlencoded’ or multipart, this will be a dict of the
params pulled from the entity body; that is, it will be the portion of request.params that come from the
message body (sometimes called “POST params”, although they can be sent with various HTTP method
verbs). This value is set between the ‘before_request_body’ and ‘before_handler’ hooks (assuming that
process_request_body is True).

Deprecated in 3.2, will be removed for 3.3 in favor of request.body.params.

close()
Run cleanup code. (Core)
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closed = False
True once the close method has been called, False otherwise.

config = None
A flat dict of all configuration entries which apply to the current request. These entries are collected
from global config, application config (based on request.path_info), and from handler config (exactly how
is governed by the request.dispatch object in effect for this request; by default, handler config can be
attached anywhere in the tree between request.app.root and the final handler, and inherits downward).

cookie = <SimpleCookie: >
See help(Cookie).

dispatch = <cherrypy._cpdispatch.Dispatcher object>
The object which looks up the ‘page handler’ callable and collects config for the current request based on
the path_info, other request attributes, and the application architecture. The core calls the dispatcher as
early as possible, passing it a ‘path_info’ argument.

The default dispatcher discovers the page handler by matching path_info to a hierarchical arrangement of
objects, starting at request.app.root. See help(cherrypy.dispatch) for more information.

error_page = {}
A dict of {error code: response filename or callable} pairs.

The error code must be an int representing a given HTTP error code, or the string ‘default’, which will be
used if no matching entry is found for a given numeric code.

If a filename is provided, the file should contain a Python string- formatting template, and can expect
by default to receive format values with the mapping keys %(status)s, %(message)s, %(traceback)s, and
%(version)s. The set of format mappings can be extended by overriding HTTPError.set_response.

If a callable is provided, it will be called by default with keyword arguments ‘status’, ‘message’, ‘trace-
back’, and ‘version’, as for a string-formatting template. The callable must return a string or iterable of
strings which will be set to response.body. It may also override headers or perform any other processing.

If no entry is given for an error code, and no ‘default’ entry exists, a default template will be used.

error_response()
The no-arg callable which will handle unexpected, untrapped errors during request processing. This is
not used for expected exceptions (like NotFound, HTTPError, or HTTPRedirect) which are raised in re-
sponse to expected conditions (those should be customized either via request.error_page or by overriding
HTTPError.set_response). By default, error_response uses HTTPError(500) to return a generic error re-
sponse to the user-agent.

get_resource(path)
Call a dispatcher (which sets self.handler and .config). (Core)

handle_error()
Handle the last unanticipated exception. (Core)

handler = None
The function, method, or other callable which CherryPy will call to produce the response. The discovery
of the handler and the arguments it will receive are determined by the request.dispatch object. By default,
the handler is discovered by walking a tree of objects starting at request.app.root, and is then passed all
HTTP params (from the query string and POST body) as keyword arguments.

header_list = []
A list of the HTTP request headers as (name, value) tuples. In general, you should use request.headers (a
dict) instead.

headers = {}
A dict-like object containing the request headers. Keys are header names (in Title-Case format); how-
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ever, you may get and set them in a case-insensitive manner. That is, headers[’Content-Type’] and
headers[’content-type’] refer to the same value. Values are header values (decoded according to RFC
2047 if necessary). See also: httputil.HeaderMap, httputil.HeaderElement.

hooks = cherrypy._cprequest.HookMap(points=[’before_error_response’, ‘on_end_resource’, ‘on_end_request’, ‘before_finalize’, ‘before_handler’, ‘after_error_response’, ‘on_start_resource’, ‘before_request_body’])
A HookMap (dict-like object) of the form: {hookpoint: [hook, ...]}. Each key is a str naming the hook
point, and each value is a list of hooks which will be called at that hook point during this request. The list
of hooks is generally populated as early as possible (mostly from Tools specified in config), but may be
extended at any time. See also: _cprequest.Hook, _cprequest.HookMap, and cherrypy.tools.

is_index = None
This will be True if the current request is mapped to an ‘index’ resource handler (also, a ‘default’ handler
if path_info ends with a slash). The value may be used to automatically redirect the user-agent to a ‘more
canonical’ URL which either adds or removes the trailing slash. See cherrypy.tools.trailing_slash.

local = httputil.Host(‘127.0.0.1’, 80, ‘127.0.0.1’)
An httputil.Host(ip, port, hostname) object for the server socket.

login = None
When authentication is used during the request processing this is set to ‘False’ if it failed and to the
‘username’ value if it succeeded. The default ‘None’ implies that no authentication happened.

method = ‘GET’
Indicates the HTTP method to be performed on the resource identified by the Request-URI. Common
methods include GET, HEAD, POST, PUT, and DELETE. CherryPy allows any extension method; how-
ever, various HTTP servers and gateways may restrict the set of allowable methods. CherryPy applications
SHOULD restrict the set (on a per-URI basis).

methods_with_bodies = (‘POST’, ‘PUT’)
A sequence of HTTP methods for which CherryPy will automatically attempt to read a body from the rfile.
If you are going to change this property, modify it on the configuration (recommended) or on the “hook
point” on_start_resource.

params = {}
A dict which combines query string (GET) and request entity (POST) variables. This is populated in two
stages: GET params are added before the ‘on_start_resource’ hook, and POST params are added between
the ‘before_request_body’ and ‘before_handler’ hooks.

path_info = ‘/’
The ‘relative path’ portion of the Request-URI. This is relative to the script_name (‘mount point’) of the
application which is handling this request.

prev = None
The previous Request object (if any). This should be None unless we are processing an InternalRedirect.

process_headers()
Parse HTTP header data into Python structures. (Core)

process_query_string()
Parse the query string into Python structures. (Core)

process_request_body = True
If True, the rfile (if any) is automatically read and parsed, and the result placed into request.params or
request.body.

protocol = (1, 1)
The HTTP protocol version corresponding to the set of features which should be allowed in the response. If
BOTH the client’s request message AND the server’s level of HTTP compliance is HTTP/1.1, this attribute
will be the tuple (1, 1). If either is 1.0, this attribute will be the tuple (1, 0). Lower HTTP protocol versions
are not explicitly supported.
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query_string = ‘’
The query component of the Request-URI, a string of information to be interpreted by the resource. The
query portion of a URI follows the path component, and is separated by a ‘?’. For example, the URI
‘http://www.cherrypy.org/wiki?a=3&b=4‘ has the query component, ‘a=3&b=4’.

query_string_encoding = ‘utf8’
The encoding expected for query string arguments after % HEX HEX decoding). If a query string is
provided that cannot be decoded with this encoding, 404 is raised (since technically it’s a different URI).
If you want arbitrary encodings to not error, set this to ‘Latin-1’; you can then encode back to bytes and
re-decode to whatever encoding you like later.

remote = httputil.Host(‘127.0.0.1’, 1111, ‘127.0.0.1’)
An httputil.Host(ip, port, hostname) object for the client socket.

request_line = ‘’
The complete Request-Line received from the client. This is a single string consisting of the request
method, URI, and protocol version (joined by spaces). Any final CRLF is removed.

respond(path_info)
Generate a response for the resource at self.path_info. (Core)

rfile = None
If the request included an entity (body), it will be available as a stream in this attribute. However, the rfile
will normally be read for you between the ‘before_request_body’ hook and the ‘before_handler’ hook, and
the resulting string is placed into either request.params or the request.body attribute.

You may disable the automatic consumption of the rfile by setting request.process_request_body to False,
either in config for the desired path, or in an ‘on_start_resource’ or ‘before_request_body’ hook.

WARNING: In almost every case, you should not attempt to read from the rfile stream after CherryPy’s
automatic mechanism has read it. If you turn off the automatic parsing of rfile, you should read exactly the
number of bytes specified in request.headers[’Content-Length’]. Ignoring either of these warnings may
result in a hung request thread or in corruption of the next (pipelined) request.

run(method, path, query_string, req_protocol, headers, rfile)
Process the Request. (Core)

method, path, query_string, and req_protocol should be pulled directly from the Request-Line (e.g. “GET
/path?key=val HTTP/1.0”).

path This should be %XX-unquoted, but query_string should not be.

When using Python 2, they both MUST be byte strings, not unicode strings.

When using Python 3, they both MUST be unicode strings, not byte strings, and preferably not bytes
x00-xFF disguised as unicode.

headers A list of (name, value) tuples.

rfile A file-like object containing the HTTP request entity.

When run() is done, the returned object should have 3 attributes:

•status, e.g. “200 OK”

•header_list, a list of (name, value) tuples

•body, an iterable yielding strings

Consumer code (HTTP servers) should then access these response attributes to build the outbound stream.

scheme = ‘http’
The protocol used between client and server. In most cases, this will be either ‘http’ or ‘https’.
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script_name = ‘’
The ‘mount point’ of the application which is handling this request.

This attribute MUST NOT end in a slash. If the script_name refers to the root of the URI, it MUST be an
empty string (not “/”).

server_protocol = ‘HTTP/1.1’
The HTTP version for which the HTTP server is at least conditionally compliant.

show_mismatched_params = True
If True, mismatched parameters encountered during PageHandler invocation processing will be included
in the response body.

show_tracebacks = True
If True, unexpected errors encountered during request processing will include a traceback in the response
body.

stage = None
A string containing the stage reached in the request-handling process. This is useful when debugging a
live server with hung requests.

throw_errors = False
If True, Request.run will not trap any errors (except HTTPRedirect and HTTPError, which are more prop-
erly called ‘exceptions’, not errors).

throws = (<type ‘exceptions.KeyboardInterrupt’>, <type ‘exceptions.SystemExit’>, <class ‘cherrypy._cperror.InternalRedirect’>)
The sequence of exceptions which Request.run does not trap.

toolmaps = {}
A nested dict of all Toolboxes and Tools in effect for this request, of the form: {Toolbox.namespace:
{Tool.name: config dict}}.

class cherrypy._cprequest.Response
An HTTP Response, including status, headers, and body.

body
The body (entity) of the HTTP response.

check_timeout()
If now > self.time + self.timeout, set self.timed_out.

This purposefully sets a flag, rather than raising an error, so that a monitor thread can interrupt the Response
thread.

collapse_body()
Collapse self.body to a single string; replace it and return it.

cookie = <SimpleCookie: >
See help(Cookie).

finalize()
Transform headers (and cookies) into self.header_list. (Core)

header_list = []
A list of the HTTP response headers as (name, value) tuples. In general, you should use response.headers
(a dict) instead. This attribute is generated from response.headers and is not valid until after the finalize
phase.

headers = {}
A dict-like object containing the response headers. Keys are header names (in Title-Case format); how-
ever, you may get and set them in a case-insensitive manner. That is, headers[’Content-Type’] and
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headers[’content-type’] refer to the same value. Values are header values (decoded according to RFC
2047 if necessary).

See also:

classes HeaderMap, HeaderElement

status = ‘’
The HTTP Status-Code and Reason-Phrase.

stream = False
If False, buffer the response body.

time = None
The value of time.time() when created. Use in HTTP dates.

timed_out = False
Flag to indicate the response should be aborted, because it has exceeded its timeout.

timeout = 300
Seconds after which the response will be aborted.

class cherrypy._cprequest.Hook(callback, failsafe=None, priority=None, **kwargs)
A callback and its metadata: failsafe, priority, and kwargs.

callback = None
The bare callable that this Hook object is wrapping, which will be called when the Hook is called.

failsafe = False
If True, the callback is guaranteed to run even if other callbacks from the same call point raise exceptions.

kwargs = {}
A set of keyword arguments that will be passed to the callable on each call.

priority = 50
Defines the order of execution for a list of Hooks. Priority numbers should be limited to the closed interval
[0, 100], but values outside this range are acceptable, as are fractional values.

class cherrypy._cprequest.HookMap(*a, **kw)
A map of call points to lists of callbacks (Hook objects).

attach(point, callback, failsafe=None, priority=None, **kwargs)
Append a new Hook made from the supplied arguments.

run(point)
Execute all registered Hooks (callbacks) for the given point.

7.5 cherrypy._cpserver

Manage HTTP servers with CherryPy.

7.5.1 Classes

class cherrypy._cpserver.Server
An adapter for an HTTP server.

You can set attributes (like socket_host and socket_port) on this object (which is probably cherrypy.server), and
call quickstart. For example:
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cherrypy.server.socket_port = 80
cherrypy.quickstart()

base()
Return the base (scheme://host[:port] or sock file) for this server.

bind_addr
A (host, port) tuple for TCP sockets or a str for Unix domain sockets.

httpserver_from_self(httpserver=None)
Return a (httpserver, bind_addr) pair based on self attributes.

instance = None
If not None, this should be an HTTP server instance (such as CPWSGIServer) which cherrypy.server will
control. Use this when you need more control over object instantiation than is available in the various
configuration options.

max_request_body_size = 104857600
The maximum number of bytes allowable in the request body. If exceeded, the HTTP server should return
“413 Request Entity Too Large”.

max_request_header_size = 512000
The maximum number of bytes allowable in the request headers. If exceeded, the HTTP server should
return “413 Request Entity Too Large”.

nodelay = True
If True (the default since 3.1), sets the TCP_NODELAY socket option.

protocol_version = ‘HTTP/1.1’
The version string to write in the Status-Line of all HTTP responses, for example, “HTTP/1.1” (the de-
fault). Depending on the HTTP server used, this should also limit the supported features used in the
response.

shutdown_timeout = 5
The time to wait for HTTP worker threads to clean up.

socket_file = None
If given, the name of the UNIX socket to use instead of TCP/IP.

When this option is not None, the socket_host and socket_port options are ignored.

socket_host
The hostname or IP address on which to listen for connections.

Host values may be any IPv4 or IPv6 address, or any valid hostname. The string ‘localhost’ is a synonym
for ‘127.0.0.1’ (or ‘::1’, if your hosts file prefers IPv6). The string ‘0.0.0.0’ is a special IPv4 entry meaning
“any active interface” (INADDR_ANY), and ‘::’ is the similar IN6ADDR_ANY for IPv6. The empty
string or None are not allowed.

socket_port = 8080
The TCP port on which to listen for connections.

socket_queue_size = 5
The ‘backlog’ argument to socket.listen(); specifies the maximum number of queued connections (default
5).

socket_timeout = 10
The timeout in seconds for accepted connections (default 10).

ssl_certificate = None
The filename of the SSL certificate to use.
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ssl_certificate_chain = None
When using PyOpenSSL, the certificate chain to pass to Context.load_verify_locations.

ssl_context = None
When using PyOpenSSL, an instance of SSL.Context.

ssl_module = ‘pyopenssl’
The name of a registered SSL adaptation module to use with the builtin WSGI server. Builtin options
are ‘builtin’ (to use the SSL library built into recent versions of Python) and ‘pyopenssl’ (to use the Py-
OpenSSL project, which you must install separately). You may also register your own classes in the
wsgiserver.ssl_adapters dict.

ssl_private_key = None
The filename of the private key to use with SSL.

start()
Start the HTTP server.

statistics = False
Turns statistics-gathering on or off for aware HTTP servers.

thread_pool = 10
The number of worker threads to start up in the pool.

thread_pool_max = -1
The maximum size of the worker-thread pool. Use -1 to indicate no limit.

wsgi_version = (1, 0)
The WSGI version tuple to use with the builtin WSGI server. The provided options are (1, 0) [which
includes support for PEP 3333, which declares it covers WSGI version 1.0.1 but still mandates the
wsgi.version (1, 0)] and (‘u’, 0), an experimental unicode version. You may create and register your own
experimental versions of the WSGI protocol by adding custom classes to the wsgiserver.wsgi_gateways
dict.

7.6 cherrypy._cptools

See Tools for a conceptual overview of CherryPy Tools. CherryPy tools. A “tool” is any helper, adapted to CP.

Tools are usually designed to be used in a variety of ways (although some may only offer one if they choose):

Library calls All tools are callables that can be used wherever needed. The arguments are straightfor-
ward and should be detailed within the docstring.

Function decorators All tools, when called, may be used as decorators which configure individual Cher-
ryPy page handlers (methods on the CherryPy tree). That is, “@tools.anytool()” should “turn on”
the tool via the decorated function’s _cp_config attribute.

CherryPy config If a tool exposes a “_setup” callable, it will be called once per Request (if the feature
is “turned on” via config).

Tools may be implemented as any object with a namespace. The builtins are generally either modules or instances of
the tools.Tool class.

7.6.1 Classes

class cherrypy._cptools.Tool(point, callable, name=None, priority=50)
A registered function for use with CherryPy request-processing hooks.
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help(tool.callable) should give you more information about this Tool.

class cherrypy._cptools.HandlerTool(callable, name=None)
Tool which is called ‘before main’, that may skip normal handlers.

If the tool successfully handles the request (by setting response.body), if should return True. This will cause
CherryPy to skip any ‘normal’ page handler. If the tool did not handle the request, it should return False to tell
CherryPy to continue on and call the normal page handler. If the tool is declared AS a page handler (see the
‘handler’ method), returning False will raise NotFound.

handler(*args, **kwargs)
Use this tool as a CherryPy page handler.

For example:

class Root:
nav = tools.staticdir.handler(section="/nav", dir="nav",

root=absDir)

class cherrypy._cptools.HandlerWrapperTool(newhandler, point=’before_handler’,
name=None, priority=50)

Tool which wraps request.handler in a provided wrapper function.

The ‘newhandler’ arg must be a handler wrapper function that takes a ‘next_handler’ argument, plus *args
and **kwargs. Like all page handler functions, it must return an iterable for use as cherrypy.response.body.

For example, to allow your ‘inner’ page handlers to return dicts which then get interpolated into a template:

def interpolator(next_handler, *args, **kwargs):
filename = cherrypy.request.config.get('template')
cherrypy.response.template = env.get_template(filename)
response_dict = next_handler(*args, **kwargs)
return cherrypy.response.template.render(**response_dict)

cherrypy.tools.jinja = HandlerWrapperTool(interpolator)

class cherrypy._cptools.ErrorTool(callable, name=None)
Tool which is used to replace the default request.error_response.

class cherrypy._cptools.SessionTool
Session Tool for CherryPy.

sessions.locking When ‘implicit’ (the default), the session will be locked for you, just before running the page
handler.

When ‘early’, the session will be locked before reading the request body. This is off by default for safety
reasons; for example, a large upload would block the session, denying an AJAX progress meter (issue).

When ‘explicit’ (or any other value), you need to call cherrypy.session.acquire_lock() yourself before using
session data.

regenerate()
Drop the current session and make a new one (with a new id).

class cherrypy._cptools.XMLRPCController
A Controller (page handler collection) for XML-RPC.

To use it, have your controllers subclass this base class (it will turn on the tool for you).

You can also supply the following optional config entries:

tools.xmlrpc.encoding: 'utf-8'
tools.xmlrpc.allow_none: 0
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XML-RPC is a rather discontinuous layer over HTTP; dispatching to the appropriate handler must first be
performed according to the URL, and then a second dispatch step must take place according to the RPC method
specified in the request body. It also allows a superfluous “/RPC2” prefix in the URL, supplies its own handler
args in the body, and requires a 200 OK “Fault” response instead of 404 when the desired method is not found.

Therefore, XML-RPC cannot be implemented for CherryPy via a Tool alone. This Controller acts as the dispatch
target for the first half (based on the URL); it then reads the RPC method from the request body and does its
own second dispatch step based on that method. It also reads body params, and returns a Fault on error.

The XMLRPCDispatcher strips any /RPC2 prefix; if you aren’t using /RPC2 in your URL’s, you can safely skip
turning on the XMLRPCDispatcher. Otherwise, you need to use declare it in config:

request.dispatch: cherrypy.dispatch.XMLRPCDispatcher()

class cherrypy._cptools.SessionAuthTool(callable, name=None)

class cherrypy._cptools.CachingTool(point, callable, name=None, priority=50)
Caching Tool for CherryPy.

class cherrypy._cptools.Toolbox(namespace)
A collection of Tools.

This object also functions as a config namespace handler for itself. Custom toolboxes should be added to each
Application’s toolboxes dict.

7.7 cherrypy._cptree

CherryPy Application and Tree objects.

7.7.1 Classes

class cherrypy._cptree.Application(root, script_name=’‘, config=None)
A CherryPy Application.

Servers and gateways should not instantiate Request objects directly. Instead, they should ask an Application
object for a request object.

An instance of this class may also be used as a WSGI callable (WSGI application object) for itself.

config = {}
A dict of {path: pathconf} pairs, where ‘pathconf’ is itself a dict of {key: value} pairs.

find_config(path, key, default=None)
Return the most-specific value for key along path, or default.

get_serving(local, remote, scheme, sproto)
Create and return a Request and Response object.

log = None
A LogManager instance. See _cplogging.

merge(config)
Merge the given config into self.config.

release_serving()
Release the current serving (request and response).

request_class
alias of Request
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response_class
alias of Response

root = None
The top-most container of page handlers for this app. Handlers should be arranged in a hierarchy of
attributes, matching the expected URI hierarchy; the default dispatcher then searches this hierarchy for a
matching handler. When using a dispatcher other than the default, this value may be None.

script_name
The URI “mount point” for this app. A mount point is that portion of the URI which is constant for all URIs
that are serviced by this application; it does not include scheme, host, or proxy (“virtual host”) portions of
the URI.

For example, if script_name is “/my/cool/app”, then the URL
“http://www.example.com/my/cool/app/page1” might be handled by a “page1” method on the root
object.

The value of script_name MUST NOT end in a slash. If the script_name refers to the root of the URI, it
MUST be an empty string (not “/”).

If script_name is explicitly set to None, then the script_name will be provided for each call from re-
quest.wsgi_environ[’SCRIPT_NAME’].

wsgiapp = None
A CPWSGIApp instance. See _cpwsgi.

class cherrypy._cptree.Tree
A registry of CherryPy applications, mounted at diverse points.

An instance of this class may also be used as a WSGI callable (WSGI application object), in which case it
dispatches to all mounted apps.

apps = {}
A dict of the form {script name: application}, where “script name” is a string declaring the URI mount
point (no trailing slash), and “application” is an instance of cherrypy.Application (or an arbitrary WSGI
callable if you happen to be using a WSGI server).

graft(wsgi_callable, script_name=’‘)
Mount a wsgi callable at the given script_name.

mount(root, script_name=’‘, config=None)
Mount a new app from a root object, script_name, and config.

root An instance of a “controller class” (a collection of page handler methods) which represents the root
of the application. This may also be an Application instance, or None if using a dispatcher other than
the default.

script_name A string containing the “mount point” of the application. This should start with a slash,
and be the path portion of the URL at which to mount the given root. For example, if root.index()
will handle requests to “http://www.example.com:8080/dept/app1/”, then the script_name argument
would be “/dept/app1”.

It MUST NOT end in a slash. If the script_name refers to the root of the URI, it MUST be an empty
string (not “/”).

config A file or dict containing application config.

script_name(path=None)
The script_name of the app at the given path, or None.

If path is None, cherrypy.request is used.
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7.8 cherrypy._cpwsgi

WSGI interface (see PEP 333 and 3333).

Note that WSGI environ keys and values are ‘native strings’; that is, whatever the type of “” is. For Python 2, that’s
a byte string; for Python 3, it’s a unicode string. But PEP 3333 says: “even if Python’s str type is actually Unicode
“under the hood”, the content of native strings must still be translatable to bytes via the Latin-1 encoding!”

7.8.1 Classes

class cherrypy._cpwsgi.VirtualHost(default, domains=None, use_x_forwarded_host=True)
Select a different WSGI application based on the Host header.

This can be useful when running multiple sites within one CP server. It allows several domains to point to
different applications. For example:

root = Root()
RootApp = cherrypy.Application(root)
Domain2App = cherrypy.Application(root)
SecureApp = cherrypy.Application(Secure())

vhost = cherrypy._cpwsgi.VirtualHost(RootApp,
domains={'www.domain2.example': Domain2App,

'www.domain2.example:443': SecureApp,
})

cherrypy.tree.graft(vhost)

default = None
Required. The default WSGI application.

domains = {}
A dict of {host header value: application} pairs. The incoming “Host” request header is looked up in this
dict, and, if a match is found, the corresponding WSGI application will be called instead of the default.
Note that you often need separate entries for “example.com” and “www.example.com”. In addition, “Host”
headers may contain the port number.

use_x_forwarded_host = True
If True (the default), any “X-Forwarded-Host” request header will be used instead of the “Host” header.
This is commonly added by HTTP servers (such as Apache) when proxying.

class cherrypy._cpwsgi.InternalRedirector(nextapp, recursive=False)
WSGI middleware that handles raised cherrypy.InternalRedirect.

class cherrypy._cpwsgi.ExceptionTrapper(nextapp, throws=(<type ‘excep-
tions.KeyboardInterrupt’>, <type ‘excep-
tions.SystemExit’>))

WSGI middleware that traps exceptions.

class cherrypy._cpwsgi.AppResponse(environ, start_response, cpapp)
WSGI response iterable for CherryPy applications.

close()
Close and de-reference the current request and response. (Core)

run()
Create a Request object using environ.
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translate_headers(environ)
Translate CGI-environ header names to HTTP header names.

class cherrypy._cpwsgi.CPWSGIApp(cpapp, pipeline=None)
A WSGI application object for a CherryPy Application.

config = {}
A dict whose keys match names listed in the pipeline. Each value is a further dict which will be passed to
the corresponding named WSGI callable (from the pipeline) as keyword arguments.

head = None
Rather than nest all apps in the pipeline on each call, it’s only done the first time, and the result is memoized
into self.head. Set this to None again if you change self.pipeline after calling self.

namespace_handler(k, v)
Config handler for the ‘wsgi’ namespace.

pipeline = [(‘ExceptionTrapper’, <class ‘cherrypy._cpwsgi.ExceptionTrapper’>), (‘InternalRedirector’, <class ‘cherrypy._cpwsgi.InternalRedirector’>)]
A list of (name, wsgiapp) pairs. Each ‘wsgiapp’ MUST be a constructor that takes an initial, positional
‘nextapp’ argument, plus optional keyword arguments, and returns a WSGI application (that takes envi-
ron and start_response arguments). The ‘name’ can be any you choose, and will correspond to keys in
self.config.

response_class
The class to instantiate and return as the next app in the WSGI chain.

alias of AppResponse

tail(environ, start_response)
WSGI application callable for the actual CherryPy application.

You probably shouldn’t call this; call self.__call__ instead, so that any WSGI middleware in self.pipeline
can run first.

7.9 cherrypy

CherryPy is a pythonic, object-oriented HTTP framework.

CherryPy consists of not one, but four separate API layers.

The APPLICATION LAYER is the simplest. CherryPy applications are written as a tree of classes and methods, where
each branch in the tree corresponds to a branch in the URL path. Each method is a ‘page handler’, which receives
GET and POST params as keyword arguments, and returns or yields the (HTML) body of the response. The special
method name ‘index’ is used for paths that end in a slash, and the special method name ‘default’ is used to handle
multiple paths via a single handler. This layer also includes:

• the ‘exposed’ attribute (and cherrypy.expose)

• cherrypy.quickstart()

• _cp_config attributes

• cherrypy.tools (including cherrypy.session)

• cherrypy.url()

The ENVIRONMENT LAYER is used by developers at all levels. It provides information about the current request
and response, plus the application and server environment, via a (default) set of top-level objects:

• cherrypy.request

• cherrypy.response
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• cherrypy.engine

• cherrypy.server

• cherrypy.tree

• cherrypy.config

• cherrypy.thread_data

• cherrypy.log

• cherrypy.HTTPError, NotFound, and HTTPRedirect

• cherrypy.lib

The EXTENSION LAYER allows advanced users to construct and share their own plugins. It consists of:

• Hook API

• Tool API

• Toolbox API

• Dispatch API

• Config Namespace API

Finally, there is the CORE LAYER, which uses the core API’s to construct the default components which are available
at higher layers. You can think of the default components as the ‘reference implementation’ for CherryPy. Megaframe-
works (and advanced users) may replace the default components with customized or extended components. The core
API’s are:

• Application API

• Engine API

• Request API

• Server API

• WSGI API

These API’s are described in the CherryPy specification.

7.9.1 Classes

class cherrypy.HTTPError(status=500, message=None)
Exception used to return an HTTP error code (4xx-5xx) to the client.

This exception can be used to automatically send a response using a http status code, with an appropriate error
page. It takes an optional status argument (which must be between 400 and 599); it defaults to 500 (“Internal
Server Error”). It also takes an optional message argument, which will be returned in the response body. See
RFC2616 for a complete list of available error codes and when to use them.

Examples:

raise cherrypy.HTTPError(403)
raise cherrypy.HTTPError(

"403 Forbidden", "You are not allowed to access this resource.")

code = None
The integer HTTP status code.
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reason = None
The HTTP Reason-Phrase string.

set_response()
Modify cherrypy.response status, headers, and body to represent self.

CherryPy uses this internally, but you can also use it to create an HTTPError object and set its output
without raising the exception.

status = None
The HTTP status code. May be of type int or str (with a Reason-Phrase).

class cherrypy.HTTPRedirect(urls, status=None, encoding=None)
Exception raised when the request should be redirected.

This exception will force a HTTP redirect to the URL or URL’s you give it. The new URL must be passed
as the first argument to the Exception, e.g., HTTPRedirect(newUrl). Multiple URLs are allowed in a list.
If a URL is absolute, it will be used as-is. If it is relative, it is assumed to be relative to the current cher-
rypy.request.path_info.

If one of the provided URL is a unicode object, it will be encoded using the default encoding or the one passed
in parameter.

There are multiple types of redirect, from which you can select via the status argument. If you do not provide
a status arg, it defaults to 303 (or 302 if responding with HTTP/1.0).

Examples:

raise cherrypy.HTTPRedirect("")
raise cherrypy.HTTPRedirect("/abs/path", 307)
raise cherrypy.HTTPRedirect(["path1", "path2?a=1&b=2"], 301)

See Redirecting POST for additional caveats.

encoding = ‘utf-8’
The encoding when passed urls are not native strings

set_response()
Modify cherrypy.response status, headers, and body to represent self.

CherryPy uses this internally, but you can also use it to create an HTTPRedirect object and set its output
without raising the exception.

status = None
The integer HTTP status code to emit.

urls = None
The list of URL’s to emit.

class cherrypy.InternalRedirect(path, query_string=’‘)
Exception raised to switch to the handler for a different URL.

This exception will redirect processing to another path within the site (without informing the client). Provide the
new path as an argument when raising the exception. Provide any params in the querystring for the new URL.

class cherrypy.NotFound(path=None)
Exception raised when a URL could not be mapped to any handler (404).

This is equivalent to raising HTTPError("404 Not Found").

class cherrypy.CherryPyException
A base class for CherryPy exceptions.
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class cherrypy.TimeoutError
Exception raised when Response.timed_out is detected.

7.9.2 Functions

cherrypy.expose(func=None, alias=None)
Expose the function, optionally providing an alias or set of aliases.

cherrypy.log()
A site-wide LogManager; routes to app.log or global log as appropriate.

This LogManager implements cherrypy.log() and cherrypy.log.access(). If either function is called during a
request, the message will be sent to the logger for the current Application. If they are called outside of a request,
the message will be sent to the site-wide logger.

cherrypy.quickstart(root=None, script_name=’‘, config=None)
Mount the given root, start the builtin server (and engine), then block.

root: an instance of a “controller class” (a collection of page handler methods) which represents the root of
the application.

script_name: a string containing the “mount point” of the application. This should start with a slash, and
be the path portion of the URL at which to mount the given root. For example, if root.index() will
handle requests to “http://www.example.com:8080/dept/app1/”, then the script_name argument would be
“/dept/app1”.

It MUST NOT end in a slash. If the script_name refers to the root of the URI, it MUST be an empty string
(not “/”).

config: a file or dict containing application config. If this contains a [global] section, those entries will be
used in the global (site-wide) config.

cherrypy.url(path=’‘, qs=’‘, script_name=None, base=None, relative=None)
Create an absolute URL for the given path.

If ‘path’ starts with a slash (‘/’), this will return (base + script_name + path + qs).

If it does not start with a slash, this returns (base + script_name [+ request.path_info] + path + qs).

If script_name is None, cherrypy.request will be used to find a script_name, if available.

If base is None, cherrypy.request.base will be used (if available). Note that you can use cherrypy.tools.proxy to
change this.

Finally, note that this function can be used to obtain an absolute URL for the current request path (minus the
querystring) by passing no args. If you call url(qs=cherrypy.request.query_string), you should get the original
browser URL (assuming no internal redirections).

If relative is None or not provided, request.app.relative_urls will be used (if available, else False). If False, the
output will be an absolute URL (including the scheme, host, vhost, and script_name). If True, the output will
instead be a URL that is relative to the current request path, perhaps including ‘..’ atoms. If relative is the string
‘server’, the output will instead be a URL that is relative to the server root; i.e., it will start with a slash.
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7.10 cherrypy.lib

7.10.1 cherrypy.lib.auth

Functions

cherrypy.lib.auth.check_auth(users, encrypt=None, realm=None)
If an authorization header contains credentials, return True or False.

cherrypy.lib.auth.basic_auth(realm, users, encrypt=None, debug=False)
If auth fails, raise 401 with a basic authentication header.

realm A string containing the authentication realm.

users A dict of the form: {username: password} or a callable returning a dict.

encrypt callable used to encrypt the password returned from the user-agent. if None it defaults to a md5
encryption.

cherrypy.lib.auth.digest_auth(realm, users, debug=False)
If auth fails, raise 401 with a digest authentication header.

realm A string containing the authentication realm.

users A dict of the form: {username: password} or a callable returning a dict.

7.10.2 cherrypy.lib.auth_basic

This module provides a CherryPy 3.x tool which implements the server-side of HTTP Basic Access Authentication,
as described in RFC 2617.

Example usage, using the built-in checkpassword_dict function which uses a dict as the credentials store:

userpassdict = {'bird' : 'bebop', 'ornette' : 'wayout'}
checkpassword = cherrypy.lib.auth_basic.checkpassword_dict(userpassdict)
basic_auth = {'tools.auth_basic.on': True,

'tools.auth_basic.realm': 'earth',
'tools.auth_basic.checkpassword': checkpassword,

}
app_config = { '/' : basic_auth }

Functions

cherrypy.lib.auth_basic.checkpassword_dict(user_password_dict)
Returns a checkpassword function which checks credentials against a dictionary of the form: {username :
password}.

If you want a simple dictionary-based authentication scheme, use checkpassword_dict(my_credentials_dict) as
the value for the checkpassword argument to basic_auth().

cherrypy.lib.auth_basic.basic_auth(realm, checkpassword, debug=False)
A CherryPy tool which hooks at before_handler to perform HTTP Basic Access Authentication, as specified in
RFC 2617.

If the request has an ‘authorization’ header with a ‘Basic’ scheme, this tool attempts to authenticate the cre-
dentials supplied in that header. If the request has no ‘authorization’ header, or if it does but the scheme is not
‘Basic’, or if authentication fails, the tool sends a 401 response with a ‘WWW-Authenticate’ Basic header.
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realm A string containing the authentication realm.

checkpassword A callable which checks the authentication credentials. Its signature is checkpassword(realm,
username, password). where username and password are the values obtained from the request’s ‘autho-
rization’ header. If authentication succeeds, checkpassword returns True, else it returns False.

7.10.3 cherrypy.lib.auth_digest

An implementation of the server-side of HTTP Digest Access Authentication, which is described in RFC 2617.

Example usage, using the built-in get_ha1_dict_plain function which uses a dict of plaintext passwords as the creden-
tials store:

userpassdict = {'alice' : '4x5istwelve'}
get_ha1 = cherrypy.lib.auth_digest.get_ha1_dict_plain(userpassdict)
digest_auth = {'tools.auth_digest.on': True,

'tools.auth_digest.realm': 'wonderland',
'tools.auth_digest.get_ha1': get_ha1,
'tools.auth_digest.key': 'a565c27146791cfb',

}
app_config = { '/' : digest_auth }

Classes

class cherrypy.lib.auth_digest.HttpDigestAuthorization(auth_header, http_method, de-
bug=False)

Class to parse a Digest Authorization header and perform re-calculation of the digest.

HA2(entity_body=’‘)
Returns the H(A2) string. See RFC 2617 section 3.2.2.3.

is_nonce_stale(max_age_seconds=600)
Returns True if a validated nonce is stale. The nonce contains a timestamp in plaintext and also a secure
hash of the timestamp. You should first validate the nonce to ensure the plaintext timestamp is not spoofed.

request_digest(ha1, entity_body=’‘)
Calculates the Request-Digest. See RFC 2617 section 3.2.2.1.

ha1 The HA1 string obtained from the credentials store.

entity_body If ‘qop’ is set to ‘auth-int’, then A2 includes a hash of the “entity body”. The entity body
is the part of the message which follows the HTTP headers. See RFC 2617 section 4.3. This refers
to the entity the user agent sent in the request which has the Authorization header. Typically GET
requests don’t have an entity, and POST requests do.

validate_nonce(s, key)
Validate the nonce. Returns True if nonce was generated by synthesize_nonce() and the timestamp is not
spoofed, else returns False.

s A string related to the resource, such as the hostname of the server.

key A secret string known only to the server.

Both s and key must be the same values which were used to synthesize the nonce we are trying to validate.
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Functions

cherrypy.lib.auth_digest.get_ha1_dict_plain(user_password_dict)
Returns a get_ha1 function which obtains a plaintext password from a dictionary of the form: {username :
password}.

If you want a simple dictionary-based authentication scheme, with plaintext passwords, use
get_ha1_dict_plain(my_userpass_dict) as the value for the get_ha1 argument to digest_auth().

cherrypy.lib.auth_digest.get_ha1_dict(user_ha1_dict)
Returns a get_ha1 function which obtains a HA1 password hash from a dictionary of the form: {username :
HA1}.

If you want a dictionary-based authentication scheme, but with pre-computed HA1 hashes instead of plain-text
passwords, use get_ha1_dict(my_userha1_dict) as the value for the get_ha1 argument to digest_auth().

cherrypy.lib.auth_digest.get_ha1_file_htdigest(filename)
Returns a get_ha1 function which obtains a HA1 password hash from a flat file with lines of the same format
as that produced by the Apache htdigest utility. For example, for realm ‘wonderland’, username ‘alice’, and
password ‘4x5istwelve’, the htdigest line would be:

alice:wonderland:3238cdfe91a8b2ed8e39646921a02d4c

If you want to use an Apache htdigest file as the credentials store, then use
get_ha1_file_htdigest(my_htdigest_file) as the value for the get_ha1 argument to digest_auth(). It is
recommended that the filename argument be an absolute path, to avoid problems.

cherrypy.lib.auth_digest.synthesize_nonce(s, key, timestamp=None)
Synthesize a nonce value which resists spoofing and can be checked for staleness. Returns a string suitable as
the value for ‘nonce’ in the www-authenticate header.

s A string related to the resource, such as the hostname of the server.

key A secret string known only to the server.

timestamp An integer seconds-since-the-epoch timestamp

cherrypy.lib.auth_digest.www_authenticate(realm, key, algorithm=’MD5’, nonce=None,
qop=’auth’, stale=False)

Constructs a WWW-Authenticate header for Digest authentication.

cherrypy.lib.auth_digest.digest_auth(realm, get_ha1, key, debug=False)
A CherryPy tool which hooks at before_handler to perform HTTP Digest Access Authentication, as specified in
RFC 2617.

If the request has an ‘authorization’ header with a ‘Digest’ scheme, this tool authenticates the credentials sup-
plied in that header. If the request has no ‘authorization’ header, or if it does but the scheme is not “Digest”, or
if authentication fails, the tool sends a 401 response with a ‘WWW-Authenticate’ Digest header.

realm A string containing the authentication realm.

get_ha1 A callable which looks up a username in a credentials store and returns the HA1 string, which is defined
in the RFC to be MD5(username : realm : password). The function’s signature is: get_ha1(realm,
username) where username is obtained from the request’s ‘authorization’ header. If username is not
found in the credentials store, get_ha1() returns None.

key A secret string known only to the server, used in the synthesis of nonces.
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7.10.4 cherrypy.lib.caching

CherryPy implements a simple caching system as a pluggable Tool. This tool tries to be an (in-process) HTTP/1.1-
compliant cache. It’s not quite there yet, but it’s probably good enough for most sites.

In general, GET responses are cached (along with selecting headers) and, if another request arrives for the same
resource, the caching Tool will return 304 Not Modified if possible, or serve the cached response otherwise. It also
sets request.cached to True if serving a cached representation, and sets request.cacheable to False (so it doesn’t get
cached again).

If POST, PUT, or DELETE requests are made for a cached resource, they invalidate (delete) any cached response.

Usage

Configuration file example:

[/]
tools.caching.on = True
tools.caching.delay = 3600

You may use a class other than the default MemoryCache by supplying the config entry cache_class; supply
the full dotted name of the replacement class as the config value. It must implement the basic methods get, put,
delete, and clear.

You may set any attribute, including overriding methods, on the cache instance by providing them in config. The above
sets the delay attribute, for example.

Classes

class cherrypy.lib.caching.Cache
Base class for Cache implementations.

clear()
Reset the cache to its initial, empty state.

delete()
Remove ALL cached variants of the current resource.

get()
Return the current variant if in the cache, else None.

put(obj, size)
Store the current variant in the cache.

class cherrypy.lib.caching.AntiStampedeCache
A storage system for cached items which reduces stampede collisions.

wait(key, timeout=5, debug=False)
Return the cached value for the given key, or None.

If timeout is not None, and the value is already being calculated by another thread, wait until the given
timeout has elapsed. If the value is available before the timeout expires, it is returned. If not, None is
returned, and a sentinel placed in the cache to signal other threads to wait.

If timeout is None, no waiting is performed nor sentinels used.

class cherrypy.lib.caching.MemoryCache
An in-memory cache for varying response content.
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Each key in self.store is a URI, and each value is an AntiStampedeCache. The response for any given URI may
vary based on the values of “selecting request headers”; that is, those named in the Vary response header. We
assume the list of header names to be constant for each URI throughout the lifetime of the application, and store
that list in self.store[uri].selecting_headers.

The items contained in self.store[uri] have keys which are tuples of request header values (in the same
order as the names in its selecting_headers), and values which are the actual responses.

antistampede_timeout = 5
Seconds to wait for other threads to release a cache lock.

clear()
Reset the cache to its initial, empty state.

delay = 600
Seconds until the cached content expires; defaults to 600 (10 minutes).

delete()
Remove ALL cached variants of the current resource.

expire_cache()
Continuously examine cached objects, expiring stale ones.

This function is designed to be run in its own daemon thread, referenced at
self.expiration_thread.

expire_freq = 0.1
Seconds to sleep between cache expiration sweeps.

get()
Return the current variant if in the cache, else None.

maxobj_size = 100000
The maximum size of each cached object in bytes; defaults to 100 KB.

maxobjects = 1000
The maximum number of cached objects; defaults to 1000.

maxsize = 10000000
The maximum size of the entire cache in bytes; defaults to 10 MB.

put(variant, size)
Store the current variant in the cache.

Functions

cherrypy.lib.caching.get(invalid_methods=(‘POST’, ‘PUT’, ‘DELETE’), debug=False, **kwargs)
Try to obtain cached output. If fresh enough, raise HTTPError(304).

If POST, PUT, or DELETE:

• invalidates (deletes) any cached response for this resource

• sets request.cached = False

• sets request.cacheable = False

else if a cached copy exists:

• sets request.cached = True

• sets request.cacheable = False

• sets response.headers to the cached values
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• checks the cached Last-Modified response header against the current If-(Un)Modified-Since request
headers; raises 304 if necessary.

• sets response.status and response.body to the cached values

• returns True

otherwise:

• sets request.cached = False

• sets request.cacheable = True

• returns False

cherrypy.lib.caching.tee_output()
Tee response output to cache storage. Internal.

cherrypy.lib.caching.expires(secs=0, force=False, debug=False)
Tool for influencing cache mechanisms using the ‘Expires’ header.

secs Must be either an int or a datetime.timedelta, and indicates the number of seconds between response.time
and when the response should expire. The ‘Expires’ header will be set to response.time + secs. If secs is
zero, the ‘Expires’ header is set one year in the past, and the following “cache prevention” headers are also
set:

• Pragma: no-cache

• Cache-Control’: no-cache, must-revalidate

force If False, the following headers are checked:

• Etag

• Last-Modified

• Age

• Expires

If any are already present, none of the above response headers are set.

7.10.5 cherrypy.lib.covercp

Code-coverage tools for CherryPy.

To use this module, or the coverage tools in the test suite, you need to download ‘coverage.py’, either Gareth Rees’
original implementation or Ned Batchelder’s enhanced version:

To turn on coverage tracing, use the following code:

cherrypy.engine.subscribe('start', covercp.start)

DO NOT subscribe anything on the ‘start_thread’ channel, as previously recommended. Calling start once in the main
thread should be sufficient to start coverage on all threads. Calling start again in each thread effectively clears any
coverage data gathered up to that point.

Run your code, then use the covercp.serve() function to browse the results in a web browser. If you run this
module from the command line, it will call serve() for you.

Classes

class cherrypy.lib.covercp.CoverStats(coverage, root=None)
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Functions

cherrypy.lib.covercp.get_tree(base, exclude, coverage=None)
Return covered module names as a nested dict.

cherrypy.lib.covercp.serve(path=’/home/docs/checkouts/readthedocs.org/user_builds/cherrypy/checkouts/3.3.0/sphinx/source/../../cherrypy/lib/coverage.cache’,
port=8080, root=None)

7.10.6 cherrypy.lib.cpstats

CPStats, a package for collecting and reporting on program statistics.

Overview

Statistics about program operation are an invaluable monitoring and debugging tool. Unfortunately, the gathering and
reporting of these critical values is usually ad-hoc. This package aims to add a centralized place for gathering statistical
performance data, a structure for recording that data which provides for extrapolation of that data into more useful
information, and a method of serving that data to both human investigators and monitoring software. Let’s examine
each of those in more detail.

Data Gathering

Just as Python’s logging module provides a common importable for gathering and sending messages, performance
statistics would benefit from a similar common mechanism, and one that does not require each package which wishes
to collect stats to import a third-party module. Therefore, we choose to re-use the logging module by adding a statistics
object to it.

That logging.statistics object is a nested dict. It is not a custom class, because that would:

1. require libraries and applications to import a third-party module in order to participate

2. inhibit innovation in extrapolation approaches and in reporting tools, and

3. be slow.

There are, however, some specifications regarding the structure of the dict.:

{
+----"SQLAlchemy": {
| "Inserts": 4389745,
| "Inserts per Second":
| lambda s: s["Inserts"] / (time() - s["Start"]),
| C +---"Table Statistics": {
| o | "widgets": {-----------+

N | l | "Rows": 1.3M, | Record
a | l | "Inserts": 400, |
m | e | },---------------------+
e | c | "froobles": {
s | t | "Rows": 7845,
p | i | "Inserts": 0,
a | o | },
c | n +---},
e | "Slow Queries":

| [{"Query": "SELECT * FROM widgets;",
| "Processing Time": 47.840923343,
| },
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| ],
+----},

}

The logging.statistics dict has four levels. The topmost level is nothing more than a set of names to introduce modular-
ity, usually along the lines of package names. If the SQLAlchemy project wanted to participate, for example, it might
populate the item logging.statistics[’SQLAlchemy’], whose value would be a second-layer dict we call a “namespace”.
Namespaces help multiple packages to avoid collisions over key names, and make reports easier to read, to boot.
The maintainers of SQLAlchemy should feel free to use more than one namespace if needed (such as ‘SQLAlchemy
ORM’). Note that there are no case or other syntax constraints on the namespace names; they should be chosen to be
maximally readable by humans (neither too short nor too long).

Each namespace, then, is a dict of named statistical values, such as ‘Requests/sec’ or ‘Uptime’. You should choose
names which will look good on a report: spaces and capitalization are just fine.

In addition to scalars, values in a namespace MAY be a (third-layer) dict, or a list, called a “collection”. For example,
the CherryPy StatsTool keeps track of what each request is doing (or has most recently done) in a ‘Requests’
collection, where each key is a thread ID; each value in the subdict MUST be a fourth dict (whew!) of statistical data
about each thread. We call each subdict in the collection a “record”. Similarly, the StatsTool also keeps a list of
slow queries, where each record contains data about each slow query, in order.

Values in a namespace or record may also be functions, which brings us to:

Extrapolation

The collection of statistical data needs to be fast, as close to unnoticeable as possible to the host program. That requires
us to minimize I/O, for example, but in Python it also means we need to minimize function calls. So when you are
designing your namespace and record values, try to insert the most basic scalar values you already have on hand.

When it comes time to report on the gathered data, however, we usually have much more freedom in what we can
calculate. Therefore, whenever reporting tools (like the provided StatsPage CherryPy class) fetch the contents
of logging.statistics for reporting, they first call extrapolate_statistics (passing the whole statistics dict as the only
argument). This makes a deep copy of the statistics dict so that the reporting tool can both iterate over it and even
change it without harming the original. But it also expands any functions in the dict by calling them. For example,
you might have a ‘Current Time’ entry in the namespace with the value “lambda scope: time.time()”. The “scope”
parameter is the current namespace dict (or record, if we’re currently expanding one of those instead), allowing you
access to existing static entries. If you’re truly evil, you can even modify more than one entry at a time.

However, don’t try to calculate an entry and then use its value in further extrapolations; the order in which the functions
are called is not guaranteed. This can lead to a certain amount of duplicated work (or a redesign of your schema), but
that’s better than complicating the spec.

After the whole thing has been extrapolated, it’s time for:

Reporting

The StatsPage class grabs the logging.statistics dict, extrapolates it all, and then transforms it to HTML for easy
viewing. Each namespace gets its own header and attribute table, plus an extra table for each collection. This is NOT
part of the statistics specification; other tools can format how they like.

You can control which columns are output and how they are formatted by updating StatsPage.formatting, which is
a dict that mirrors the keys and nesting of logging.statistics. The difference is that, instead of data values, it has
formatting values. Use None for a given key to indicate to the StatsPage that a given column should not be output. Use
a string with formatting (such as ‘%.3f’) to interpolate the value(s), or use a callable (such as lambda v: v.isoformat())
for more advanced formatting. Any entry which is not mentioned in the formatting dict is output unchanged.
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Monitoring

Although the HTML output takes pains to assign unique id’s to each <td> with statistical data, you’re probably better
off fetching /cpstats/data, which outputs the whole (extrapolated) logging.statistics dict in JSON format. That is
probably easier to parse, and doesn’t have any formatting controls, so you get the “original” data in a consistently-
serialized format. Note: there’s no treatment yet for datetime objects. Try time.time() instead for now if you can.
Nagios will probably thank you.

Turning Collection Off

It is recommended each namespace have an “Enabled” item which, if False, stops collection (but not reporting) of
statistical data. Applications SHOULD provide controls to pause and resume collection by setting these entries to
False or True, if present.

Usage

To collect statistics on CherryPy applications:

from cherrypy.lib import cpstats
appconfig['/']['tools.cpstats.on'] = True

To collect statistics on your own code:

import logging
# Initialize the repository
if not hasattr(logging, 'statistics'): logging.statistics = {}
# Initialize my namespace
mystats = logging.statistics.setdefault('My Stuff', {})
# Initialize my namespace's scalars and collections
mystats.update({

'Enabled': True,
'Start Time': time.time(),
'Important Events': 0,
'Events/Second': lambda s: (

(s['Important Events'] / (time.time() - s['Start Time']))),
})

...
for event in events:

...
# Collect stats
if mystats.get('Enabled', False):

mystats['Important Events'] += 1

To report statistics:

root.cpstats = cpstats.StatsPage()

To format statistics reports:

See 'Reporting', above.

Classes

class cherrypy.lib.cpstats.StatsTool
Record various information about the current request.
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record_start()
Record the beginning of a request.

record_stop(uriset=None, slow_queries=1.0, slow_queries_count=100, debug=False, **kwargs)
Record the end of a request.

class cherrypy.lib.cpstats.StatsPage

7.10.7 cherrypy.lib.cptools

Functions for builtin CherryPy tools.

Classes

class cherrypy.lib.cptools.SessionAuth
Assert that the user is logged in.

anonymous()
Provide a temporary user name for anonymous users.

do_check()
Assert username. Raise redirect, or return True if request handled.

do_login(username, password, from_page=’..’, **kwargs)
Login. May raise redirect, or return True if request handled.

do_logout(from_page=’..’, **kwargs)
Logout. May raise redirect, or return True if request handled.

class cherrypy.lib.cptools.MonitoredHeaderMap

Functions

cherrypy.lib.cptools.validate_etags(autotags=False, debug=False)
Validate the current ETag against If-Match, If-None-Match headers.

If autotags is True, an ETag response-header value will be provided from an MD5 hash of the response body
(unless some other code has already provided an ETag header). If False (the default), the ETag will not be
automatic.

WARNING: the autotags feature is not designed for URL’s which allow methods other than GET. For example,
if a POST to the same URL returns no content, the automatic ETag will be incorrect, breaking a fundamental
use for entity tags in a possibly destructive fashion. Likewise, if you raise 304 Not Modified, the response body
will be empty, the ETag hash will be incorrect, and your application will break. See RFC 2616 Section 14.24.

cherrypy.lib.cptools.validate_since()
Validate the current Last-Modified against If-Modified-Since headers.

If no code has set the Last-Modified response header, then no validation will be performed.

cherrypy.lib.cptools.proxy(base=None, local=’X-Forwarded-Host’, remote=’X-Forwarded-For’,
scheme=’X-Forwarded-Proto’, debug=False)

Change the base URL (scheme://host[:port][/path]).

For running a CP server behind Apache, lighttpd, or other HTTP server.

For Apache and lighttpd, you should leave the ‘local’ argument at the default value of ‘X-Forwarded-Host’. For
Squid, you probably want to set tools.proxy.local = ‘Origin’.
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If you want the new request.base to include path info (not just the host), you must explicitly set base to the full
base path, and ALSO set ‘local’ to ‘’, so that the X-Forwarded-Host request header (which never includes path
info) does not override it. Regardless, the value for ‘base’ MUST NOT end in a slash.

cherrypy.request.remote.ip (the IP address of the client) will be rewritten if the header specified by the ‘remote’
arg is valid. By default, ‘remote’ is set to ‘X-Forwarded-For’. If you do not want to rewrite remote.ip, set the
‘remote’ arg to an empty string.

cherrypy.lib.cptools.ignore_headers(headers=(‘Range’, ), debug=False)
Delete request headers whose field names are included in ‘headers’.

This is a useful tool for working behind certain HTTP servers; for example, Apache duplicates the work that CP
does for ‘Range’ headers, and will doubly-truncate the response.

cherrypy.lib.cptools.response_headers(headers=None, debug=False)
Set headers on the response.

cherrypy.lib.cptools.referer(pattern, accept=True, accept_missing=False, error=403, mes-
sage=’Forbidden Referer header.’, debug=False)

Raise HTTPError if Referer header does/does not match the given pattern.

pattern A regular expression pattern to test against the Referer.

accept If True, the Referer must match the pattern; if False, the Referer must NOT match the pattern.

accept_missing If True, permit requests with no Referer header.

error The HTTP error code to return to the client on failure.

message A string to include in the response body on failure.

cherrypy.lib.cptools.session_auth(**kwargs)
Session authentication hook.

Any attribute of the SessionAuth class may be overridden via a keyword arg to this function:

anonymous: instancemethod check_username_and_password: instancemethod debug: bool do_check: in-
stancemethod do_login: instancemethod do_logout: instancemethod login_screen: instancemethod on_check:
instancemethod on_login: instancemethod on_logout: instancemethod run: instancemethod session_key: str

cherrypy.lib.cptools.log_traceback(severity=40, debug=False)
Write the last error’s traceback to the cherrypy error log.

cherrypy.lib.cptools.log_request_headers(debug=False)
Write request headers to the cherrypy error log.

cherrypy.lib.cptools.log_hooks(debug=False)
Write request.hooks to the cherrypy error log.

cherrypy.lib.cptools.redirect(url=’‘, internal=True, debug=False)
Raise InternalRedirect or HTTPRedirect to the given url.

cherrypy.lib.cptools.trailing_slash(missing=True, extra=False, status=None, debug=False)
Redirect if path_info has (missing|extra) trailing slash.

cherrypy.lib.cptools.flatten(debug=False)
Wrap response.body in a generator that recursively iterates over body.

This allows cherrypy.response.body to consist of ‘nested generators’; that is, a set of generators that yield
generators.

cherrypy.lib.cptools.accept(media=None, debug=False)
Return the client’s preferred media-type (from the given Content-Types).

If ‘media’ is None (the default), no test will be performed.
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If ‘media’ is provided, it should be the Content-Type value (as a string) or values (as a list or tuple of strings)
which the current resource can emit. The client’s acceptable media ranges (as declared in the Accept request
header) will be matched in order to these Content-Type values; the first such string is returned. That is, the
return value will always be one of the strings provided in the ‘media’ arg (or None if ‘media’ is None).

If no match is found, then HTTPError 406 (Not Acceptable) is raised. Note that most web browsers send / as
a (low-quality) acceptable media range, which should match any Content-Type. In addition, ”...if no Accept
header field is present, then it is assumed that the client accepts all media types.”

Matching types are checked in order of client preference first, and then in the order of the given ‘media’ values.

Note that this function does not honor accept-params (other than “q”).

cherrypy.lib.cptools.allow(methods=None, debug=False)
Raise 405 if request.method not in methods (default [’GET’, ‘HEAD’]).

The given methods are case-insensitive, and may be in any order. If only one method is allowed, you may supply
a single string; if more than one, supply a list of strings.

Regardless of whether the current method is allowed or not, this also emits an ‘Allow’ response header, contain-
ing the given methods.

cherrypy.lib.cptools.autovary(ignore=None, debug=False)
Auto-populate the Vary response header based on request.header access.

7.10.8 cherrypy.lib.encoding

Classes

class cherrypy.lib.encoding.ResponseEncoder(**kwargs)

encode_stream(encoding)
Encode a streaming response body.

Use a generator wrapper, and just pray it works as the stream is being written out.

encode_string(encoding)
Encode a buffered response body.

Functions

cherrypy.lib.encoding.decode(encoding=None, default_encoding=’utf-8’)
Replace or extend the list of charsets used to decode a request entity.

Either argument may be a single string or a list of strings.

encoding If not None, restricts the set of charsets attempted while decoding a request entity to the given set
(even if a different charset is given in the Content-Type request header).

default_encoding Only in effect if the ‘encoding’ argument is not given. If given, the set of charsets attempted
while decoding a request entity is extended with the given value(s).

cherrypy.lib.encoding.compress(body, compress_level)
Compress ‘body’ at the given compress_level.

cherrypy.lib.encoding.decompress(body)
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cherrypy.lib.encoding.gzip(compress_level=5, mime_types=[’text/html’, ‘text/plain’], de-
bug=False)

Try to gzip the response body if Content-Type in mime_types.

cherrypy.response.headers[’Content-Type’] must be set to one of the values in the mime_types arg before calling
this function.

The provided list of mime-types must be of one of the following form:

• type/subtype

• type/*

• type/*+subtype

No compression is performed if any of the following hold:

• The client sends no Accept-Encoding request header

• No ‘gzip’ or ‘x-gzip’ is present in the Accept-Encoding header

• No ‘gzip’ or ‘x-gzip’ with a qvalue > 0 is present

• The ‘identity’ value is given with a qvalue > 0.

7.10.9 cherrypy.lib.httpauth

This module defines functions to implement HTTP Digest Authentication (RFC 2617). This has full compliance with
‘Digest’ and ‘Basic’ authentication methods. In ‘Digest’ it supports both MD5 and MD5-sess algorithms.

Usage: First use ‘doAuth’ to request the client authentication for a certain resource. You should send an
httplib.UNAUTHORIZED response to the client so he knows he has to authenticate itself.

Then use ‘parseAuthorization’ to retrieve the ‘auth_map’ used in ‘checkResponse’.

To use ‘checkResponse’ you must have already verified the password associated with the ‘username’ key in
‘auth_map’ dict. Then you use the ‘checkResponse’ function to verify if the password matches the one sent by
the client.

SUPPORTED_ALGORITHM - list of supported ‘Digest’ algorithms SUPPORTED_QOP - list of supported ‘Digest’
‘qop’.

Functions

cherrypy.lib.httpauth.calculateNonce(realm, algorithm=’MD5’)
This is an auxaliary function that calculates ‘nonce’ value. It is used to handle sessions.

cherrypy.lib.httpauth.digestAuth(realm, algorithm=’MD5’, nonce=None, qop=’auth’)
Challenges the client for a Digest authentication.

cherrypy.lib.httpauth.basicAuth(realm)
Challengenes the client for a Basic authentication.

cherrypy.lib.httpauth.doAuth(realm)
‘doAuth’ function returns the challenge string b giving priority over Digest and fallback to Basic authentication
when the browser doesn’t support the first one.

This should be set in the HTTP header under the key ‘WWW-Authenticate’.

cherrypy.lib.httpauth.parseAuthorization(credentials)
parseAuthorization will convert the value of the ‘Authorization’ key in the HTTP header to a map itself. If the
parsing fails ‘None’ is returned.
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cherrypy.lib.httpauth.md5SessionKey(params, password)
If the “algorithm” directive’s value is “MD5-sess”, then A1 [the session key] is calculated only once - on the
first request by the client following receipt of a WWW-Authenticate challenge from the server.

This creates a ‘session key’ for the authentication of subsequent requests and responses which is different for
each “authentication session”, thus limiting the amount of material hashed with any one key.

Because the server need only use the hash of the user credentials in order to create the A1 value, this construction
could be used in conjunction with a third party authentication service so that the web server would not need the
actual password value. The specification of such a protocol is beyond the scope of this specification.

cherrypy.lib.httpauth.checkResponse(auth_map, password, method=’GET’, encrypt=None,
**kwargs)

‘checkResponse’ compares the auth_map with the password and optionally other arguments that each imple-
mentation might need.

If the response is of type ‘Basic’ then the function has the following signature:

checkBasicResponse(auth_map, password) -> bool

If the response is of type ‘Digest’ then the function has the following signature:

checkDigestResponse(auth_map, password, method='GET', A1=None) -> bool

The ‘A1’ argument is only used in MD5_SESS algorithm based responses. Check md5SessionKey() for more
info.

7.10.10 cherrypy.lib.httputil

HTTP library functions.

This module contains functions for building an HTTP application framework: any one, not just one whose name
starts with “Ch”. ;) If you reference any modules from some popular framework inside this module, FuManChu will
personally hang you up by your thumbs and submit you to a public caning.

Classes

class cherrypy.lib.httputil.HeaderElement(value, params=None)
An element (with parameters) from an HTTP header’s element list.

classmethod from_str(elementstr)
Construct an instance from a string of the form ‘token;key=val’.

static parse(elementstr)
Transform ‘token;key=val’ to (‘token’, {‘key’: ‘val’}).

class cherrypy.lib.httputil.AcceptElement(value, params=None)
An element (with parameters) from an Accept* header’s element list.

AcceptElement objects are comparable; the more-preferred object will be “less than” the less-preferred object.
They are also therefore sortable; if you sort a list of AcceptElement objects, they will be listed in priority order;
the most preferred value will be first. Yes, it should have been the other way around, but it’s too late to fix now.

qvalue
The qvalue, or priority, of this value.

class cherrypy.lib.httputil.CaseInsensitiveDict
A case-insensitive dict subclass.

Each key is changed on entry to str(key).title().
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class cherrypy.lib.httputil.HeaderMap
A dict subclass for HTTP request and response headers.

Each key is changed on entry to str(key).title(). This allows headers to be case-insensitive and avoid duplicates.

Values are header values (decoded according to RFC 2047 if necessary).

elements(key)
Return a sorted list of HeaderElements for the given header.

classmethod encode(v)
Return the given header name or value, encoded for HTTP output.

classmethod encode_header_items(header_items)
Prepare the sequence of name, value tuples into a form suitable for transmitting on the wire for HTTP.

output()
Transform self into a list of (name, value) tuples.

values(key)
Return a sorted list of HeaderElement.value for the given header.

class cherrypy.lib.httputil.Host(ip, port, name=None)
An internet address.

name Should be the client’s host name. If not available (because no DNS lookup is performed), the IP address
should be used instead.

Functions

cherrypy.lib.httputil.urljoin(*atoms)
Return the given path *atoms, joined into a single URL.

This will correctly join a SCRIPT_NAME and PATH_INFO into the original URL, even if either atom is blank.

cherrypy.lib.httputil.protocol_from_http(protocol_str)
Return a protocol tuple from the given ‘HTTP/x.y’ string.

cherrypy.lib.httputil.get_ranges(headervalue, content_length)
Return a list of (start, stop) indices from a Range header, or None.

Each (start, stop) tuple will be composed of two ints, which are suitable for use in a slicing operation. That is,
the header “Range: bytes=3-6”, if applied against a Python string, is requesting resource[3:7]. This function
will return the list [(3, 7)].

If this function returns an empty list, you should return HTTP 416.

cherrypy.lib.httputil.header_elements(fieldname, fieldvalue)
Return a sorted HeaderElement list from a comma-separated header string.

cherrypy.lib.httputil.decode_TEXT(value)
Decode RFC 2047 TEXT (e.g. “=?utf-8?q?f=C3=BCr?=” -> “fxfcr”).

cherrypy.lib.httputil.valid_status(status)
Return legal HTTP status Code, Reason-phrase and Message.

The status arg must be an int, or a str that begins with an int.

If status is an int, or a str and no reason-phrase is supplied, a default reason-phrase will be provided.

cherrypy.lib.httputil.parse_query_string(query_string, keep_blank_values=True,
encoding=’utf-8’)

Build a params dictionary from a query_string.
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Duplicate key/value pairs in the provided query_string will be returned as {‘key’: [val1, val2, ...]}. Single
key/values will be returned as strings: {‘key’: ‘value’}.

7.10.11 cherrypy.lib.jsontools

Functions

cherrypy.lib.jsontools.json_processor(entity)
Read application/json data into request.json.

cherrypy.lib.jsontools.json_in(content_type=[u’application/json’, u’text/javascript’],
force=True, debug=False, processor=<function
json_processor>)

Add a processor to parse JSON request entities: The default processor places the parsed data into request.json.

Incoming request entities which match the given content_type(s) will be deserialized from JSON to the Python
equivalent, and the result stored at cherrypy.request.json. The ‘content_type’ argument may be a Content-Type
string or a list of allowable Content-Type strings.

If the ‘force’ argument is True (the default), then entities of other content types will not be allowed; “415
Unsupported Media Type” is raised instead.

Supply your own processor to use a custom decoder, or to handle the parsed data differently. The processor can
be configured via tools.json_in.processor or via the decorator method.

Note that the deserializer requires the client send a Content-Length request header, or it will raise “411 Length
Required”. If for any other reason the request entity cannot be deserialized from JSON, it will raise “400 Bad
Request: Invalid JSON document”.

You must be using Python 2.6 or greater, or have the ‘simplejson’ package importable; otherwise, ValueError is
raised during processing.

cherrypy.lib.jsontools.json_handler(*args, **kwargs)

cherrypy.lib.jsontools.json_out(content_type=’application/json’, debug=False, han-
dler=<function json_handler>)

Wrap request.handler to serialize its output to JSON. Sets Content-Type.

If the given content_type is None, the Content-Type response header is not set.

Provide your own handler to use a custom encoder. For example cherrypy.config[’tools.json_out.handler’] =
<function>, or @json_out(handler=function).

You must be using Python 2.6 or greater, or have the ‘simplejson’ package importable; otherwise, ValueError is
raised during processing.

7.10.12 cherrypy.lib.profiler

Profiler tools for CherryPy.

CherryPy users

You can profile any of your pages as follows:

from cherrypy.lib import profiler

class Root:
p = profile.Profiler("/path/to/profile/dir")
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def index(self):
self.p.run(self._index)

index.exposed = True

def _index(self):
return "Hello, world!"

cherrypy.tree.mount(Root())

You can also turn on profiling for all requests using the make_app function as WSGI middleware.

CherryPy developers

This module can be used whenever you make changes to CherryPy, to get a quick sanity-check on overall CP perfor-
mance. Use the --profile flag when running the test suite. Then, use the serve() function to browse the results
in a web browser. If you run this module from the command line, it will call serve() for you.

Classes

class cherrypy.lib.profiler.Profiler(path=None)

run(func, *args, **params)
Dump profile data into self.path.

statfiles()

Return type list of available profiles.

stats(filename, sortby=’cumulative’)

Rtype stats(index) output of print_stats() for the given profile.

class cherrypy.lib.profiler.ProfileAggregator(path=None)

class cherrypy.lib.profiler.make_app(nextapp, path=None, aggregate=False)

Functions

cherrypy.lib.profiler.new_func_strip_path(func_name)
Make profiler output more readable by adding __init__ modules’ parents

cherrypy.lib.profiler.serve(path=None, port=8080)

7.10.13 cherrypy.lib.reprconf

Generic configuration system using unrepr.

Configuration data may be supplied as a Python dictionary, as a filename, or as an open file object. When you supply
a filename or file, Python’s builtin ConfigParser is used (with some extensions).
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Namespaces

Configuration keys are separated into namespaces by the first ”.” in the key.

The only key that cannot exist in a namespace is the “environment” entry. This special entry ‘imports’ other config
entries from a template stored in the Config.environments dict.

You can define your own namespaces to be called when new config is merged by adding a named handler to Con-
fig.namespaces. The name can be any string, and the handler must be either a callable or a context manager.

Classes

class cherrypy.lib.reprconf.NamespaceSet
A dict of config namespace names and handlers.

Each config entry should begin with a namespace name; the corresponding namespace handler will be called
once for each config entry in that namespace, and will be passed two arguments: the config key (with the
namespace removed) and the config value.

Namespace handlers may be any Python callable; they may also be Python 2.5-style ‘context managers’, in
which case their __enter__ method should return a callable to be used as the handler. See cherrypy.tools (the
Toolbox class) for an example.

class cherrypy.lib.reprconf.Config(file=None, **kwargs)
A dict-like set of configuration data, with defaults and namespaces.

May take a file, filename, or dict.

reset()
Reset self to default values.

update(config)
Update self from a dict, file or filename.

class cherrypy.lib.reprconf.Parser(defaults=None, dict_type=<class ‘collections.OrderedDict’>,
allow_no_value=False)

Sub-class of ConfigParser that keeps the case of options and that raises an exception if the file cannot be read.

as_dict(raw=False, vars=None)
Convert an INI file to a dictionary

Functions

cherrypy.lib.reprconf.as_dict(config)
Return a dict from ‘config’ whether it is a dict, file, or filename.

cherrypy.lib.reprconf.unrepr(s)
Return a Python object compiled from a string.

cherrypy.lib.reprconf.modules(modulePath)
Load a module and retrieve a reference to that module.

cherrypy.lib.reprconf.attributes(full_attribute_name)
Load a module and retrieve an attribute of that module.
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7.10.14 cherrypy.lib.static

Functions

cherrypy.lib.static.serve_file(path, content_type=None, disposition=None, name=None, de-
bug=False)

Set status, headers, and body in order to serve the given path.

The Content-Type header will be set to the content_type arg, if provided. If not provided, the Content-Type will
be guessed by the file extension of the ‘path’ argument.

If disposition is not None, the Content-Disposition header will be set to “<disposition>; filename=<name>”. If
name is None, it will be set to the basename of path. If disposition is None, no Content-Disposition header will
be written.

cherrypy.lib.static.serve_fileobj(fileobj, content_type=None, disposition=None,
name=None, debug=False)

Set status, headers, and body in order to serve the given file object.

The Content-Type header will be set to the content_type arg, if provided.

If disposition is not None, the Content-Disposition header will be set to “<disposition>; filename=<name>”. If
name is None, ‘filename’ will not be set. If disposition is None, no Content-Disposition header will be written.

CAUTION: If the request contains a ‘Range’ header, one or more seek()s will be performed on the file object.
This may cause undesired behavior if the file object is not seekable. It could also produce undesired results if
the caller set the read position of the file object prior to calling serve_fileobj(), expecting that the data would be
served starting from that position.

cherrypy.lib.static.serve_download(path, name=None)
Serve ‘path’ as an application/x-download attachment.

cherrypy.lib.static.staticdir(section, dir, root=’‘, match=’‘, content_types=None, index=’‘,
debug=False)

Serve a static resource from the given (root +) dir.

match If given, request.path_info will be searched for the given regular expression before attempting to serve
static content.

content_types If given, it should be a Python dictionary of {file-extension: content-type} pairs, where ‘file-
extension’ is a string (e.g. “gif”) and ‘content-type’ is the value to write out in the Content-Type response
header (e.g. “image/gif”).

index If provided, it should be the (relative) name of a file to serve for directory requests. For example, if
the dir argument is ‘/home/me’, the Request-URI is ‘myapp’, and the index arg is ‘index.html’, the file
‘/home/me/myapp/index.html’ will be sought.

cherrypy.lib.static.staticfile(filename, root=None, match=’‘, content_types=None, de-
bug=False)

Serve a static resource from the given (root +) filename.

match If given, request.path_info will be searched for the given regular expression before attempting to serve
static content.

content_types If given, it should be a Python dictionary of {file-extension: content-type} pairs, where ‘file-
extension’ is a string (e.g. “gif”) and ‘content-type’ is the value to write out in the Content-Type response
header (e.g. “image/gif”).
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7.10.15 cherrypy.lib.xmlrpcutil

Functions

cherrypy.lib.xmlrpcutil.process_body()
Return (params, method) from request body.

cherrypy.lib.xmlrpcutil.patched_path(path)
Return ‘path’, doctored for RPC.

cherrypy.lib.xmlrpcutil.respond(body, encoding=’utf-8’, allow_none=0)

cherrypy.lib.xmlrpcutil.on_error(*args, **kwargs)

7.11 cherrypy.process

7.11.1 cherrypy.process.win32 – Bus support for Windows

Windows service. Requires pywin32.

Classes

class cherrypy.process.win32.ConsoleCtrlHandler(bus)
A WSPBus plugin for handling Win32 console events (like Ctrl-C).

handle(event)
Handle console control events (like Ctrl-C).

class cherrypy.process.win32.Win32Bus
A Web Site Process Bus implementation for Win32.

Instead of time.sleep, this bus blocks using native win32event objects.

wait(state, interval=0.1, channel=None)
Wait for the given state(s), KeyboardInterrupt or SystemExit.

Since this class uses native win32event objects, the interval argument is ignored.

class cherrypy.process.win32.PyWebService
Python Web Service.

7.11.2 cherrypy.process.wspbus – The Web Site Process Bus

An implementation of the Web Site Process Bus.

This module is completely standalone, depending only on the stdlib.

Web Site Process Bus

A Bus object is used to contain and manage site-wide behavior: daemonization, HTTP server start/stop, process reload,
signal handling, drop privileges, PID file management, logging for all of these, and many more.

In addition, a Bus object provides a place for each web framework to register code that runs in response to site-
wide events (like process start and stop), or which controls or otherwise interacts with the site-wide components
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mentioned above. For example, a framework which uses file-based templates would add known template filenames to
an autoreload component.

Ideally, a Bus object will be flexible enough to be useful in a variety of invocation scenarios:

1. The deployer starts a site from the command line via a framework-neutral deployment script; applications from
multiple frameworks are mixed in a single site. Command-line arguments and configuration files are used to
define site-wide components such as the HTTP server, WSGI component graph, autoreload behavior, signal
handling, etc.

2. The deployer starts a site via some other process, such as Apache; applications from multiple frameworks are
mixed in a single site. Autoreload and signal handling (from Python at least) are disabled.

3. The deployer starts a site via a framework-specific mechanism; for example, when running tests, exploring
tutorials, or deploying single applications from a single framework. The framework controls which site-wide
components are enabled as it sees fit.

The Bus object in this package uses topic-based publish-subscribe messaging to accomplish all this. A few topic
channels are built in (‘start’, ‘stop’, ‘exit’, ‘graceful’, ‘log’, and ‘main’). Frameworks and site containers are free to
define their own. If a message is sent to a channel that has not been defined or has no listeners, there is no effect.

In general, there should only ever be a single Bus object per process. Frameworks and site containers share a single
Bus object by publishing messages and subscribing listeners.

The Bus object works as a finite state machine which models the current state of the process. Bus methods move it
from one state to another; those methods then publish to subscribed listeners on the channel for the new state.:

O
|
V

STOPPING --> STOPPED --> EXITING -> X
A A |
| \___ |
| \ |
| V V

STARTED <-- STARTING

Classes

class cherrypy.process.wspbus.ChannelFailures(*args, **kwargs)
Exception raised when errors occur in a listener during Bus.publish().

get_instances()
Return a list of seen exception instances.

handle_exception()
Append the current exception to self.

class cherrypy.process.wspbus.Bus
Process state-machine and messenger for HTTP site deployment.

All listeners for a given channel are guaranteed to be called even if others at the same channel fail. Each failure
is logged, but execution proceeds on to the next listener. The only way to stop all processing from inside a
listener is to raise SystemExit and stop the whole server.

block(interval=0.1)
Wait for the EXITING state, KeyboardInterrupt or SystemExit.

This function is intended to be called only by the main thread. After waiting for the EXITING state, it
also waits for all threads to terminate, and then calls os.execv if self.execv is True. This design allows
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another thread to call bus.restart, yet have the main thread perform the actual execv call (required on some
platforms).

exit()
Stop all services and prepare to exit the process.

graceful()
Advise all services to reload.

log(msg=’‘, level=20, traceback=False)
Log the given message. Append the last traceback if requested.

publish(channel, *args, **kwargs)
Return output of all subscribers for the given channel.

restart()
Restart the process (may close connections).

This method does not restart the process from the calling thread; instead, it stops the bus and asks the main
thread to call execv.

start()
Start all services.

start_with_callback(func, args=None, kwargs=None)
Start ‘func’ in a new thread T, then start self (and return T).

stop()
Stop all services.

subscribe(channel, callback, priority=None)
Add the given callback at the given channel (if not present).

unsubscribe(channel, callback)
Discard the given callback (if present).

wait(state, interval=0.1, channel=None)
Poll for the given state(s) at intervals; publish to channel.

7.11.3 cherrypy.process.plugins – Engine Plugins

Site services for use with a Web Site Process Bus.

Classes

class cherrypy.process.plugins.SimplePlugin(bus)
Plugin base class which auto-subscribes methods for known channels.

bus = None
A Bus, usually cherrypy.engine.

subscribe()
Register this object as a (multi-channel) listener on the bus.

unsubscribe()
Unregister this object as a listener on the bus.

class cherrypy.process.plugins.ThreadManager(bus)
Bases: cherrypy.process.plugins.SimplePlugin

Manager for HTTP request threads.
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If you have control over thread creation and destruction, publish to the ‘acquire_thread’ and ‘release_thread’
channels (for each thread). This will register/unregister the current thread and publish to ‘start_thread’ and
‘stop_thread’ listeners in the bus as needed.

If threads are created and destroyed by code you do not control (e.g., Apache), then, at the beginning of every
HTTP request, publish to ‘acquire_thread’ only. You should not publish to ‘release_thread’ in this case, since
you do not know whether the thread will be re-used or not. The bus will call ‘stop_thread’ listeners for you
when it stops.

acquire_thread()
Run ‘start_thread’ listeners for the current thread.

If the current thread has already been seen, any ‘start_thread’ listeners will not be run again.

graceful()
Release all threads and run all ‘stop_thread’ listeners.

release_thread()
Release the current thread and run ‘stop_thread’ listeners.

stop()
Release all threads and run all ‘stop_thread’ listeners.

threads = None
A map of {thread ident: index number} pairs.

Monitors

class cherrypy.process.plugins.BackgroundTask(interval, function, args=[], kwargs={},
bus=None)

A subclass of threading.Thread whose run() method repeats.

Use this class for most repeating tasks. It uses time.sleep() to wait for each interval, which isn’t very responsive;
that is, even if you call self.cancel(), you’ll have to wait until the sleep() call finishes before the thread stops. To
compensate, it defaults to being daemonic, which means it won’t delay stopping the whole process.

class cherrypy.process.plugins.PerpetualTimer(*args, **kwargs)
A responsive subclass of threading.Timer whose run() method repeats.

Use this timer only when you really need a very interruptible timer; this checks its ‘finished’ condition up to 20
times a second, which can results in pretty high CPU usage

class cherrypy.process.plugins.Monitor(bus, callback, frequency=60, name=None)
Bases: cherrypy.process.plugins.SimplePlugin

WSPBus listener to periodically run a callback in its own thread.

callback = None
The function to call at intervals.

frequency = 60
The time in seconds between callback runs.

graceful()
Stop the callback’s background task thread and restart it.

start()
Start our callback in its own background thread.

stop()
Stop our callback’s background task thread.
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thread = None
A BackgroundTask thread.

class cherrypy.process.plugins.Autoreloader(bus, frequency=1, match=’.*’)
Bases: cherrypy.process.plugins.Monitor

Monitor which re-executes the process when files change.

This plugin restarts the process (via os.execv()) if any of the files it monitors change (or is deleted).
By default, the autoreloader monitors all imported modules; you can add to the set by adding to
autoreload.files:

cherrypy.engine.autoreload.files.add(myFile)

If there are imported files you do not wish to monitor, you can adjust the match attribute, a regular expression.
For example, to stop monitoring cherrypy itself:

cherrypy.engine.autoreload.match = r'^(?!cherrypy).+'

Like all Monitor plugins, the autoreload plugin takes a frequency argument. The default is 1 second; that
is, the autoreloader will examine files once each second.

files = None
The set of files to poll for modifications.

frequency = 1
The interval in seconds at which to poll for modified files.

graceful()
Stop the callback’s background task thread and restart it.

match = ‘.*’
A regular expression by which to match filenames.

run()
Reload the process if registered files have been modified.

start()
Start our own background task thread for self.run.

stop()
Stop our callback’s background task thread.

subscribe()
Register this object as a (multi-channel) listener on the bus.

sysfiles()
Return a Set of sys.modules filenames to monitor.

unsubscribe()
Unregister this object as a listener on the bus.

Other Plugins

7.12 cherrypy.wsgiserver

7.12.1 cherrypy.wsgiserver.ssl_builtin – Builtin SSL

A library for integrating Python’s builtin ssl library with CherryPy.
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The ssl module must be importable for SSL functionality.

To use this module, set CherryPyWSGIServer.ssl_adapter to an instance of BuiltinSSLAdapter.

Classes

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.ssl_builtin.BuiltinSSLAdapter(certificate, private_key, certifi-
cate_chain=None)

A wrapper for integrating Python’s builtin ssl module with CherryPy.

bind(sock)
Wrap and return the given socket.

certificate = None
The filename of the server SSL certificate.

get_environ(sock)
Create WSGI environ entries to be merged into each request.

private_key = None
The filename of the server’s private key file.

wrap(sock)
Wrap and return the given socket, plus WSGI environ entries.

7.12.2 cherrypy.wsgiserver.ssl_pyopenssl – pyOpenSSL

A library for integrating pyOpenSSL with CherryPy.

The OpenSSL module must be importable for SSL functionality. You can obtain it from here.

To use this module, set CherryPyWSGIServer.ssl_adapter to an instance of SSLAdapter. There are two ways to use
SSL:

Method One

• ssl_adapter.context: an instance of SSL.Context.

If this is not None, it is assumed to be an SSL.Context instance, and will be passed to SSL.Connection on bind(). The
developer is responsible for forming a valid Context object. This approach is to be preferred for more flexibility, e.g.
if the cert and key are streams instead of files, or need decryption, or SSL.SSLv3_METHOD is desired instead of the
default SSL.SSLv23_METHOD, etc. Consult the pyOpenSSL documentation for complete options.

Method Two (shortcut)

• ssl_adapter.certificate: the filename of the server SSL certificate.

• ssl_adapter.private_key: the filename of the server’s private key file.

Both are None by default. If ssl_adapter.context is None, but .private_key and .certificate are both given and valid,
they will be read, and the context will be automatically created from them.
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Classes

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.ssl_pyopenssl.SSL_fileobject(*args, **kwargs)
SSL file object attached to a socket object.

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.ssl_pyopenssl.SSLConnection(*args)
A thread-safe wrapper for an SSL.Connection.

*args: the arguments to create the wrapped SSL.Connection(*args).

class cherrypy.wsgiserver.ssl_pyopenssl.pyOpenSSLAdapter(certificate, private_key, cer-
tificate_chain=None)

A wrapper for integrating pyOpenSSL with CherryPy.

bind(sock)
Wrap and return the given socket.

certificate = None
The filename of the server SSL certificate.

certificate_chain = None
Optional. The filename of CA’s intermediate certificate bundle.

This is needed for cheaper “chained root” SSL certificates, and should be left as None if not required.

context = None
An instance of SSL.Context.

get_context()
Return an SSL.Context from self attributes.

get_environ()
Return WSGI environ entries to be merged into each request.

private_key = None
The filename of the server’s private key file.

wrap(sock)
Wrap and return the given socket, plus WSGI environ entries.
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Appendix

8.1 How fast is CherryPy?

8.1.1 Introduction

When people ask this question, they usually mean “how fast will my CherryPy-based application be?”.

In 99% of the cases, the answer is “this depends on your actual application code, not on CherryPy itself”.

The reason is that, for 99% of the real-world dynamic applications, most of the time spent to return a page will be
spent in your actual application code, and the time actually spent in the CherryPy code will be negligible.

For instance, a typical page that requires a few database calls to be built might take in total 200ms to be served. Out of
these 200ms, about 2ms will be spent by CherryPy itself, and 198ms will be spend in your actual database calls and
page rendering...

So you can see that, if you want to optimize anything, you should really optimize your actual application code before
you try to optimize CherryPy.

8.1.2 Raw speed of the CherryPy HTTP server

Despite the real-life most common scenario explained in the introduction, some people still want to know the raw
speed of the CherryPy HTTP server.

About the benchmark

This benchmarking only makes sense on very small documents, otherwise we’re no longer measuring the raw speed
of the HTTP server, but also the speed of the application.

Warning: This benchmark uses the ab tool from the Apache project, it’s far from being a perfect tool nor does
it provide a realistic user workflow. Take these results lightly and always perform real load/performance tests in
your environment with better tools.

This benchmarking was performed on a laptop in the following environment:

• Processor: Intel® Core™ i3-2330M CPU @ 2.20GHz × 4

• RAM: 4GB

• Ubuntu 13.10

• Python 2.7
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• CherryPy 3.2.4

• Load testing tool: ab from Apache2

We used the following basic CherryPy app:

import cherrypy

class Root(object):
def index(self):

return "OK"
index.exposed = True

if __name__ == "__main__":
# remove the default CherryPy enabled tools
# to really check the speed of the request processing stack
cherrypy.config.clear()

# we don't need the logging for this test
cherrypy.config.update({'log.screen': False})

cherrypy.quickstart(Root())

For the raw WSGI server tests, we used the following code:

from cherrypy import wsgiserver

def my_crazy_app(environ, start_response):
start_response('200 OK', [('Content-type','text/plain')])
return ['OK']

if __name__ == '__main__':
server = wsgiserver.CherryPyWSGIServer(

('0.0.0.0', 8080), my_crazy_app)
server.stats['Enabled'] = False
try:

server.start()
except KeyboardInterrupt:

server.stop()

Test 1: Dynamic content / no concurrent connections

$ ab -n 1000 http://localhost:8080/
This is ApacheBench, Version 2.3 <$Revision: 1430300 $>
Copyright 1996 Adam Twiss, Zeus Technology Ltd, http://www.zeustech.net/
Licensed to The Apache Software Foundation, http://www.apache.org/

Benchmarking localhost (be patient)
Completed 100 requests
Completed 200 requests
Completed 300 requests
Completed 400 requests
Completed 500 requests
Completed 600 requests
Completed 700 requests
Completed 800 requests
Completed 900 requests
Completed 1000 requests
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Finished 1000 requests

Server Software: CherryPy/3.2.4
Server Hostname: localhost
Server Port: 8080

Document Path: /
Document Length: 2 bytes

Concurrency Level: 1
Time taken for tests: 2.414 seconds
Complete requests: 1000
Failed requests: 0
Write errors: 0
Total transferred: 126000 bytes
HTML transferred: 2000 bytes
Requests per second: 414.19 [#/sec] (mean)
Time per request: 2.414 [ms] (mean)
Time per request: 2.414 [ms] (mean, across all concurrent requests)
Transfer rate: 50.96 [Kbytes/sec] received

Connection Times (ms)
min mean[+/-sd] median max

Connect: 0 0 0.0 0 1
Processing: 1 2 0.6 2 8
Waiting: 1 2 0.5 2 5
Total: 1 2 0.6 2 8

Percentage of the requests served within a certain time (ms)
50% 2
66% 2
75% 2
80% 2
90% 3
95% 3
98% 4
99% 5

100% 8 (longest request)

Test 2: Dynamic content / concurrent connections / persistent connections

$ ab -k -n 1000 http://localhost:8080/
This is ApacheBench, Version 2.3 <$Revision: 1430300 $>
Copyright 1996 Adam Twiss, Zeus Technology Ltd, http://www.zeustech.net/
Licensed to The Apache Software Foundation, http://www.apache.org/

Benchmarking localhost (be patient)
Completed 100 requests
Completed 200 requests
Completed 300 requests
Completed 400 requests
Completed 500 requests
Completed 600 requests
Completed 700 requests
Completed 800 requests
Completed 900 requests
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Completed 1000 requests
Finished 1000 requests

Server Software: CherryPy/3.2.4
Server Hostname: localhost
Server Port: 8080

Document Path: /
Document Length: 2 bytes

Concurrency Level: 1
Time taken for tests: 0.626 seconds
Complete requests: 1000
Failed requests: 0
Write errors: 0
Keep-Alive requests: 1000
Total transferred: 150000 bytes
HTML transferred: 2000 bytes
Requests per second: 1597.89 [#/sec] (mean)
Time per request: 0.626 [ms] (mean)
Time per request: 0.626 [ms] (mean, across all concurrent requests)
Transfer rate: 234.07 [Kbytes/sec] received

Connection Times (ms)
min mean[+/-sd] median max

Connect: 0 0 0.0 0 0
Processing: 1 1 0.2 1 3
Waiting: 1 1 0.2 1 3
Total: 1 1 0.2 1 3

Percentage of the requests served within a certain time (ms)
50% 1
66% 1
75% 1
80% 1
90% 1
95% 1
98% 1
99% 2

100% 3 (longest request)

Test 3: Dynamic content / concurrent connections

Now let’s alo tell “ab” to simulate 10 concurrent users.

$ ab -c 10 -n 1000 http://localhost:8080/
This is ApacheBench, Version 2.3 <$Revision: 1430300 $>
Copyright 1996 Adam Twiss, Zeus Technology Ltd, http://www.zeustech.net/
Licensed to The Apache Software Foundation, http://www.apache.org/

Benchmarking localhost (be patient)
Completed 100 requests
Completed 200 requests
Completed 300 requests
Completed 400 requests
Completed 500 requests
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Completed 600 requests
Completed 700 requests
Completed 800 requests
Completed 900 requests
Completed 1000 requests
Finished 1000 requests

Server Software: CherryPy/3.2.4
Server Hostname: localhost
Server Port: 8080

Document Path: /
Document Length: 2 bytes

Concurrency Level: 10
Time taken for tests: 2.653 seconds
Complete requests: 1000
Failed requests: 0
Write errors: 0
Total transferred: 126000 bytes
HTML transferred: 2000 bytes
Requests per second: 376.99 [#/sec] (mean)
Time per request: 26.526 [ms] (mean)
Time per request: 2.653 [ms] (mean, across all concurrent requests)
Transfer rate: 46.39 [Kbytes/sec] received

Connection Times (ms)
min mean[+/-sd] median max

Connect: 0 2 44.7 0 1000
Processing: 5 21 33.7 17 406
Waiting: 4 20 33.7 16 406
Total: 5 23 55.9 17 1020

Percentage of the requests served within a certain time (ms)
50% 17
66% 19
75% 20
80% 21
90% 23
95% 25
98% 31
99% 286

100% 1020 (longest request)

Test 4: Dynamic content / concurrent connections / persistent connections

In this use case, we tell ab to reuse connections as per HTTP/1.1.

$ ab -k -c 10 -n 1000 http://localhost:8080/
This is ApacheBench, Version 2.3 <$Revision: 1430300 $>
Copyright 1996 Adam Twiss, Zeus Technology Ltd, http://www.zeustech.net/
Licensed to The Apache Software Foundation, http://www.apache.org/

Benchmarking localhost (be patient)
Completed 100 requests
Completed 200 requests
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Completed 300 requests
Completed 400 requests
Completed 500 requests
Completed 600 requests
Completed 700 requests
Completed 800 requests
Completed 900 requests
Completed 1000 requests
Finished 1000 requests

Server Software: CherryPy/3.2.4
Server Hostname: localhost
Server Port: 8080

Document Path: /
Document Length: 2 bytes

Concurrency Level: 10
Time taken for tests: 1.944 seconds
Complete requests: 1000
Failed requests: 0
Write errors: 0
Keep-Alive requests: 1000
Total transferred: 150000 bytes
HTML transferred: 2000 bytes
Requests per second: 514.36 [#/sec] (mean)
Time per request: 19.442 [ms] (mean)
Time per request: 1.944 [ms] (mean, across all concurrent requests)
Transfer rate: 75.35 [Kbytes/sec] received

Connection Times (ms)
min mean[+/-sd] median max

Connect: 0 1 31.6 0 1000
Processing: 1 18 16.6 16 424
Waiting: 1 14 15.6 12 418
Total: 1 19 36.3 16 1040

Percentage of the requests served within a certain time (ms)
50% 16
66% 21
75% 24
80% 26
90% 32
95% 38
98% 47
99% 51

100% 1040 (longest request)

Test 5: Raw WSGI server / no concurrent connections

$ ab -n 1000 http://localhost:8080/
This is ApacheBench, Version 2.3 <$Revision: 1430300 $>
Copyright 1996 Adam Twiss, Zeus Technology Ltd, http://www.zeustech.net/
Licensed to The Apache Software Foundation, http://www.apache.org/

Benchmarking localhost (be patient)
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Completed 100 requests
Completed 200 requests
Completed 300 requests
Completed 400 requests
Completed 500 requests
Completed 600 requests
Completed 700 requests
Completed 800 requests
Completed 900 requests
Completed 1000 requests
Finished 1000 requests

Server Software: sylvain-laptop
Server Hostname: localhost
Server Port: 8080

Document Path: /
Document Length: 2 bytes

Concurrency Level: 1
Time taken for tests: 1.041 seconds
Complete requests: 1000
Failed requests: 0
Write errors: 0
Total transferred: 108000 bytes
HTML transferred: 2000 bytes
Requests per second: 960.58 [#/sec] (mean)
Time per request: 1.041 [ms] (mean)
Time per request: 1.041 [ms] (mean, across all concurrent requests)
Transfer rate: 101.31 [Kbytes/sec] received

Connection Times (ms)
min mean[+/-sd] median max

Connect: 0 0 0.0 0 0
Processing: 0 1 0.3 1 4
Waiting: 0 1 0.3 1 4
Total: 0 1 0.3 1 4

Percentage of the requests served within a certain time (ms)
50% 1
66% 1
75% 1
80% 1
90% 1
95% 1
98% 2
99% 2

100% 4 (longest request)

Test 6: Raw WSGI server / concurrent connections

$ ab -c 10 -n 1000 http://localhost:8080/
This is ApacheBench, Version 2.3 <$Revision: 1430300 $>
Copyright 1996 Adam Twiss, Zeus Technology Ltd, http://www.zeustech.net/
Licensed to The Apache Software Foundation, http://www.apache.org/
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Benchmarking localhost (be patient)
Completed 100 requests
Completed 200 requests
Completed 300 requests
Completed 400 requests
Completed 500 requests
Completed 600 requests
Completed 700 requests
Completed 800 requests
Completed 900 requests
Completed 1000 requests
Finished 1000 requests

Server Software: sylvain-laptop
Server Hostname: localhost
Server Port: 8080

Document Path: /
Document Length: 2 bytes

Concurrency Level: 10
Time taken for tests: 1.235 seconds
Complete requests: 1000
Failed requests: 0
Write errors: 0
Total transferred: 108000 bytes
HTML transferred: 2000 bytes
Requests per second: 809.88 [#/sec] (mean)
Time per request: 12.348 [ms] (mean)
Time per request: 1.235 [ms] (mean, across all concurrent requests)
Transfer rate: 85.42 [Kbytes/sec] received

Connection Times (ms)
min mean[+/-sd] median max

Connect: 0 1 31.5 0 996
Processing: 2 8 19.4 7 341
Waiting: 1 8 19.4 6 341
Total: 2 9 37.0 7 1003

Percentage of the requests served within a certain time (ms)
50% 7
66% 7
75% 8
80% 8
90% 10
95% 11
98% 15
99% 17

100% 1003 (longest request)

Test 7: Raw WSGI server / concurrent connections / persistent connections

$ ab -k -c 10 -n 1000 http://localhost:8080/
This is ApacheBench, Version 2.3 <$Revision: 1430300 $>
Copyright 1996 Adam Twiss, Zeus Technology Ltd, http://www.zeustech.net/
Licensed to The Apache Software Foundation, http://www.apache.org/
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Benchmarking localhost (be patient)
Completed 100 requests
Completed 200 requests
Completed 300 requests
Completed 400 requests
Completed 500 requests
Completed 600 requests
Completed 700 requests
Completed 800 requests
Completed 900 requests
Completed 1000 requests
Finished 1000 requests

Server Software: sylvain-laptop
Server Hostname: localhost
Server Port: 8080

Document Path: /
Document Length: 2 bytes

Concurrency Level: 10
Time taken for tests: 0.992 seconds
Complete requests: 1000
Failed requests: 0
Write errors: 0
Keep-Alive requests: 0
Total transferred: 108000 bytes
HTML transferred: 2000 bytes
Requests per second: 1008.08 [#/sec] (mean)
Time per request: 9.920 [ms] (mean)
Time per request: 0.992 [ms] (mean, across all concurrent requests)
Transfer rate: 106.32 [Kbytes/sec] received

Connection Times (ms)
min mean[+/-sd] median max

Connect: 0 0 0.1 0 1
Processing: 1 7 22.8 6 345
Waiting: 0 7 22.7 5 344
Total: 1 7 22.8 6 345

Percentage of the requests served within a certain time (ms)
50% 6
66% 7
75% 7
80% 7
90% 9
95% 10
98% 11
99% 13

100% 345 (longest request)
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8.2 Frequently Asked Questions

8.2.1 General

Q How fast is CherryPy ?

A Have a look at How fast is CherryPy?.

Q When will it be added to the standard python library?

A Probably never. The standard python library is not the place to distribute an application server.

Q Who uses CherryPy?

A See Success Stories.

8.2.2 Server Features and Configuration

Q How do I serve multiple domains on one host?

A You can use the cherrypy._cpdispatch.VirtualHost dispatcher.

Q Does CherryPy support https?

A CherryPy has built-in SSL support as of 3.0.0beta. See the ssl_* properties of
cherrypy._cpserver and the programmer’s guide.

Earlier versions do not have built-in SSL support, but Tim Evans has written a module called
SslCherry that uses M2Crypto for https support. It’s not quite ready for production use, but it looks
promising.

Q Does CherryPy prevent cross-site scripting?

A See Malicious HTML Tags Embedded in Client Web Requests and Understanding Malicious Content
Mitigation for Web Developers at CERT for an overview of Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) issues.

While it is ultimately up to the developer to remove potential XSS vulnerabilities from their apps
and sites, there are several Cherrypy settings that can help. They are discussed in the programmer’s
guide.

Q Why does CherryPy take CPU/RAM even though it’s not yet receiving requests?

A CherryPy runs some tasks in the background by default, and some when you turn on certain tools. To
strip CherryPy down to nothing, you might have to:

• Turn off the Timeout Monitor via cherrypy.engine.timeout_monitor.unsubscribe().

• Turn off the Autoreloader via cherrypy.engine.autoreload.unsubscribe().

• Examine the number of worker threads that WSGIServer uses. See
cherrypy._cpserver.Server.thread_pool.

Q CherryPy serves my HTML but not my CSS, Javascript, or images. Why does CherryPy wait to serve
one resource before serving the next? Can it not handle more than one connection at a time?

A CherryPy certainly can handle multiple connections. It’s usually your browser that is the culprit.
Firefox, for example, will only open two connections at a time to the same host (and if one of
those is for the favicon.ico, then you’re down to one). Try increasing the number of concurrent
connections your browser makes, or test your site with a tool that isn’t a browser, like siege,
Apache’s ab, or even curl.
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8.2.3 Development Questions

Q I can browse pages from my local machine, but not from other machines. What gives?

A Set the config entry server.socket_host to either your server name/IP, or to ‘0.0.0.0’ to listen on all
interfaces. See cherrypy._cpserver for more details.

Q How do I serve URL’s with dots in them, like “/path/to/report.xml”?

A Two ways: 1) Convert the dots to underscores for your page handler names, e.g. def
report_xml(self) (see Default Dispatcher) or 2) use a default method.

Q How do I upload BIG files? (Or what is the best thing to do if I have many concurrent users uploading
files?)

A Please see Uploading Files for examples.

Q Can I perform HTTP based authentication (.htaccess)?

A There are two tools implementing RFC 2617: cherrypy.lib.auth_digest and cherrypy.lib.auth_basic.

Q What templating systems does CherryPy support?

A All of them! One of the core idea of CherryPy is to be templating language independent. It is important
to us to let developers keep their habits and preferred tools. Hence CherryPy does not favor any
templating language. But for some ideas, see Choosing a templating language and the Tools wiki.

Q My default handler throws an exception complaining about the number of arguments. How to handle
this?

A Suppose you have the following handler class setup:

class Root:
def project(self, id):

data = db.query("project", id)
return "Details for project %d: %r" % (id, data)

and you want to provide project information based on urls of the form

/project/123

Here, 123 is a project id to search in a database. The above project() method will do the trick, but,
when someone adds more arguments than the method expects, e.g.

/project/123/456/789?x=blah

those extra elements are passed on to the project() method as parameters, which is not able to handle
the extra arguments and results in an exception being thrown.

You can catch this by appending *args, **kwargs to the default() method’s parameter list. This
way, the values 456 and 789 in the example will be placed in the ‘args’ list and the ‘kwargs’ dictio-
nary will contain the string ‘blah’ for the key ‘x’. In the following example, we just ignore any extra
params:

class Root:
def project(self, id, *args, **kwargs):

data = db.query("project", id)
return "Details for project %d: %r" % (id, data)

Q How do I publish objects with reserved Python names?

A Example:
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class SomeClass(object):
def __init__(self):

setattr(self, 'print', self._print)
setattr(self, 'class', self._class)

def _print(self):
...

_print.exposed = True

def _class(self):
...

_class.exposed = True

Object attributes can have reserved names as long as you dynamically bind them so the Python
parser doesn’t choke on them.

Q How does CherryPy compare to projects like mod_python, Twisted, and Django?

A mod_python requires you to be running Apache. See http://www.modpython.org for more info. Since
CherryPy 2.1, you can use mod_python as an interface to bridge CherryPy and Apache.

Twisted is, well, twisted. You really have to spend the time to understand how the twisted framework
works. It is deep and very powerful, but has a steep learning curve. CherryPy is, arguably, simpler
to understand, due to its more traditional approach. Part of this comes from it not trying to do all the
things that twisted does (SMTP, IRC, NNTP, etc etc). See http://twistedmatrix.com for more info.

For a 3rd party discussion, refer to the PyWebOff blog which concluded:

“In no time at all, I was finished the library program. It took me significantly less time
than it did with either of Quixote or Webware, and I’m very happy with the code that
was produced. CherryPy needs more documenting, but otherwise it gets two enthusiastic
thumbs up.”

Q When you run cherrypy and two dudes browse your website at the same time, does cherrypy create
two instances of your root object? How does that work? I don’t get it.

A No, just one instance. It’s no different than having two threads in any other Python application call the
same method at the same time: each thread has its own set of local variables so they don’t stomp
each other.

Q How do I get CherryPy to work if I don’t have root?

A Just append it to the path. Put the following at the top of the files you need CherryPy for:

import sys
sys.path.append("your local dir path")

Q Can I change my root class, refresh my web page and see what is changed without restarting the
CherryPy server?

A See cherrypy.process.plugins.Autoreloader. Note that this solution works properly
only if the changes you make are syntactically correct. Re-compilation errors will exit the entire
application.

8.3 Success Stories

You are interested in CherryPy but you would like to hear more from people using it, or simply check out products or
application running it.
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If you would like to have your CherryPy powered website or product listed here, contact us via our mailing list or IRC
(#cherrypy on OFTC).

8.3.1 Websites running atop CherryPy

Hulu Deejay and Hulu Sod - Hulu uses CherryPy for some projects. “The service needs to be very high performance.
Python, together with CherryPy, gunicorn, and gevent more than provides for this.”

Netflix - Netflix uses CherryPy as a building block in their infrastructure: “Restful APIs to large applications with
requests, providing web interfaces with CherryPy and Bottle, and crunching data with scipy.”

Urbanility - French website for local neighbourhood assets in Rennes, France.

MROP Supply - Webshop for industrial equipment, developed using CherryPy 3.2.2 utilizing Python 3.2, with libs:
Jinja2-2.6, davispuh-MySQL-for-Python-3-3403794, pyenchant-1.6.5 (for search spelling). “I’m coming over from
.net development and found Python and CherryPy to be surprisingly minimalistic. No unnecessary overhead - build
everything you need without the extra fluff. I’m a fan!”

CherryMusic - A music streaming server written in python: Stream your own music collection to all your devices!
CherryMusic is open source.

YouGov Global - International market research firm, conducts millions of surveys on CherryPy yearly.

Aculab Cloud - Voice and fax applications on the cloud. A simple telephony API for Python, C#, C++, VB, etc... The
website and all front-end and back-end web services are built with CherryPy, fronted by nginx (just handling the ssh
and reverse-proxy), and running on AWS in two regions.

Learnit Training - Dutch website for an IT, Management and Communication training company. Built on CherryPy
3.2.0 and Python 2.7.3, with oursql and DBUtils libraries, amongst others.

Linstic - Sticky Notes in your browser (with linking).

Almad’s Homepage - Simple homepage with blog.

8.3.2 Products based on CherryPy

SABnzbd - Open Source Binary Newsreader written in Python.

Headphones - Third-party add-on for SABnzbd.

SickBeard - “Sick Beard is a PVR for newsgroup users (with limited torrent support). It watches for new episodes of
your favorite shows and when they are posted it downloads them, sorts and renames them, and optionally generates
metadata for them.”

TurboGears - The rapid web development megaframework. Turbogears 1.x used Cherrypy. “CherryPy is the under-
lying application server for TurboGears. It is responsible for taking the requests from the user’s browser, parses them
and turns them into calls into the Python code of the web application. Its role is similar to application servers used in
other programming languages”.

Indigo - “An intelligent home control server that integrates home control hardware modules to provide control of your
home. Indigo’s built-in Web server and client/server architecture give you control and access to your home remotely
from other Macs, PCs, internet tablets, PDAs, and mobile phones.”

SlikiWiki - Wiki built on CherryPy and featuring WikiWords, automatic backlinking, site map generation, full text
search, locking for concurrent edits, RSS feed embedding, per page access control lists, and page formatting using
PyTextile markup.”

read4me - read4me is a Python feed-reading web service.

Firebird QA tools - Firebird QA tools are based on CherryPy.
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salt-api - A REST API for Salt, the infrastructure orchestration tool.

8.3.3 Products inspired by CherryPy

OOWeb - “OOWeb is a lightweight, embedded HTTP server for Java applications that maps objects to URL direc-
tories, methods to pages and form/querystring arguments as method parameters. OOWeb was originally inspired by
CherryPy.”
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clean_up() (cherrypy.lib.sessions.RamSession method),
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clean_up() (cherrypy.lib.sessions.Session method), 52
clear() (cherrypy._cpconfig.Config method), 93
clear() (cherrypy.lib.caching.Cache method), 115
clear() (cherrypy.lib.caching.MemoryCache method), 116
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method), 56
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close() (cherrypy.wsgiserver.HTTPConnection method),
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tribute), 82
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code (cherrypy._cperror.HTTPError attribute), 40
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method), 83
compress() (in module cherrypy.lib.encoding), 123
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conn (cherrypy.wsgiserver.HTTPRequest attribute), 82
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tribute), 83
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content_type (cherrypy._cpreqbody.Entity attribute), 70
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cookie (cherrypy._cprequest.Request attribute), 97
cookie (cherrypy._cprequest.Response attribute), 100
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CP_fileobject (class in cherrypy.wsgiserver), 85
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Ctrl-C, 90
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default, 16
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tribute), 72
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attribute), 73
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method), 73
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method), 56
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method), 55
delete() (cherrypy.lib.sessions.RamSession method), 53
delete() (cherrypy.lib.sessions.Session method), 52
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digest_auth() (in module cherrypy.lib.auth_digest), 114
digestAuth() (in module cherrypy.lib.httpauth), 124
dispatch (cherrypy._cprequest.Request attribute), 97
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Dispatcher (class in cherrypy._cpdispatch), 94
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do_login() (cherrypy.lib.cptools.SessionAuth method),
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do_logout() (cherrypy.lib.cptools.SessionAuth method),
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method), 50
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class method), 126
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method), 123
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encode_string() (cherrypy.lib.encoding.ResponseEncoder
method), 123

encoding (cherrypy._cperror.HTTPRedirect attribute), 39
encoding (cherrypy.HTTPRedirect attribute), 110
Entity (class in cherrypy._cpreqbody), 70
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error_file (cherrypy._cplogging.LogManager attribute),
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method), 95
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method), 95
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method), 50
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method), 55
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graceful() (cherrypy.process.plugins.Autoreloader
method), 135

graceful() (cherrypy.process.plugins.Monitor method),
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graceful() (cherrypy.process.plugins.ThreadManager
method), 134

graceful() (cherrypy.process.wspbus.Bus method), 133
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grow() (cherrypy.wsgiserver.ThreadPool method), 85
gzip() (in module cherrypy.lib.encoding), 123
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method), 131
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has_key() (cherrypy.lib.sessions.FileSession method), 54
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method), 56
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method), 55
has_key() (cherrypy.lib.sessions.RamSession method), 53
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head (cherrypy._cpwsgi.CPWSGIApp attribute), 108
header_elements() (in module cherrypy.lib.httputil), 126
header_list (cherrypy._cprequest.Request attribute), 97
header_list (cherrypy._cprequest.Response attribute), 100
HeaderElement (class in cherrypy.lib.httputil), 125
HeaderMap (class in cherrypy.lib.httputil), 125
headers (cherrypy._cpreqbody.Entity attribute), 71
headers (cherrypy._cprequest.Request attribute), 97
headers (cherrypy._cprequest.Response attribute), 100
Hook (class in cherrypy._cprequest), 101
HookMap (class in cherrypy._cprequest), 101
hooks (cherrypy._cprequest.Request attribute), 98
Host (class in cherrypy.lib.httputil), 126
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idle (cherrypy.wsgiserver.ThreadPool attribute), 85
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index, 15
inheaders (cherrypy.wsgiserver.HTTPRequest attribute),
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InternalRedirect (class in cherrypy._cperror), 39
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method), 113
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method), 56
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keys() (cherrypy.lib.sessions.PostgresqlSession method),
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keys() (cherrypy.lib.sessions.RamSession method), 54
keys() (cherrypy.lib.sessions.Session method), 52
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kwargs (cherrypy._cprequest.Hook attribute), 101
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method), 57
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local (cherrypy._cprequest.Request attribute), 98
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tribute), 102
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tribute), 98
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method), 108
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method), 57
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now() (cherrypy.lib.sessions.RamSession method), 54
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outheaders (cherrypy.wsgiserver.HTTPRequest attribute),
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method), 125
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private_key (cherrypy.wsgiserver.ssl_builtin.BuiltinSSLAdapter

attribute), 136
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ready (cherrypy.wsgiserver.HTTPServer attribute), 84
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method), 50
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